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4. DISPERSION METEOROLOGY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the dispersion potential of a region
is essential in determining the impact of both existing and
proposed sources of ground level and elevated emissions of pollu-
tants. Areas that are plagued with poor dispersion conditions
for extended periods of time are apt to suffer stringent limita-
tions on land use and industrial development. Under such poor
dispersion conditions, seemingly insignificant sources of pollu-
tion can result in excessive concentrations over large areas. As
discussed in Seciton 6, The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977
impose strict regulatory requirements on new sources of air
pollution in areas with high ambient pollutant cone

The dispersion potential within the Fol so
been developed through the maximum utilization of a

The following sections describe the dispersion mete
Folsom District in terms of the following analyses:

entrati ons

.

in District has
vail able data,
orology of the

«

©

Data Sources
Prevailing Winds
Atmospheric Stability
Mixing Heights and Inversions
Typical and Worst-Case Conditions
Air Basins
Fire Weather
General Dispersion Modeling

Surface data suitable for use in the analysis of the
Folsom District dispersion meteorology are derived [primarily from
the National Weather Service (NWS) first-order meteorological
stations. The availability of mixing height, inverision and winds
aloft data is limited to those stations that take
urements of upper air winds and temperatures. 0;

only NWS station of this type in the District,
air winds and temperature data are also available
as part of a program being conducted by the
sources Board (CARB). Additional data from

routine meas-
lakland is the
However, upper
at other sites

Cal i |ornia Air Re-
lower-order NWS or

other governmental and special interest stations
viewed and included where they provide additional
information regarding the characterization of
meteorology of the Folsom District.

have been re-

significant
he di spersi on

of the general principles
data which have been used

Section 4.2 provides a review
of dispersion meteorology. Sources of
to describe the dispersion potential of the Folsom District are
discussed in Section 4.3. The discussion then turns to a review
of specific dispersion parameters including prevailing winds,
atmospheric stability, mixing heights, and inversio
4.4 through 4.6, respectively. More detailed anal
provided, including a review of typical and worst-c
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yses are then
ase condi t i ons
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for a variety of potential sources in Section 4.7. The air basin
analysis approach to dispersion meteorology is outlined in Sec-
tion 4.8. Section 4.9 provides a discussion of the impact of
dispersion meteorology on burn conditions while
describes concepts of air quality modeling includi
as to the manner in which the data presented in
should be interfaced with appropriate models. Fi
4.11 provides a review of sources of assistance to
encountering problems in dispersion meteorology
4.12 provides a glossary of terms.

#

#

9
152

section 4.10
ng suggestions
this document
nally. Section
BLM personnel
whi 1 e Secti on



4.2 PRINCIPLES OF DISPERSION METEOROLOGY

Dispersion meteorology provides an evaluation of the
capability of the atmosphere to disperse airborne effluents in a

given geographical region. That capability depends largely on
the critical meteorological parameters wind speed and direction,
atmospheric stability and mixing height. The topography of the
region also plays an important role.

The air pollution cycle can be considered
three phases: the release
transport and diffusion in the atmosphere,
air pollutants in reduced concentrations

and
by

to consist of
of air pollutants at the source, the

the reception of
humans, plants,

of meteorol o-
The motions

n four dimen-
fusion of air

animals, or inanimate objects. The major influence
gy occurs during the diffusion and transport phase,
of the atmoshphere which may be highly variable '

sions, are responsible for the transport and dif
pol

1

utants .

Although the distribution of a cloud of p

rial with time will depend on the summation of all

sizes and periods acting upon the cloud, it is

first consider some mean atmospheric motions over
order of an hour.

The following sections discuss (1) the principles of

turbulence and diffusion, (2) the key dispersion parameters, (3)
the role of topography in diffusion and (4) atmospheric chemis-
try. Modeling is discussed in detail in Section
strumentati on is reviewed in Section 7.

llutant mate-
motions of all
convenient to
Deriods on the

4.2.1 Principles of Turbulence and Diffusion

4.9 whi 1 e i n-

pol

1

utant
in size due

1 s

to
When a small concentrated puff of gaseous,

released into the atmosphere, it tends to expand
the dynamic action of the atmosphere. In so doing, the concen
tration of the gaseous pollutant is decreased bet^ause the same
amount of pollutant is now contained within a larger volume.
This natural process of high concentrations spreading out to
lower concentrations is the process of diffusion.

Atmospheric diffusion is ultimately accomplished by
wind induced movement of pollutants, but the cha
source of pollution requires that this action oi

taken into account in different ways. These sour
conveniently grouped into three classes: point
sources, and area sources.
must be further divided
sources .

In practice, the first
into instantaneous and

the
racter of the

the wind be
ces can be
sources , line

two classes
conti nuous

The instantaneous point source is essenti
of material created or ejected in a relatively sho
a nuclear explosion, the sudden rupture of a chlo
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ally a "puff"
•t time, as by
rine tank, or



the bursting of a tear-gas shell. The wind of immediate impor-
tance is, of course, that occurring at the place and time at
which the pollutant is created. Since the wind is highly vari-
able, the initial direction of movement of the
variable and difficult to predict; a soap-bubble
minutes
bubbl es
i n g the
tion of
rel ease
cause it to grow rather slowly and the
tions simply carry it along on erratic paths.
grows, larger-scale motions can get a "hold"
apart and dilute it more rapidly. Thus, the

close observation of the initial travel
will convincingly demonstrate the difficulty of predict
exact trajectory of the next bubble. In addition, dilu
a puff source is a very strong function of time after its

At first, the small-scale fluctuations of the wind
larger-scale wind varia-

But as the puff
on it to tear it
unicue feature of

puff is also
pipe and five
of successive

the instantaneous point source is its increasing d

with time, hence, the necessity to consider successively larger
scales of meterorological phenomena in calculating

ispersion rate

its spread.

Continuous point sources (the smoke plume
chimney, the pall from a burning dump) are the most
most conspicuous, and the most studied of
The meteorology of the continuous source
the time changes of the wind at
behavior of a plume from a factory
of water from a hose being played
It is evident that if the hose is
continually exposed to the water. But if the hose
back and forth in an arc, the water (pollution) wi
uted over a wider area, hence the concentration
For a truly continuous source, there are other chcinges of
importance - primarily the diurnal and seasonal cycles.

from a factory
f ami 1 i ar , the

all pollution sources.
must take into account

the point of ebiission. The
chimney is very much like that
back and forth ^cross a lawn.
steady, the same area will be

(wind) moves
11 be d i s t r i b

-

will be less.
great

The isolated line source is less common, and therefore
of less general interest, with two important exceptions - heavily
traveled highways, and the swath of chemicals emi
dusting apparatus. In both these examples, if the
tant is uniform and is long enough, the dispersion
tion must be attained in only two dimensions, along

tted by crop-
line of pol 1

u-

of the pollu-
the wind and

in the vertical. If the line source is a continuous one, as
might be the case of a freeway in rush hours, spreading in the
downwind direction becomes ineffective (at a particular downwind
location), so that only the vertical dimension is left to provide
dilution. This behavior of the continuous line source has been
exploited by meteorologists in field experiments with controlled
tracers to permit the detailed study of vertical diffusion,
uncomplicated by effects in the other two coordinates.

The area source can vary enormously in size. It may be
distributed over several square miles, as in an industrial park,
over tens or hundreds of square miles, as in a city, or over
thousands of square miles, exemplified by the almost continuous
strip city (the "megalopolis" or "megapolitan arqa") along the
eastern seaboard of the United States. These area
ly include combinations of all the si ngl e- source c(
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A large city will include many thousands of home c

sands of factories and shops, hundreds of miles of
dumps, burning leaves, evaporating fumes from
from cleaning plants and paint factories.

himneys, thou-
streets, open

gasoljine storage or
and everywhere the

automobile. The weather problem of the city area source becomes,
in the aggregate, quite different from that of a single source.
Here we are concerned not with the increasing rate of wind dis-
persion with increasing scale, or with the behavioi" of wind with
time at a single point, but rather with the repleni
the air over the city. We must consider the total
large volume of air as it "ventilates" the city,
reduces this ventilation rate, whether it be the coi
of surrounding mountains or the reduced velocities of a slow-
moving anticyclone, is of concern

shment rate of
movement of a

Anything that
nfining effect

In the construction of cities man has
weather as will be discussed in more detail in
The volume of effluent injected into the air ha
solar radiation. The absorption characteristics
asphalt instead of grass and trees create urban i

These effects must be considered in the meteorology

modified the
Section 4.2.6.
s reduced the
of cement and

"heat islands."
of urban air

pollution. The urban heat island effect is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.9

The atmosphere disperses pollutants
constant mostion, and this motion is always
degree. There is, as yet, no fully accepted defini
lence, but empirically it can be described as
dimensional) flow. The understanding of turbulent
the atmosphere has progressed largely
ments of controlled tracer experiments,
to deal with turbulence through statistical concept
aerodynamics and fluid dynamics, in contrast to ea
which centered around a vi rtual -di f

f

usi vi ty condept. In
practical application of computing pollution concebtrat i ons

because it is in

turbulent to some
tion of turbu-
random (three-

diffusion in

through empirical treat-
The current tendency is

s derived from
rl i er theori es

the
the

common practice is to employ the statistical method for distances
to perhaps 150 kilometers (93 miles) from the source, and equa-
tions based on vi rtual -di ff usi vity ("K") theory for longer dis-
tances, particularly for calculations on a hemispheric or global
scale

.

Vertical Turbulent Diffusion

in the
of the

To al 1 i ntents a

verti cal is a 1 ways
and at the top by ...^.^

troposphere, where
earth
arcal
wi thcreases with altitude,

ture is relatively constant or increases
over the poles, at about 5 miles
at about 12 miles. The full depth

However

,

ind purposes rapid atmospheric diffusion
s bounded: on the bottom by the surface
top by the tropopause. The tropopause -

the troposphere, where temperature de-the demarcation between .._, , _, ....

and the stratosphere.

The trop.^„.
temperature de-

where the tempera
with altitude - is
and highest in the

of the troposphere is

utilization "^ ^>-- -

lowest over the poles, at about 5 miles, and highest i

tropics, at about 12 miles. The full depth of the troposph
available for vertical dispersion. However, utilization o

total vertical dimension can take place at very different
depending on the thermally driven vertical wind. These rat
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intimately related to the vertical temperature profile. On the
average (and if we neglect the effects of the phase change of

water in the air), enhanced turbulence is associated with a drop
in temperature with height of 10 C per kilometer (29 F per mile)

(this is the dry adiabatic rate as discussed in Sec-
at

or greater
tion 4.2.3)
lesser rate.

dry
If the temperature

turbulence tends to be

as
change with he

decreased, and
ight is at a

if the temper-
ature increases
much reduced.

with height (an "inversion"), turbulence is very

The temperature profiles particularly overt

large diurnal variation as seen in Figure 4.2-1.
sunrise, the heating of the land surface by the 3

rapid warming of the air near the surface; the
this air causes it to rise rapidly. Cooler air
places the rising air "bubble," to be warmed and
This vigorous vertical interchange creates a

lapse rate - a temperature decrease of more than 29

cal mile - and vertical displacements are acceleratad. The depth
of this well-mixed layer depends on the intensity of solar radia
tion and the radiation characteristics of the underlying
Over the deserts, this vigorous mixing may extend

land, show a

Shortly after
un results in

reduced density of
from aloft re-
rise in turn,

"super-adi abati c"

F per verti-

miles, while over forested lake country, the layer
from three to seven hundred feet thick,
is highly dependent on season; in winter,
and unfavorable radiation characteristics
inhibit vertical turbulence.

of snow

with clear or partly cloudy
night is drastically changed

ground and the subsequent
surface. This creates an
profile, since there

In contrast,
temperature profile at
radiational cooling of the
the layers of air near the
of the daytime temperature
crease in temperature with height. In such a

density differences rapidly dampen out vertical
tends to reduce vertical turbulence, and stabili
phere .

surface .

well above 2

may be only
Obviously, this effect
the lesser insolation

cover greatly

skies the
by the rapid

cool i ng of
inversion"

1 s now an i n-

situation the
motions, which
ze the atmos-

scal e

dil ut

heat
gener
prof i

store
preve
si ons
i n V e r

evide
f unct
vati
rel at
proba
produ

vertical turbu
smaller end of

1 esser
modify th

at night,

lence and
;he scale.

Two other temperature configurations, on yery different
s, have important effects on
ion of air pollution. At the
capacity of urban areas and, to a

ated by fuel consumption act to
le. The effect is most evident
d by day in the buildings and streets
nts the formation of the surface-based
typical of rural areas. Over cities,

the
the

extent, the heat
e temperature
when the heat

the air andwarms
temperature inver-

i t is

sions in the lowest 300 feet; the city influence is
rare to f i nd

usual ly

nt 700 to 1000 feet above the surface. The
ion of city size and building density, but not
ns are yet available to provide any precise;

ions.
bly
ced

effect is a

enough obser-
quant i tati ve

Although the effect even for the largest cities is

insignificant above three thousand
vertical mixing is quite important
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Diurnal Variation of Temperature and Wind Speed



of being confined to a narrow layer near the heigh
perhaps only 300 feet in thickness, can be freely d
than double the volume of air, the concentrations
by a similar factor.

On a much larger
changed over thousands of
scale weather systems. In

t of emission,
i luted in more
being reduced

scale the temperature profile can be

square miles by the ac1:ion of large-
traveling storm systems (cyclones).

the increased pressure gradients and resulting h-jgh winds, to
gether with the inflow of air into the storm, ere
good vertical mixing conditions. On the other
pressure patterns, slower movement, and slow outf
air in high- pressure cells (anticyclones) result
favorable vertical mixing. This is primarily due
subsidence of the air aloft as it descends to repla
at the surface. During this descent, the air warm

ate relatively
ijand, the flat
ow of surface
in much less

to the gradual
ce the outflow
s adiabatical-

ly, and eventually there is created a temperature inversion
aloft, inhibiting the upward mixing of pollution ab
sion level. As the anticyclone matures and persist
dance inversion may lower to ^^ery near the ground a

the duration of the particular weather pattern.

ove the inver-
s , thi s subs i

-

nd persist for

Horizontal Turbulent Diffusion

The most important difference between the
horizontal dimensions of diffusion is that of
vertical, rapid diffusion is limited to about 10
miles). But in the horizontal, the entire surface
is eventually available. Even when the total depth
sphere is considered, the horizontal scale is larger by at least
three orders of magnitude, and the difference, say during a

nocturnal inversion which might restrict the vertical diffusion
to within a hundred feet, is even greater since the lateral
turbulence is reduced less than the vertical compoiient. Mechan-
ically produced horizontal turbulence is, on a percentage basis
much less important than the thermal effects; its effects are of

vertical and
scale . In the
kilometers ( 6

of the globe
of the tropo-

about the
effects .

same order of magnitude as the vertical mechanical

nee is not so
s as vertical

surface
steady-

The thermally produced horizontal turbule
neatly related to horizontal temperature gradient
turbulence is to the vertical temperature profile. The hori-
zontal temperature differences create horizontal pressure fields,
which in turn drive the horizontal winds. These are acted upon
by the earth's rotation (the Coriolis effect) and by
friction, so that there is not such a thing as a trul>
state wind near the surface of the earth. Wind speeds may vary
from nearly zero near the surface at night in an a)it i cycl one , to
200 miles per hour under the driving force of the
sure gradient of a hurricane. The importance of
even though in air pollution we are concerned w
modest ranges, is that for continuous sources the
is inversely proportional to the wind speed.
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intense pres-
thi s vari ati on ,

nth much more
concentration



The var
perhaps the most
most interesting
the changes in
4.2-2. Within
through 90 degre
with much short-
the course of a

numerous times,
will be establ
pressure pattern
years, and thus
location.

iation of turbulence in the lateral direction is

important factor of all and certainly one of the
In practice, this can best be represented by

horizontal wind direction illustrated in Figure
a few minutes, the wind may fluctuate rapidly
es or more. Over a few hours it may shift, still
period variability, through 180 ddgrees, and in

month it will have changed throug'h 360 degrees
Over the seasons, preferred directlional patterns

ished depending upon latitude and large-scale
s. These patterns may be wery stcj

establish the wind climatology of

The emitted pollution travels with this
The high-frequency fluctuations spread out "

ble over many
a particul ar

ever- varyi ng
he pol 1 utant ,wi nd

.

and the relatively steady "average" direction carries it off -

for example, toward a suburb or a business district. A gradual
turning of direction transports material toward ne
gives a respite to the previous ones. Every few
is repeated, and over the years the prevailing win
semipermanent patterns of pollutions downwind froir

cities.

w targets and
days the cycle
ds can create
factories or

4.2.2 Prevailing Winds

Wind speed and direction play a fundamenta
dispersion of airborne contaminants. The followi
discuss wind speed and direction and other wind c

and their associated impact on local and region
potent i al .

Mean wind direction has a basic impact on
levels. If the wind direction is representative of
which the pollutant is released, the mean dire(
indicative of the direciton of travel of the po
meteorology, it is conventional to consider the win
the direction from which the wind blows, thereforf
wind will move pollutants to the southeast of the s

1 role in the
ng paragraphs
laracteri sties
al dispersion

The effect of wind speed is two-fold,
will determine the travel time from a source to a g

e.g., if a receptor is located 1000 meters (3281
from a source and the wind speed is 5 meters
ft/sec), it will take 260 seconds for the poll uta
from the source to the receptor. The other effect
is a dilution in the downwind direction. If a

is emitting a certain pollutant at the rate o

ai r pol

1

utant
the height at
ti on wi 1 1 be

Mutants. In

direction as

, a northwest
urce .

The wind
iven rece
ft) dow

/second
nts to t

of wind
continuous s

f 10 grams/s
(-1.3 Ibs/min) and the wind speed is 1 meter/secoind (-2.2
then in a downwind length of the plume of 1 meter (3.3 feet)
be contained 10 grams (-0.02 lbs) of pollutant since 1 meter
feet) of air moves past the source each second. Next, con
that the conditions of emission are the same but t{he wind
is 5 meters/second (-11 mph). In this case, since 5 meters
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nwi nd
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ravel
speed
ource
econd
mph)
will
(3.3

sider
speed
(16.4
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feet) of air moves past the source each second, each meter of
plume length contains 2 grams (-0.04 lbs) of pollutant. There-
fore, it can be seen that the dilution of air pollutants released
form a source is proportional to the wind speed,
restated in another form: The concentration of air
inversely proportional to wind speed.

Wind speed is generally found to increas
above the ground and wind direction to veer (turn c

height (in the northern hemisphere at extratropic
due to the effects of friction with the earth's
amount of these increases in speed and veering in

quite variable, and to a great degree, related to
of the surface and the stability of the atmosphere.

This may
pol

1

utants
be
i s

e with height
lockwise) with
al latitudes)
surface. The
direction are
the roughness

n of only the
course, there

components
hori zontal

In the preceding paragraphs, consideratioi
mean speed and direction of wind has been made. Of
are deviations from these means. There are velocity
in all directions creating vertical motions as well as
ones. These random motions of widely different scales and peri-
ods are essentially responsible for the movement and diffusion of
pollutants about the mean downwind path. These motions, commonly
called eddys, are considered as atmospheric turbulence. If the
scale of a turbulent motion, i.e., the size of an eddy, is larger
than the size of the pollutant plume in its vicinity, the eddy
will move that portion of the plume. If an eddy is smaller than

effect will be to diffuse or spread out the plume.
caused by the eddy motion is widely variable, but
duffusion is at the minimum, it is roughly three

orders of magnitude greater than the diffusion by molecular
acti on

move
the plume, its
This diffusion
even when this

of magnitude
al one

.

During the daytime, solar heating causes turbulence to
be at a maximum and vertical motions to be strongest. This
causes the maximum amount of momentum exchange between various
levels in the atmosphere. Because of this, the variation of wind
speed with height is least during the daytime. Also, the amount
of veering with height is least (on the order of 15 to 20 over
average terrain). The thickness of the friction layer will also
be greatest during the day due to the vertical exch

At night, the vertical motions are least ,

of friction is not felt through as deep a layer
day. The surface speed over average terrain is m
the free atmosphere wind (on the order of 1/4 to 1

1000 meter (3281 feet) wind) and the amount of
height may be on the order of 40 to 45 . Figure 4

diurnal variation of wind speed at two different
meteorological tower (Singer and Raynor, 1957).

Wind data are generally only available in

and direction. Turbulence data are considerably
cated and are generally only available as a resul
ized, si te- speci f i c data gathering programs. Such
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Figure 4.2-3

Diurnal Variations in Wind Speed

As a Function of Height ^

^ ' Data from Meteorological Tower
Brookhaven National Laboratory
April 1950-March 1952
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used in very detailed modeling analyses. The bul k of the model-
ing analyses conducted for the air pollution industry require

is latter typeonly basic wind data for speed and direction. Th
of data are generally summarized in the form of wind roses
These may be viewed in Figure 4.4-1.

the Glossary of Meteorol ogy
show the distri-
location over a

W"

A wind rose is defined in
as, "Any one of a class of diagrams designed to
bution of wind direction experienced at a given
considerable period; it thus shows the prevailing wind direction.
The most common form consists of a circle from which eight or
sixteen lines emanate, one for each compass point. The length of
each line is proportional to the frequency of wind from that
direction; and the frequency of calm conditions is entered in the
center. Many variations exist. Some indicate the range of wind
speeds from each direction; some relate wind direction with other
weather occurrences." Wind roses may be constructed for data
from a given time period such as a particular month or may be for
a particular time of day or season from a numbe" of years of
data. In constructing or interpreting wind roses, it is neces-
sary to keep in mind the meteorological convention that wind
direction refers to the direction from which the wind is blowing.
A line or bar extending to the north on a wind rose indicates the
frequency of winds blowing from the north, not the frequency of
winds blowing toward the north. Some of the specialized wind

that may be constructed are precipitation wind roses,
the latter two

roses be
stability wind roses, and pollution wind roses
require additional data than are generally available
Weather Bureau stations. An informative article
and variants of wind roses

at standard
On the history
urt (1963).

sector of a

a frequency

has been published by Co

Prior to January 1964, the surface wind
reported by U.S. Weather Bureau stations as one of
tional points corresponding to the mariner's compass card or
compass rose, on which each direciton is equivalerjt to a 22 1/2

360° circle. Table 4.2-1 illustrates
table of wind direction versus wind spfeed

data essential to the development of a 16-point wind rose. It is
an example of summaries of hourly observations published monthly
until January 1964 in the Local CI imatol ogical Data
ment. Frequencies are totaled by direction and wind
A quick look at this wind rose indicates the highest directional
frequency is from the ENE and the highest speed frequency is the
8 to 12 mph column. Average speeds have been computed for each
di recti on

.

When wind roses are employed to summarize cl imatol ogical
data involving long periods of record, percentage frequencies are
favored over numerical totals for tabular presentaiion since the
number of observations in any one cell can become quite large.
Moreover, wind rose diagrams can be drafted directly from tabular
data if percentages are available. Table 4.2-2 presents 10 years
of hourly wind data observed at New Orleans Moisant International

direction was
the 16 direc-

in the form of
groups , the

(LCD) Supple-
speed group.
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Table 4.2-1

A Typical Tabular 16 Point Wind Rose

HOURLY OBSERVATIONS OF WIND SPEED
AVERAGE
SPEED

KNOTS
40

DIRECTION 0-3 4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21

M.P.H.

22-27 28-33 34-40 Over

47

TOTAL KNOTS M.P.H.

0-3 4-7 8-12 13-18 19-24 25-31 32-38 39-46 Over

N 8 13 15 18 12 3 69 10.8 12.4

NNE 1 16 28 30 7 1 83 10.2 11.7

NE 7 34 36 5 82 6.7 7,7

ENE 11 51 46 5 113 6.3 7.3

a» E 6 19 14 4 43 6.4 7.3
-p=«

ESE 4 15 13 3 35 6.5 7.5

SE 1 13 4 2 20 6.3 7,2

SSE 2 6 20 11 39 8.3 9.6

S 3 11 21 10 1 46 8.2 9.4

ssw 3 9 9 9 4 34 9.3 10.6

sw 1 8 7 16 6.3 7.2

usw 4 3 1 8 6.9 7.9

w 1 5 7 13 6.5 7.4

WNW 1 16 6 1 24 6.0 6.9

NW 2 3 6 1 12 7.2 8.2

NNW 1 n 29 26 6 1 74 10.6 12.2

CALM 33 33 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 85 234 264 126 30 5 744 7.7 8.9
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Table 4.2-2

Sample Long-Term Wind Rose Data for

New Orleans, Louisiana

HOURLY OBSERVATIONS OF WIND SPEED

M.P.H.DIRECTION

0-3 4-7 8-12 13-18 19-24 25-31 32-38 39-46
47

OVER
TOTAL

N + 1 2 3 1 + + + 7 13.. 9

NNE + 1 2 3 1 + 6 12.8

NE + 2 3 3 + + 8 11.0

ENE + 2 4 2 + + + 8 9.9

E + 2 3 1 + 6 9.1

ESE

SE

+

+

1

2

1

2

1

+ +

3

5

8.4

7.8

SSE + 3 3 1 + + + 9 9.9

S + 3 4 2 + + 10 9.8

ssw + 1 3 2 1 + 7 12.0

sw + 1 + + + 3 8.6

wsw + 1 + + + + 2 10.7

w + 1 1 + + + 2 11.8

WNW + 1 1 + + + 3 12.5

NW + 1 1 1 + + 5 13.9

NNW + 1 2 2 2 1 + + 8 14.7

CALM 8 8

TOTAL n 22 34 23 7 2 + + 100 10.3



Airport during January for the years 1951 through 1960, as pub-
lished in the "Decennial Census of United States Climate." This
10-year summary of meteorological data is compilec
Weather Bureau first order stations.

for most U.S.

On January 1, 1964, the U.S. Weather Bureau changed the
wind direction reporting procedure from 16 points to 36 - 10°
intervals. Table 4.2-3 is the result; a 36-point wind rose.

of grouping 36Since 36 cannot be divided by 16 there is no way
points into 16 points and there is no easy way of
data if the wind rose summaries include both 16
point wind direction observations. For this and
the 36-point wind rose was dropped after 1964. A
models such as CRSTER require 36 point wind rose
such an application, 1964 data must be used.

combining wind
•point and 36-
other reasons ,

ew ai r qua! i ty
data, and for

This report will present wind roses using a very sim-
plistic format. The frequency of the wind direction for each of
the 16 cardinal directions is plotted and lines are drawn connec-
ting each directional frequency (See Section 4.4.1

4.2.3 Atmospheric Stability

Whether the atmosphere has a tendency to
dampen out vertical motions is important to atmospheric processes
which produce weather as well as to the effects up
ant dispersion. The stability of the atmosphere
pendent upon the vertical distribution of tem
hei ght

.

Adiabatic Lapse Rate

Due to the decrease of pressure with height, a parcel of

enhance or to

on ai r pol 1 ut-
is highly de-
perature with

air lifted to higher altitude will encounter deer
and expand and, in undergoing this expansion, will
expansion takes place without loss or gain of heat
the change is adiabatic. Similarly, a parcel
downward in the atmosphere, will encounter hig
contract, and become warmer. This rate of cooling
or heatina with descent is the dry adiabatic 1

equals 5.4 F per 1000 feet or approximately 1°C p

This process lapse rate is the rate of heating or
descending or rising parcel of air in the atmosph
not be confused with the existing temperature

eased pressure
cool. If this
to the parcel ,

of air forced
ner pressures,
with lifting,

apse rate and
er 100 meters.
cooling of any
ere and should
variation with

height at any one time, i.e., the environmental lapse rate

Environmental or Prevailing Lapse Rate

temperature changes
or prevailing la[pse

temperature of the

The manner in which
any one time is the environmental
is principally a function of the
the surface over which it is moving and the rate
heat between the two. For example, during clear
summer the ground is rapidly heated by solar radi
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Table 4.2-3

A Typical Tabular 36 Point Wind Rose

HOURLY OBSERVATIONS OF WIND SPEED AVERAGE SPEED

KNOTS
41

OVER

47
OVER

DIRECTION 0-3 4-6 7-10 11-16 17-22 22-27 28-33 34-40

0-3 4-7 8-12 13-18
M.P.H.
19-24 25-31 32-39 40-46

TOTAL

1

KNOTS M.P.H.

01 3 5 2 3 13 6.9 8,0

02 7 9 8 24 5.3 6.0

03 3 9 7 19 5.4 6.2

04 7 22 2 1 32 5.3 6.1

05 9 15 7 4 35 5.9 6.8

06 11 27 17 6 61 6.2 7.1

07 4 27 16 3 50 6.2 7.1

08 3 7 13 3 26 7.2 8.3

09 1 9 6 5 21 7.7 8.8
10 5 9 4 18 5.1 5.8

11 5 11 5 1 22 5.8 5.5

12 5 5 4 14 5.9 5.7

13 2 4 3 9 6.0 6.9

14 5 7 6 18 5.2 6.0
—1 15 1 7 5 1 14 7.1 8.1
en 16

17

18

1

1

8

6

6

4

4

9 6

13

11

21

5.9
6.2
8.8

6.8
7.1

10.1

19 2 2 3 7 5.7 6.6

20 3 5 7 5 15 7.1 5.1

21 2 2 3 1 8 6.6 7.6

22 2 2 5 6 15 8.6 9.9

23 4 2 7 3 16 7.3 8.3

24 5 2 2 1 10 5.3 6.1

25 3 1 1 5 5.0 5.8

26 2 3 4 4 13 7.6 8.8

27 2 6 1 9 5.0 5.8

28 3 5 4 12 5.5 6.3
2q ? Q 7 18 9.7 11.?

30 3 4 7 14 10.1 11.7

31 2 2 2 12 18 10.3 11.9

32 2 3 12 10 1 28 9.9 11.4

33 1 7 9 13 30 9.4 10.8

34 1 2 11 11 25 9.6 11.0

35 3 1 1 2 7 6.7 7.7

36 4 6 8 2 20 7.0 8.1

00 53 53 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 167 249 209 117 2 744 6.4 7.4



turn, provides for rapid heating of the layers of the atmoshpere
nearest the surface. Further aloft, however, t^e atmospheric
temperature will remain relatively unchanged,
night, radiation from the earth's surface cools t

the air adjacent to it, resulting in only slight
temperature with height, and in cases when the surf
great enough, temperature may increase with height,
phere is considered stable .

Conversely, at

he ground and
decrease of

ace cooling is

This atmos-

If the temperature decreases more rapidl
the air has a

unstable. If

than the dry adiabatic lapse rate,
or strong lapse rate and the air is

is forced upwards it will cool at the adiabatic
will still be warmer than the environmental air
continue to rise. Similarly, a parcel which is

y with height
uper-adi abati c

a parcel of air
lapse rate, but

Thus it wi 1

1

forced downward
wi 1 1 heat dry
environment and

adi abati cal 1

y

will continue
but wi 1

1

to sink.
remain cooler than the

For environmental lapse rates that decrease with height
at a rate less than the dry adiabatic lapse ( sub-adi abati c or
weak lapse) a lifted parcel will be cooler than the environment
and will sink; likewise, a descending parcel will be warmer than
the environment and will rise. Figure 4.2-4 shows the relative
relation between the environmental lapse rates of super-adi abati c

(strong lapse), sub-ad iabatic (weak lapse), isothermal, and
1 nversi on with
dashed 1 i nes .

the dry adiabatic process lapse rate presented as

dry adiabatic
mountains or
ending motion
spreading of

Lifting motions which promote cooling at
lapse rates may be caused by upslope motion oven
warmer air rising over a colder air masses. Dest
(subsidence) may occur to compensate for the latera
air in high pressure areas.

Classification Schemes

The dispersive power of the atmosphere can be cate-
gorized into seven classes, labeled stability categories, in
accordance with a method proposed by Pasquill (1962) and modified
by Gifford (1961) and Markee (1966). Pasquill's first three
classes. A, B, and C, range from extreme to slight instability.
Class D represents neutral or well-mixed conditions, while E and
F represent slight and moderate stability, respectively. Disper-
sive power decreases with progression through these classes.
Markee (1966) has further divided the original class F into
classes F and G, with G representing extreme stability. For the
purpose of simplifying the presentation, classes A, B, and C have
been combined, in some instances, to form one category called
unstable. Similarly, class D will be referred to as the neutral
category,
gory.

and classes E, F, and G together form the stable cate

The stability of the atmosphere is determi
methods using numerous forms of meteorological data
ly used means of assessing ambient atmospheric
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Figure 4.2-4

Types of Temperature Structure with Height Related
the Dry Adiabatic Process Lapse Rate
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through the measurement of changes in atmospheric temperature
with altitude (AJ/AZ) above an area in question. This is accom-
plished by probing the atmosphere with specialized temperature
sensors mounted on aircraft, balloons, or on tall ineteorol ogical
towers. I

Figure 4.2-5 graphically illustrates the AT/AZ criteria
for stable, neutral and unstable conditions. Temperature profile
"A" is classified as unstable because its prof i 1 e Isl ope is less
than the dry adiabatic lapse rate (aT/AZ = -9.8°C/km) (-28.4°
F/mi). A neutral atmosphere is one that exhibits a temperature
profile approximately equivalent to the dry adiabatic lapse cate.

have aT/aZ values greater than -9.8 C/km
atmospheric inversion, a special case of a

stable atmosphere, occurs when the ambient AT/AZ ""

with altitude rather than decreases.

Stable atmospheres
(-28.4°F/mi). An

val ue increases

Unstable conditions generally occur during periods of
high positive net radiation (toward the earth's surface) and low
wind speeds. Stable conditions require high negative net radia-
tion (away from the earth's surface) and low wind speeds, while
neutral conditions generally develop because of cloudy skies
and/or high winds speeds. This more general method of defining
atmospheric stability is the one most frequently used in the air
pollution industry today.

The NCC in Asheville, North Carolina, has devised a

somewhat subjective technique based upon available measurements
of surface wind speed coupled with the strength of incoming solar
insolation as defined by such parameters as sky cover, time of
day and latitude. This technique is summarized in Table 4.2-4
and is used by the NCC to develop the STAR (STability ARay) data
that is used extensively in this document. Oiie interesting
aspect of this technique results from the heavy dppendance upon
solar insolation. By this definition, stable
occur only at night, unstable conditions only du
while neutral conditions can occur during either ni

conditions can
ring the day,
ght or day.

The Influence Of Vertical Temperature Structure Upon Plume
Behavior

0)

The manner in which stack effluents diffusje is primarily
a function of the stability of the atmosphere. Chuirch (1949) has
typified the behavior of smoke plumes into five classes. Hewson
(1960) has added a sixth class, taking into account inversions
aloft (Inversions will be discussed in more detail
4.2.4). Figure 4.2-6 depicts each class and the
dispersion characteristics for an idealized chimney
quill stability classes are also noted.

in section
appropri ate

The Pas-

Loopi ng

Looping occurs with a super-adi abat i c laps
thermal eddies are developed in the unstable air an

trations may be brought to the ground for short t
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Figure 4.2-5

Temperature Profiles which are Examples o

(A) Unstable, (B) Stable, and (C) Very Stable In

Lapse Rates in a Dry Atmosphere
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Table 4.2-4

Key to Stability Categories

Surface Wind
Speed (at 10 m)

m/sec

Isolation

Slight

Nig nt

< 3/8
Cloud

Thinly Overcast
or

> 4/8 Low CloudStrong Moderate

< 2 A A-B B - -

2-3 A-B B C E F

3-5 B B-C c D E

5-6 C C-D D D D

> 6 C D D D D

The neutral category, D, should be assumed for overcast conditions during
day or night.
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stability Category A-C; Looping

Stability Category E-G; Fanning

sss:zsc^S!^

Stability Categories As Noted;

Fumigation

E-G

Stability Category D; Coning

Stability Categories As Noted

j

Lofting

7?;vCf;?<5f43

"• '
i V 1-7'

E-G

Stability Categories As Noted;

Trapping

A-C

Figure 4.2-6
t

Typical Plume Behavior

*
Plume behavior influenced by the temperature lapse rate above

release height. The dashed lines in the profiles are the adi

rates, included for reference, while the solid lines indicate

Inversion

E-G

and below the

abatic lapse
the actual

lapse rate. The Pasquill stability categories are also provided,
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Diffusion is good, however, when considering longer time periods.
The super-adiabati c conditions which cause looping occur only
with light winds and strong solar heating. Cloudiness or high
winds will prevent such unstable conditions from forming.

Coning

With vertical temperature gradients betw
batic and isothermal, slight instability occurs w
zontal and vertical mixing but not as intense as
situation. The plume tends to be cone shaped I

coning. The plume reaches the ground at greater
the source than with the looping plume. Coning is prevalent on
cloudy or windy days or nights. Diffusion equatj
successful in calculating concentrations for this
than for any other.

een dry adia-
ith both hori-
i n the looping
ence the name
distances from

1 ons
type

are more
of pi ume

Fanni ng

If the temperature increases upward as in
the air is stable and vertical turbulence is suppi^essed.
zontal mixing is not as great as in coning but stil
plume will, therefore, spread horizontally but
vertically. Since the winds are usually light,
also meander in the horizontal. Plume concentrations are high
but, little effluent from elevated sources reaches the ground,
except when the inversion is broken due to surface
terrain effects at the elevation of the plume. CI =ar skies with
light winds during the night are favorable conditions for
fanni ng

.

an 1 nversi on ,

Hori -

1 occurs. The
1 i ttl e if any
the pi ume wi 1

1

Fumigation

As solar heating increases, the
super-adiabati c lapse rate occurs

When the layer is deep enough to rea
and a

deeper layer.
pi ume , thermal
ground along the full length of the plume. This
clear skies and light winds and is

in summer due to increased heating.

lower layers are heated
through a continuously

ch the fanning
turbulence will bring high concentifati ons to the

is favored by
apt to occur more frequently
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Another type of fumigation may occur in t

ing over cities. Heat sources and mechanical tur
surface roughness causes an adiabatic condition to
lower layers of the stable air moving into the
urban areas where radiation inversions are already
causes a fumigation until the city loses enough he
adiabatic condition is dimished.

Trappi ng

When an inversion occurs aloft, such as
subsidence inversion, a plume released beneath the
be trapped
i nversi on

,

diffusion
1 evel

.

beneath it. Even if the
such as with a coning

diffusion is

pi ume , the

he early even-
bulence due to
develop in the
city from non-
forming. This
at so that the

a frontal or
inversion will

good beneath the
li

will increase concentrations in the plume and at

4.2.4 Mixing Heights and Inversions

An adiabatic diagram can be used to plot
tion of temperature and moisture, with height in
This is of considerable use to the meteorologist
freezing levels, condensation levels of moisture
parcels, forecasting cloud bases and tops, determi
for cloud formation and thunderstorm forecasting,
levels are especially important to the air pollutjion

mi t to upward
ground

the distribu-
the atmosphere.
in determining
in 1 ifted air
ning stability

Moi sture
meteorol o-

gist as moisture works as a catalyst for the forma
dary pollutants such as sulfates and nitrates and
content will serve to reduce visibility.

tion of secon-
high moisture

To the air pollution meteorologist a sounding plotted on
an adiabatic chart is principally used to deteri^ine the large
scale stability of the atmosphere over a given location. The
principal source of atmospheric measurements that may be plotted
on the adiabatic chart are the radiosonde measurements taken
twice daily: 0000 GMT (1900 EST) and 1200 GMT (0700 EST) at about
66 stations in the contiguous United States,
obtaining these soundings is to release into thd:

The method of
atmosphere a

balloon borne instrument package having sensors fcjr temperature,
pressure, and humidity and a radio transmitter for relaying this
information to the ground station. This information on the upper

i s col 1 ected ofprimarily to serve the purpose
Consequently, the information

ion
it

ai r

and aviation briefing
detailed in the lowest 5000 feet as an air pollut
gist desires. Also, in air pollution meteorology,
ble to have information more frequently than 12 ho
spite of these deficiencies for air pollution
soundings from the radiosonde network will give
the stability of the atmosphere. On an adiabatic
ture is plotted on a linear scale against pressure
mic scale. A temperature sounding may be plotted
each significant level reported by the temperaturp
given for that level. The plotted points may the
by straight lines to give the temperature sounding.
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As indicated in Section 4.2.3, the stability of a por-
tion of the sounding may be compared with the dry adiabatic lapse
rate. If the temperature decreases more rapidly than the dry
adiabats through a layer, this layer is super-adi abati c and quite
unstable. If the
the dry adiabatic
more stable than super-adi abatic .

with height, it is an inversion.

temperature
lapse rate.

decreases
the layer

but at a

is sub-adi
rate less than
abatic and is

If the temperature increases

Inversions
radiation inversions

with bases at ground level are generally
caused by the cooling of the earth's surface

and the adjacent air. However
I

there al somay
inversions formed by the air's passage over a relatively cold
surface. These two types of surface based inversions generally
cannot be distinguished by inspection of the soundjng
an adiabatic diagram. A surface based inversion on

sounding is more apt to be an advection inversion.

be advection

plotted on
an afternoon

There are two general classifications of inversions with
bases above the ground: frontal inversions and subsidence inver-
sions. Both of these, however, can also be ground based.

inversions are discontinuities in

to the transition between cold
Frontal inversions usually are

the tempera-
air below and
accompanied by

Frontal
ture profile due
warm air aloft.
increases in moisture through the inversion. Subsidence inver
sions are caused by the sinking motion above high pressure areas
and generally have rapidly decreasing humidities
of the inversion.

dbove the base

Surveys of the meteorological aspects of
are often concerned with the extent of horizontal
mixing. A quantity referred to as the mixing d

useful when considering dilution of pollutants in

The usual method of estimating mixing depths is tc

stability as portrayed on a temperature sounding re^nemberi ng that
unstable lapse rates favor vertical mixing and stab
restrict vertical motion. The mixing depth is

height above the ground to which a super or dry-adi abati c lapse
rate is maintained as depicted in Figure 4.2-7

air pol 1 uti on
and vertical

2pth is quite
the verti cal .

consider the

le lapse rates
generally the

4.2.5 Influence of Topography on Transport and Diffusion

tants
are located

In many cases,
i s compl i cated by

either in

the transport and diffusion
terrain features,

ri ver vail eys or on

of air pol 1
u-

Most large urban areas
the shores of lakes or

oceans. Both of these features alter meteorological conditions.

Valley Effects

Channeling
Al though the more extreme effects of a

occur when the general flow is light, va
channel the general flow along the valley
in a bi-directional

val 1 ey 1 ocat i on
lleys tend to
axi s resul ti ng

wind frequency di stri bMti on

.
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SI ope
When t

the d

V a r i u

si ight
smal 1

ti onal
cool in

causes
4.2-8)
nearer
air at
B and
i s the

and Valley Winds
he general wind flow
ifferences in
s portions of
density and

ci rcul ati ons .

is light and sk

rates of heating
the valley floor an
pressure differences
During the evening

heat from the earth's surface and
g of the ground and air adjacent
density changes. The air at po
is more dense than at point B sin
the radiating surface. Therefore,
point A tends to flow in the genera
similarly at other points along th^
slope wind.

i es are cl ear ,

and cool i ng of
d sides cause
resulting in

hours radia-
the resultant
to the ground
i nt A (Figure
ce poi nt A is

the more dense
1 direction of
slope. This

If the slope in Figure 4.2-8 is a side of a valley as in

Figure 4.2-9, the cold air moving down the slopes
tend to drain into the valley floor and deepen
time, intensifying the radiation inversi
form even without the addition of cold air
tants that are emitted into this air, b

on that would
Any pol 1

u-

ecause of the
1 nversi on
mot i on

.

structure, will have very liaiited vertical

If, in addition, the valley floor has so
cold air will have a tendency to move down
valley axis. This is usually referred to
wind (See Figure 4.2-10). Because of thi

some accumulation of cold air from slope winds, the
onset of the valley wind usually lags
behind the onset of the slope wind.

The steeper the slopes of the valley, the stronger the
slope wind can become. Vegetation will tend to reduce

will
wi th

me slope, the
hill along the
as the valley

i necessity of

several hours

the effect by impeding the flow and also
amount of radiation that can take place.

estricting the

light wi nds , the
upval 1 ey

On a clear day with the
valley may cause upslope and
the occurance of upslope and upvalley wi

frequent nor as strong as the downslope
winds, principally due to the fact that

rieating of the
winds. However,

nds is not as
and downv al 1 ey
downslope and

their density, hug thedownvalley winds, because of
surfaces over which they travel. Flow in

systems where several valleys merge at angles
varies, usually require special observati
mine flow under various meteorologic condi

complex valley
or slopes

ons to deter-
ti ons

.

Inversions Aloft
The trapping of air pollutants beneath in

is also a problem encountered in valleys,
inversions: warm frontal and subsidence
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Versions aloft
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inversions are



Figure 4.2-8

Figure 4.2-9
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Valley Wind Circulations
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of particular concern since they are usually slow mov-
ing. High concentrations may occur particularly if the
layer of air beneath the inversion becomes unstable
enough to mix
level (Hewson

pol 1 utants from
et al , 1961).

elevated sou rces to ground

Shorel i ne Wi nds

#

The differences in heating and cooling of
surfaces and the air above them, result in the
circulations if the general flow is light, and i

cation of thermal characteristics, and consequentl
sive abilities of the lower layers of the atmo
general flow occurs.

• Sea or Lake Breeze

m

land and water
setting up of
n the modifi-
y, the diffu-
;phere when a

ht winds, the
large lake or

On summer days with clear skies and ligl

heating of the land surface adjacent to a

the ocean is much more rapid than the he

body of water. This results in a tempei^ature
ence, and consequently, a density and pressure
ence between the air just above the land si

air over the water. Because of the
forces, a local circulation is set up with
water toward the land. There is usually some upward
motion over the land and subsidence over the water
accompanying the sea breeze (Estoque, 1961). There may
result a weak transport from land to water
pleting a cellular structure (See Figure 4.

eati ng

lUrf ace
pressure

wi nd

of the
dif f er-
dif f er-
and the

gradi ent
from the

aloft
11).

corn-

In cases where a strong lake breeze occurs, air from
quite some distance out over the water may be brought
toward the land and, due to Coriolis forces acting over
the long trajectory, the resulting flov/
nearly parallel to the shoreline (Sutton,
occurs just after the sea breeze is stroi
suits in decreasing the flow normal to the
the subsequent breakdown of the sea breeze

Land Breez e

m ght , the rapid radiational cooling
causes lower temperatures above the land
over the water. Thus a reverse flow, the
may result. The land breeze does not usua
high a velocity as the lake breeze, ai

shallower than the sea or lake breeze.

Of course, any wind flow, because of
pressure pattern, will alter the local
the flow will be the resultant of the
Usually, a light general flow is enough
the effects of land and sea breezes.

will become
1953). This

ngest and re-
coast] i ne and

of the land
surface than
1 and breeze ,

lly achieve as
d is usual ly

the large scale
circulation and

two effects.
to overshadow
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LAND WATER

Figure 4.2-11

Idealized Sea Breeze Regime
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Modification of Thermal Structure by Bodies of Wate

al so different
r and adjacent
e, during the
cold relative
this differ-

the land sur-
the wind has

At different seasons of the year and
times of the day, the temperature of bodies of wate
land surfaces may be quite different. For exampl
Tate spring, large bodies of water are still quite
to adjacent land surfaces, and during mid-afternoon
ence is greatest due to the more rapid heating of
face. If the general flow in the area is such that
a lengthly trajectory over the water and is blowing toward the
shore, an interesting modification of the temperature structure
takes place. Because of the passage over the cold
the air will have an inversion in the lower layer
the shoreline. Any air pollutants released into
will essentially have the characteristics of a fann
the air passes over the warm land, a strong lapse
the inversion near the surface. The depth of th
deepen as the air moves over more heated land sur
layer becomes deep enough to reach the fanning effluent
elevated source, fumigation will occur and contin
the temperature difference between land and water
and flow from water to land occurs. At greater
the shoreline, the inversion will be eliminated and
will occur. On the other hand, if the source is

Water surface,
as it reaches

this inversion
i ng pi ume. As
rate replaces

i s 1 ayer wi 1

1

face. If the
from an

ue as long as
is maintained

distances from
pi ume 1 oopi ng

high enough to
be above the lake induced inversion, lofting of the plume would
occur until enough distance, and consequently,
takes place to eliminate the inversion.

enough heating

Figure 4.2-12 indicates the differenc
temperature structure that occurs in the above
Figure 4.2-13 indicates the effect this will have
characteristics of an elevated shoreline source.

the water is warmer
f 1 ow wi 1 1 resul t i n f

At other times when
surface (late fall), offshore
the water.

I nf

1

uence of Hills

The influence of hills upon transport
depends upon a number of factors. Whether the so

windward or lee side of the hill or ridge is import
hill will only slightly alter the flow, while o

ridges will cause turbulent eddies to form. The st

atmosphere will affect the overall influence of h

stable conditions, the air will tend to flow around
Under unstable conditions, the tendency is for air

obstructi ons

.

than the land
umigation over

When a source is located upwind of a hill
pollutants' may come in contact with the
larly under stable conditions. If the
induced turbulence may cause mixing down
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example, and
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and diffusion
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abi 1 i ty of the
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obstructi ons

.

to move over

or ridge, the
facing slope, particu'
r i d g e i s

to the
quite rough,

slope even when
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Figure 4.2-12

Modification of Vertical Temperature Structure Due to Flow

Over Differently Heated Surfaces

GENERAL
WINDFLOW

"^4:^^S^
WARM LAND

Figure 4.2-13

Effect Upon Plume Characteristics of Flow Over Differently

Heated Surfaces
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the general flow is over the ridge. Wind tunnel studies or field
trials with constant level balloons may be desirable to determine
the flow under given circumstances.

For a source downwind form a hill or rid'

will generally cause considerable downwash of the
the source. If turbulent flow is induced by the hi

sion will be increased but high concentrations
stack will result periodically, due to the downwa
may be viewed in Figure 4.2-14

e, lee eddies
effleunt near

1 1 side , diff u-

i/ery near the
sh. Examples

stable atmos-
been noted in

Donora, Pennsyl-
ground loses

nr in contact
air is suff i

-

Persistence of Fog

The occurence of fog, together with '^ery

pheric conditions above the earth's surface, has
several air pollution episodes, particularly in

vania, in 1948. Under clear skies at night, the
much heat because of outgoing radiation and the a"

with the ground will cool. If, in such cases the
ciently humid, cooling will bring the air to the saturation point
and a fog will form. This is the mechanism which produces radia-
tion fog and is quite common in valley locations,
layer of fog will radiate essentially as a black
further, thus forming an inversion layer directly
As the earth continues to radiate in the infrared,

this heat since the droplet
wavelengths of the

lets absorb nearly all
ti on is similar to the
observation have shown that when the top of a fog
during the night, the interior of the layer wil[l

unstable with time. Increased vertical mixing wi

below but will be capped by the inversion. Since
saturated, an unstable lapse rate will exist if the
decrease with height is greater than the moist oif

b a t i c

b a t i c

lapse rate
lapse rate

(3^F
of (5.4'

1000 ft.), rather
per 1000 ft.

)

The top of a

body and cool
above the fog.
the fog drop-
size distribu-

radiation. Theory and
layer radiates

become more
1 1 occur from

the air is
temperature

pseudo-adi a-

the dry adia-than

Thus, pollutants that are emitted aloft
inally stable layer at night, and would not normc
ground until morning, may be contained within a fo^

night progresses and be brought to the ground in r

concentrati ons

.

After daybreak, fog will often persist for
or even the entire day under full sunlight due to
flectivity of the top layer. The reflectivity or a

fogs averages 50% and can be as high as 85%.
lessens the heating of the ground and subsequent
the fog droplets. An unstable lapse rate may occur
layer, but due to a lack of surface heating, an

often occur within the layer. If

late pollutants are present, it

just when the fog has dissipated
absorb visible light very well
quite restricted.

into an orig-
lly reach the

I
layer as the

elatively high

several hours
the high re-

Ibedo of thick
This delays and
evaporation of
above the fog

i nversi on wi 1

1

high concentrations of particu
may be difficult
since particulates
and the vi si bi 1 i
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Figure 4.2-14

Influence of Hills Upon Transport and Diffusion
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Figure 4.2-15 illustrates how fog can per
situations and maintain a lid on vertical disp
situation often occurs over the Central Valley pa
Folsom District during winter. The conditions, kr
"Tule Fog" can persist for days resulting in reduc
and poor ambient air quality.
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Figure 4.2-15

Persistence of Fog and Corresponding Temperature Profiles During the Day and Night



4.3 DATA SOURCES

Numerous sources of dispersion meteorological data are
available in the Folsom District. Many of these data are avail-
able in unreduced or partially reduced form and Ihave not been
utilized in the present analysis. However, a knowledge of their
availability is desirable in instances where they may be of value
for future more detailed site-specific analyses.

For the present, the data base has been
sourc
form
earl i

di rec
i n V e r

data
and s

4.3-1
gical
used
ology
d i s c u

i n s i g

limited to
i n summari zed
As discussed

^peed and wind

data.
from
Carol
sourc
upper
f requ
p h e r i

Withi
Fresn
data
stati
Distr
cati
STAR
indie
chose
secti

es of data readily available, reduced, and
which cover a period of 5 years or more,
er key parameters of interest include wind
tion, atmospheric stability, mixing heights, temperature
sions, and winds aloft. Primary sources of such complete
include first order National Weather Service (NWS) stations
pecial interest (usually private industry) stations. Figure
provides an illustration of the locations of key meteorolo-
stations located in the Folsom District which have been

to establish a regional assessment of dispersion meteor-
Other reference materials and data sources are also

ssed in the text in instances where they add additional
ht into the dispersion meteorology for specific areas.

The following sections are based upon three key sets of
These include (1) STability ARray (STAR) data as available

the National Climatic Center (NCC) in Asheville, North
rom i ndustry
Board (CARB)

vide the joint
wind direction and atmos-
seasonal and annual basis.
for Stockton, Monterey and

ina, (2) dispersion meteorological data •

es and (3) NWS and California Air Resources
air temperature and wind data. STAR data pro

ency distribution
c stabi 1 ity class
n the Folsom

of
on

Di stri ct

,

wind speed,
a monthly,
STAR data

have been
from Bishop,
on lies j ust

In addition,
^n though thi s

he Bakersfield
1 ct

.

n of
data
ated
n to
on of

used for the present analysis
California have also been used evh

outside the Folsom District, in tl

It has been included in an effort to provide an indi
conditions on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada.
are available for other stations in thje district as

on the study map. The data used in this report were
provide a representative and cost-effective cross-
the dispersion meteorology of the District.

collected by private industry.
Pacific Gas

Similar data are also
particularly in the licensing of nuclear facilities
& Electric (PGE) in San Francisco routinely col
Diablo Canyon, Buttes (near Oroville), Stanislaus
desto) and Willows (west of Oroville). With the exception of the
Stanislaus site, all of these locations are outside of the Folsom
District: however, in each instance, the stations are sufficient-

lects data
(east of

at
Mo-

ly close to provide additional useful informatio
dispersion conditions in the northern and sout
portions of the District. These data, like the
data from NWS stations, provide joint frequency di
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Figure 4,3-1

Sources of Dispersion Meteorological Data

Used in the Folsom District Analysis
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wind speed.
Table 4.3-1

wind direction and atmospheric sta
provides a summary of the available di

b i 1 i ty class,
spersion mete-

orological data from NWS and private industry sources in or near
the Folsom District. All of these data have been u1

present analysis as appropriate.
ti 1 i zed in the

al so avai 1 abl e

The Oakland NWS
routinely taking

basis. These

Upper air wind and temperature data are
for certain portions of the Folsom District,
station is the only regular first order station
temperature and wind aloft data on a twice daily
data have been utilized by Holzworth (1972) to prjovide data on
inversion types and frequencies, as well as mixing heights and
mean wind speeds through the mixing layer. The
conducted various programs for the collection and
of temperature sounding and/or pilot balloon (wim
lease data at selected stations throughout the
Folsom District, these include Sacramento, Salina:
Fresno. The availability of these data permits fi

of mixing heights and inversions in the Central
available NWS data
these parameters in

would be
the Fol som

insufficient
Di stri ct

.

CARB has also
summarization

ids aloft) re-
state. In the
s, Merced and
ner resol ution
Valley. The

to clearly describe
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Table 4.3-1

Available Dispersion Meteorological Data

in the Folsom District

station Name County Location Data Description
Period of
Dab Base

Fresno AP
(NCC)

Fresno Wind speed, wind direction and
atmospheric stability (24 obs./
day)

1/50-12/64

Stockton
(NCC)

San Joaquin Wind speed, wind direction and
atmospheric stability (8 obs./
day)

1/72-12/76

Monterey
(NCC)

Monterey Wind speed, wind direction and
atmospheric stability (24 obs./
day)

1/B9- 12/63

Bishop
(NCC)

Inyo Wind speed, wind direction and
atmospheric stability (0600-
1900 PST)

1/50-12/64

Sacramento
(NCC)

Sacramento Seasonal and annua! wind dis-
tributions by Pasquill stab-

ility classes (8 obs. /day)

1/S6- 12/70

Oakland
(NCC)

Alameda Daily mixing depth and aver-
age wind speed data

Average wind speed through
the mixing depth

Inversion study

1/50

1/50

l/i50

D- 12/64

3-12/64

-12/64

Salinas
(CARS)

Monterey Vertical temperature sound-
ing and mixing height
summaries

10/71-4/74

Sacramento

(CARB)

Sacramento Vertical temperature sound-
ings and mixing height
sunmaries

9/71-2/74

Fresno

(CARB)

Fresno Vertical temperature sound-
ings and mixing height
summaries

Horning aircraft soundings

10/71

5/72

3/74

12/77

Auburn

(CARB)

Placer Inversion sutimary tables May to Nov
1946 & 1947

Tahoe

(CARB)

El Dorado Raw data of vertical temper-

ature profiles
Auh. 1978

Montezuma
(PGE)

Solano Wind speed and wind direction
summaries with stability
class breakdown

5/70-4/71

Diablo Canyon
(PGE)

San Luis

Obispo

Wind speed and wind direction
summaries with stability
class breakdown

5/73-4/78

Butte
(FGE)

Butte Wind speed and wind direction

sunmaries with stability
class breakdown

10/77-9/73

Wi 1 1 ows

(PGE)
Glenn Wind speed and wind direction

summaries with stability
class breakdown

10/77-9/78

Stanislaus
(PGE)

Stanislaus Wind speed and wind direction
summaries with stability

1 91 class breakdown

6/75-5/78



4.4 PREVAILING WINDS

The characterization of prevailing surf
winds aloft is essential in the development of an
of the dispersion meteorology of the Folsom Di
section provides analyses that are designed to ide
characteristics of the prevailing winds. These ana

• Wi nd Roses
® Diurnal Wind Distributions

Wind Speed Distributions
® Wind Persistence Analyses
• Trajectory Analyses
© Winds Aloft

The prevailing winds define the net regional transp
istics for pollutants in a given geographical ar0
standing of the physical behavior of air flow in
particular area of interest provides insight as 1

ai r pol 1 utants .

ace winds and
understandi ng

strict. This
ntify specific
lyses incl ude

:

ort character-
a. An under-
and out of a

the fate of

4.4.1 Wind Roses

Wind roses provide a graphical represen
frequency of occurrence of winds from each of th
directions for specified averaging periods. Th
discusses the prevailing winds using wind rose
seasonal and annual basis.

tation of the
e 16 cardinal
is subsection
analyses on a

Regional wind characteristics througho
District are discussed in considerable detail in
This includes a summary of monthly and annual avera
and prevailing wind directions throughout the study
a Folsom District study map with numerous superi
wind roses was provided in order to depict the
regional scale. The discussion provided in th
designed to summarize prevailing air flow chara
terms of a dispersion analyses for subsequent use
impact studies.

Annual

Annual wind rose diagrams for selected ke

the district are provided in Figures 4.4-1 througl'
terey and San Francisco wind roses describe wi

characteristic of coastal areas. Stockton, Sacrame
wind roses are indicative of prevailing flow fo
Valley locations. The Donner Summit, Blue Canyon a

roses characterize air flow patterns on all sides
Ridge line. Figure 4.4-9 provides a study map of
superimposed with several annual wind rose diagrams
appeared in Section 3.4 but is presented here, as
its importance in describing regional flow characte

t the Fo 1 som
Section 3.4.

ge wind speeds
area. Also,

mposed annual
lir flow on a

s section is

cteri sties in
in pol

1

utant

y stations in
4.4-8. Mon-

nd conditions
nto and Fresno

the Central
hd Bishop wind
of the Sierra
the district.

This figure
wel 1 , due to

i"i sti cs

.
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)

ANNUAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

FRANCISCO WBAS

PERIOD
YEARS 1948 TO 1965

Figure 4.4-1

Annual Wind Rose for San Francisco
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)

ANNUAL WIND ROSE
SITE:

MONTEREY

PERIOD
YEARS 1959 TO 1963

Figure 4.4-2

Annual Wind Rose for Monterey
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
ANNUAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

SACRAMENTO

PERIOD
YEARS 1966 TO 1970

Figure 4.4-3

Annual Wind Rose for Sacramento
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#
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)

ANNUAL WIND ROSE

Figure 4.4-4

Annual Wind Rose for Stockton
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SITE:

STOCKTON

PERIOD
YEARS 1972 TO 1976



FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)

ANNUAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

FRESNO

PERIOD
JAN 60 DEC 64

Figure 4.4-5

Annual Wind Rose for Fresno
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
ANNUAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

BLUE CANYON

PERIOD
YEARS 1948 TO 1964

Figure 4.4-6

Annual Wind Rose for Blue Canyon
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
ANNUAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

DONNER SUMMIT

PERIOD
YEARS 1934 TO 1938

Figure 4.4-7

Annual Wind Rose for Donner Summit
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#

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
ANNUAL WIND ROSE

#

Figure 4.4-8

Annual Wind Rose for Bishop
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SITE
BISHOP

PERIOD
YEARS 1960 TO 1964



SAN ">-XL-
FRANCISC04-f-^

Figure 4.4-9

Annual Wind Roses for Selected Key Stations

in the Folsom District

Note: Each Division on the Roses is Equal to an Annual Fi^equency of 5%.
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The annual wind roses for San Francisco
presented in Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2 indicate the
of flow from the west and northwest at coastal 1

wind rose for Monterey indicates a seconday maxima
the east-southeast, representing drainage flow fr
rain further inland. As indicated in Figure 4.4-
considerable influence in determining the actual p
tion for onshore flow at coastal sites such as Mon
flow in the more rugged areas of the coastal moi
significantly different than that observed at Mor
Franci sco.

and Monterey
preponderance

)cations. The
for winds from
)m higher ter-
9, terrain has
refered direc-
terey. Actual
ntains can be
terey and San

Annual wind roses for Sacramento, Stockt
are provided in Figures 4.4-3 through 4.4-5. Pr
along a northwest-southeast axis are indicative of
the Central Valley of California, with northwester
ating the distribution at all stations south of i

from San Francisco eastward through Stockton. The
trate that at Stockton, the wind is oriented more
direction when compared, for example, with Fresno
cates the proximity of the preferred entrance for
area through the Carquinez Straits to the west anii

Stockton .

on and Fresno
evailing winds
conditions in

ly flow domi n-
i line running
figures illus-

flrom a westerly
Thi s i ndi

-

flow into this
northwest of

Stations in the northern third of the
portion of the Fol som District, experience a prima
winds from the south and south-southeast reflecting
route of inland flow through the Carquinez Straits
ward into this portion of the Central Valley. Fig

Central Valley
ry maximum for
the preferred

turning north-
ure 4.4-9 pro-

vides a more
throughout the

detai 1 ed
di stri ct

presentation of annual prevailing flow

Wind distributions along the Sierra Nevad
influenced by local terrain features. Wind roses
yon, Donner Summit and Bishop are provided in

through 4.4-8. They illustrate the extreme di

experienced in mountain air flow. Blue Canyon is

western slopes of the Sierra Nevada, at an elevatio
MSL. Air flow along the Sacramento Valley floor
along the Bear River Valley and past Blue Canyon,
was once southerly along the valley floor is chart

more westerly direction at Blue Canyon. The Donn
rose depicts flow characteristic of crestline ar
local channeling of air movement is minimal. As se
4.4-7, a definite east-west wind direction distri
valent for this area.

East of the Sierra, flow is again highly
terrain considerations as it descends down the m
This is evident from the Bishop wind rose presen
4.4-8. At." Bishop, the terrain surrounding the Mo
tinctly influences the prevailing wind distribution
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Figures 4.4-6
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Seasonal

Seasonal wind
Sacramento and Bishop
4.4-14.

roses for Monterey, Stoc
are provided in Figures

The Fresno wind roses depicted in Figure 4

the seasonal distributions of winds in the San i

portion of the Folsom District. These distribution
dominance of upvalley, northwesterly flow which rea
during spring and summer. A secondary maxima i

winds from the southeast and east- southeast partii
f al 1 and wi nter

.

Further north, at Stockton, the preferred
modified, maritime flow is from the west and norti
maximum frequency of winds from these directions oc
the summer months. A secondary maximum is obser
from the southeast quadrant which is recognized a

wind direction during the winter months.

Figure 4.4-13 illustrates the seasonal di
winds in the Sacramento Valley portion of the Fo'

During spring, summer and fall, southwest and south
flow dominate at Sacramento, while southeasterly
valent during the winter months. A secondary maxi
north-northwesterly flow during all seasons.

.4-11 describe
loaquin Valley
s indicate the
ches a maximum
s evident for
ularly during

direction for
west with the
curring during
ved for winds
s the primary

winds are most often observed during the winter sea

At Bishop, the seasonal differences in
•

winds mainly reflect local terrain considerations,
by the annual wind rose, winds are aligned along t

Mono Valley floor. Northerly winds occur most fre
the winter months, while southerly to south-souti
reaches a maximum during summer and fall. Episo
maritime flow, moving inland through the Central
tend to be oriented through mountain passes as it
over the Sierra Nevada. These winds may reach st.

Bishop, from either the north or south depending
ferred exit routes through the Sierra Nevada.

kton ,

.4-10
Fresno ,

through

stributions of
som District.

- southwesterly
v/inds are pre-
mum occurs for
hese drainage
son

.

he prevailing
As indicated

e axis of the
quently during
easterly flow
des of strong
Valley, will
moves up and
tions such as
upon the pre-

4.4.2 Diurnal Wind Distribution

The diurnal distribution of both wind s

direction provides average values of these paramet
tion of the hour of the day. Such data provides
tional information on the dispersion character isti
geographical area. For example, the diurnal distri
direction provides a good indication of when ce»
areas could be impacted by sources of air pollutan
tion, the "diurnal distribution of wind speed prov
cation of the time of day when best dispersion coni
expected based upon average wind speeds and the ass
of pollutant transport. This is important to know
such as prescribed fires.
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:
MONTEREY

WINTER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

monterey
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Figure 4.4-10

Seasonal Wind Roses for Monterey
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

FRESNO

WINTER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

WSWN

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
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Figure 4.4-11

Seasonal Wind Roses for Fresno
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FRESNO

SPRING

FALL



FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

Nm,

wNi/ / yc \

~~~---OJNE

SITE:

stockton

\ene
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\

\ L
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i

WINTER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

STOCKTON

SPRING

Figure 4.4-12

Seasonal Wind Roses for Stockton



FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

SITE:

SACRAMENTO

e

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

MSU

WINTER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (,%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

WSWN

SITE:

SACRAMENTO

SUMMER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (%)
SEASONAL WIND ROSE

Figure 4.4-13

Seasonal Wind Roses for Sacramento
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SITE:
SACRAMENTO

SPRING

SITE:

SACRAMENTO

FALL
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SEASONAL WIND ROSE

WINTER

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE {%)

SEASONAL WIND ROSE
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Figure 4.4-14

Seasonal Wind Roses for Bishop
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Wind Direction

Figures 4.4-15 through 4.4-18 present th
direction distribution for Monterey, Stockton, Fres
These data provide insight into the direction of
winds as a function of time of day. This info
valuable to community and industrial planners cone
control of existing emission sources and the pli
sources since they can be used to determine which
in a region are most likely to be adversely impac
ants, throughout the day.

The diurnal wind direction distribution
shows a dominance of winds from the east-southdast
after midnight until one or two hours after sunrise,
represents the nocturnal drainage of cool air
slopes of the Coast Range and from the Salinas
east. During the day, the flow shifts nearly 180
and northwest as the sea-breeze regime develops
daytime inland surface heating. Towards sunset

diurnal wind
no and Bishop,
the prevai 1 i ng
•mation can be
erned with the
cement of new
specific areas
ted by pollut-

for Monterey
from just
This flow

frrom the nearby
y^alley to the

to the west
in response to

as surface
heati ng
again .

decreases, the drainage flow begins to take effect once

The
Monterey is

marked variability in the
quite different from that

dai ly wi nd

experienced
from the west

Stockton is

where the daily distribution is comprised of winds
and west-northwest as indicated in Figure 4.4-16.
located just beyond the eastern end of the Carquin^z Straits and
during the day, Stockton receives flow moving eastward through
the Straits under the influence of the sea breeze.
however, after the sea breeze has dissipated, west
to persist at this location as nocturnal drainage
west dominates.

direction at
at Stockton,

At night,
winds continue
flow from the

The analysis for Fresno presented in Figure 4.4-17 shows
a wind direction distribution similar to the Stockton analysis
for most of the day. The Fresno data also show the effect of air
movement through the Carquinez Straits into th^ San Joaquin
Valley. Between noon and 0600 (Pacific Standard Time) PST, the
wind at Fresno is either from the west-northwest or the north-
west. This represents flow originating over the P

through the Straits and flowing southward into
Valley. An abrupt change in the direction of
between 0600 and 1000 PST when the wind direction
southeast. This flow represents the drainage of
the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
Joaquin Valley. This flow does not begin until
because this is when the coldest temperatures arg
drainage winds become strong enough to degrade
westerly flow. The drainage flow will continue sjince
ward facing slopes of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
receiving solar radiation of sufficient intensity
the drainage flow regime until later in the morning
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Figure 4.4-15

Diurnal Wind Direction Distribution at

Monterey, California (1958-1963)

Figure 4.4-16

Diurnal Wind Direction Distribution at

Stockton, California (1972-1976)*

Note: Diurnal Wind Direction as Defined by the Most Frequently Occurring Direction for

Each Hour of the Day
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Figure 4.4-1/

Diurnal Wind Direction Distribution at

Fresno, California (1960-1964)

Figure 4.4-18

Diurnal Wind Direction Distribution at

Bishop, California (1960-1964)*

Note: Diurnal Wind Direction as Defined by the Most Frequently Occurring Direction

for Each Hour of the Day



The effects of complex terrain in the
region are evident in the diurnal wind direction
Bishop. The analysis, based on data taken only d

light hours, shows that before noon, the flow i

northerly drainage flow from the higher altitude Lo
the Bishop region. In the afternoon, as the sun
the ground, a southerly flow is evident at Bishop
to flow upslope into the Long Valley and along
facing slopes of the Sierra, which determine the we
of the Owens Valley north of Bishop.

Wind Speed

Owens Valley
analysis for

uring the day-
s basically a

ng Valley into
begins to heat
as air begins
the eastward

stern boundary

Figures 4.4-19 through 4.4-22 provide the
tribution of wind speed at Monterey, Stockton, Fres
The figures for each station are rather similar wit
speeds occurring between 1600 and 1800 PST. The
speeds occur at Stockton at just over 4 meters pei
or 8.9 miles per hour (mph) where the sea breeze
strong immediately downwind of the Carquinez St
station also shows the occurrence of lightest wind
the early morning hours. Generally, just prior to
speeds are less than 2 mps (4.5 mph) at Monterey
and 3 mps (4.5 and 6.7 mph) at the other stations.

Wind speeds traditionally tend to be higl
afternoon hours as surface heating results in good
a deep layer in the atmosphere resulting in coi
upper level stronger wind flow and conditions nea>
At Monterey and Stockton, this tendency is also he
ticularly during the summer months, by the sea brei
comparison of the graphs provided in the figures
the diurnal wind speed distribution is most dissimi
Here, wind speeds tend to be higher during the d

however, nocturnal drainage flow is sufficiently st
in a '^ery limited decrease in overall wind spee
night. As a result, the daily range of wind speed
tion is considerably less than that observed in
the district.

4.4.3 Wind Speed Distribution

distribution of wind speed as a

diurnal dis-
no and Bishop.
h maximum wind
highest wind

' second (mps)
i s rel ati vely
raits. Each
speeds during
sunri se , wi nd
and between 2

ler during the
mixing through
ipling between
' the surface,
ightened, par-
2ze regime. A

indicates that
lar at Fresno,
ayl ight hours ,

rong to result
ds during the
at this loca-

Other areas of

The
frequency of occurrence of designated wind speed
routinely available for first order stations with
District. Figures 4.4-23 through 4.4-27 provide
annual distributions of wind speed as a function of
categories including; (1) 0-3 knots (0-3.5 mph),
(4.6 - 6.9 mph), (3) 7-10 knots (8.1-11.5 mph), (^

(12.7 - 18.4 mph), (5) 17-21 knots (19.6 - 24.2
greater than 21 knots (24.2 mph). The frequency of
provided in each figure as well as conversion fact
tate the use of both English and metric units.
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Diurnal Wind Speed Distribution at

Monterey, California (1958-1953)
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Figure ^.4-20

Diurnal Wind Speed Distribution at

Stockton, California (1972-1976)*

Note: Diurnal Wind Speed as Defined by Magnitude Average Spe

1 MPS = 2.237 MPH = 1.944 Knots
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Diurnal Wind Speed Distribution at

Fresno, California (1960-1964)
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Diurnal Wind Speed Distribution at

Bishop, California (1960-1964)*
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at Bishop, California (1960-1964)*
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The figures indicate that wind speeds tend
est during the spring and summer and lightest durin
winter at all stations within the Fol som District,
the sea breeze is to increase wind speeds and this
apparent at coastal and inland valley locations.
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Wind Speed as a Function of Wind Direction

The distribution of wind speed as a fur
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Annual Wind Speed as a Function of Wind Directio

at Monterey, California (1958-1963)
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Annual Wind Speed as a Function of Wind Directic

at Sacramento, California (1966-1970)*

* 8 Observations Per Day

Note: 1 MPS = 2.237 MPH = 1.944 Knots
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Figure 4.4-32

Annual Wind Speed as a Function of Wind Di recti

o

at Bishop, California (1960-1964)*

* 0600 - 1900 LST

Note: 1 MPS = 2.237 MPH = 1.944 Knots
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mountainous locations within the Fo I som District wi
ence the largely north-south flow experienced at
wind flow will largely depend on local topographic

4.4.4 Persistence Analyses

The persistence of both wind speed and
also plays a very functional role in a complet
dispersion meteorology. For example, the persistence of a par-
ticular wind direction provides information relative to the

11 not experi-
Bishop as the
1 features.

wind direction
e analysi s of

likelihood of continued impact at a given receptof-
either existing or proposed sources. In terms of
wind speeds can often provide a maximum impact in
particularly if they persist for any length of tim

location for
v^ind speed, low
a given region
e. Therefore,

the persistence of calms or lower wind speed classes can also
verall disper-provide very useful information relative to the o

sion potential.

Tables 4.4-1 through 4.4-3 provide wind
wind speed persistence tables for Monterey, Fresn(
California. These data provide information on the
these parameters at a coastal, inland valley an
station. The data are provided in terms of k

intervals of 2, 4, 10 or 24 or more hours.

4.4.5 Trajectory Analyses

Trajectory analyses are
to describe regional transport,
oped through the identification
tions to establish the mean flow
These data are then useful in
scale transport of pollutants.

used in dispersi
Trajectory analy

of prevailing flo
over a large geog
determining the

pn meteorology
;es are devel-
w at key sta-
raphical area.
)robable large

In the Folsom District, Figures 4.4-33
provide the direction of prevailing flow at key
Folsom District at 0800, 1400, 2000 and 0200 PST.
presented for Monterey, Stockton, Coalinga, Fresn
With the exception of Coalinga, the analysis was d

izing available STAR data for these first order :

Coalinga data represents analysis prepared by pr
subsequent to a monitoring program at a proposed
ondary recovery operation.

It is not felt that the available data
flow at these stations is sufficient to definiti
the actual trajectory of air parcels throughout th
Accordingly, the prevailing wind direction is on
each of the stations for which data are available,
useful conclusions can be drawn from the analysis.

Figure 4.4-33 provides the prevailing fl

dicated locations at 0800 PST. At this time of
drainage flow conditions dominate at most sites, a
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Table 4.4-1

Wind Direction Persistence

at Monterey, California

(1959 - 1963)

Persistence

Interval

Frequency {%) for Winds From

N NNE NE ENE E ESE SE SSE S SSW SW wsw W WNW NW NNW

2 or More Hours 2.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 3.6 3.8 2.3 0.9 1.6 2.5 4.0 6.6 6.6 6.9 7.6 5.1

4 or More Hours 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.8 1.1 2.5 2.5 2.9 3.4 1.9

10 or More Hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1

24 or More Hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Wind Speed Persistence

at Monterey, California

(1959 - 1963)

Persistence

Interval

Frequency (%) of Wind Speeds for the Following Classes (knots)

Calm 1-3 4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21 21+

2 or More Hours 14.0 27.2 24.4 7.7 1.7 0.2 0.0

4 or More Hours

10 or More Hours

24 or More Hours

7.0

0.9

0.0

13.9 13.1 3.4

1.4 1.7 0.1

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.8

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0



Table 4.4-2

Wind Direction Persistence

at Fresno, California

(1960 - 1964)

Persistence

Interval

Frequency (%) for Winds From
•

N NNE NE ENE E ESE SE SSE S SSW SW WSW w WNW NW NNW

2 or More Hours 0.8 0.2 0.6 1.0 2.1 4.7 3.5 1.6 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.6 1.9 15.1 15.8 2.7

4 or More Hours 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.9 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 9.0 9.2 0.6

10 or More Hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 2.4 0.1

24 or More Hours 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

IS5
ro

Wind Speed Persistence

at Fresno, California

(1960 - 1964)

Persistence

Interval

Frequency {%) of Wind Speeds for the Following Classes (knots)

Calm 1-3 4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21 21+

2 or More Hours 4.0 10.6 34.5 20.9 5.5 0.3 0.1

4 or More Hours

10 or More Hours

24 or More Hours
1-

1.2

0.1

0.0

3.7 19.7 12.5 3.2

0.1 2.2 1.8 0.6

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0



#

Table 4.4-3

Wind Direction Persistence*

at Bishop, California

(1960 - 1964)

Persistence

Interval

2 or More Hours

4 or More Hours

10 or More Hours

24 or More Hours

NNE NE ENE

3.4

0.5

2.9

0.9

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.0

Frequency {%) for Winds From

ESE SE SSE SSW SW WSW WNW NW NNW

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 6.3 8.5 2.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.2 4.7 6.0
1

0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 2.3 3.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 1.1 1.1

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

ro
ro

Wind Speed Persistence*

at Bishop, California

(1960 - 1964)

Persistence

Interval

Frequency (%) of Wind Speeds for the Following Classes (knots)

Calm 1-3 4-6 7-10 11-16 17-21 21+

2 or More Hours 5.5 19.3 19.0 11.0 10.6 1.3 0.2

4 or More Hours

10 or More Hours

24 or More Hours

1.5

0.0

7.7 6.3 4.1 6.2 0.4

0.2 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.0

0.1

0.0

"'Observations taken between 0600-1900 PST, limiting maximum persistence time to 14 hours.
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Figure 4.4-33

Annual Prevailing Flow in the Folsom District

at 0800 PST
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ELEVATIOMS

SAN FRANCISCO

Figure 4.4-34

Annual Prevailing Flow in the Folsom District

at 1400 PST
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO i.

Figure 4.4-35

Annual Prevailing Flow in the Folsom Distri

at 2000 PST

ct
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO ..•

Figure 4.4-36

Annual Prevailing Flow in the Folsom District

at 0200 PST
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flow away from areas of elevated terrain at each
Bishop, for example, downvalley flow is evident fr
Owens Valley, while at Fresno and Coalinga, drain
nearby areas of elevated terrain are apparent.

By 1400 PST or
indicates that prevailing
locations.. This includes
terey, Stockton, and even at
winds indicative of upslope flow conditions
mid-afternoon surface heating effects.

roughly mid-afternoon,
flow has become establ
the impact of the sea

station. At
dm the Long and
age winds from

Figure 4.4-34
ished at most
breeze at

Fresno . Coal inga and
whic

Figure 4.4-35
largely unchanged from
with the exception that
at Monterey has been replaced
This represents a transitional

indicates that by 2000 PST
that observed during the
the prevailing onshore norti

by light west- southwesterl y flow,
period at that location prior to

Bi shop
resul t

Mon-
show
from

conditions are
mid-afternoon

hwesterly flow

the onset of drainage winds. Drainage winds are al

established at Coalinga, as indicated by flow f
northwest and at Bishop, the drainage flow regim
replaced normal daytime flow conditions. Finally
drainage flow conditions are evident at all sta
exception of Fresno where flow is still from
northwesterly direction.

ready becoming
rom the west-
e has not yet

at 0200 PST,
ions with the
the prevai 1 i ng

In summary, the data provided in Figures
4.4-36 indicate the dominance of prevailing fl

daylight hours and drainage flow during the early
as indicated in earlier sections. Prevailing flo
dictated by the sea breeze regime at most coast
locations. At other locations close to areas (

terrain, such as Coalinga and Bishop, terrain ef
upslope, surface-heating induced flow, become c

night, drainage flow conditions are apparent at mos
the Fol som Di stri ct

.

4.4-33 through
w during the
morning hours

W i s typi cal ly
al and val 1 ey
f substantial
fects such as
ominant. At
t 1 ocat i ons i n

Data have al so been
search. Inc.) MRI on mean low
of California during the smog
Data for September have been

prepared by (Metec
level winds in the
season of August thr
extracted for this

presented in Figures 4.4-37 through 4.4-42 for 060
1500, 1800, and 2400 PST. These figures provide
flow in conjunction with low level inversions wf

produce the highest pollutant potential.

These figures, provided for the month
indicate that during limited dispersion conditions,
industrialized Bay Area generally is transported
mainder of the Fol som District. This movement cont
Sierra Nevada during the mid-afternoon period and
that BLM lands located in higher terrain on the w
slopes of the Sierra are along the downwind traj£
luted air masses from the San Francisco Bay Are
Val 1 ey 1 ocat i ons .
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study and are
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of September,
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would indicate
estward facing
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

Figure 4.4-37

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at 0600 PST
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

Figure 4.4-38

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at 0900 P^T
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Figure 4.4-39

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at 1200 PST
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

Figure 4.4-40

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at 1500 PST
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO ,.

Figure 4.4-41

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at isOO PST
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ELEVATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

Figure 4.4-42

Low Level Inversion Mean Wind Flow in the

San Joaquin Valley for September at 2400 P$T
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4.4.6 Winds Aloft

Upper level winds provide a measure of t

port above the surface boundary layer. However,
are only available for a very few NWS station loca
this reason, most major pollutant studies require
of onsitedata to provide a measure of winds alo
fornia, upper air data are only routinely collected
Oakland, Santa Monica and San Diego.

ne mean trans-
upper air data
tions and, for
the col 1 ecti on
ft. In Cali-
by the NWS at

Upper level wind data at such NWS stations
taken by radiosonde. This is a balloon, tracked
transmits data on temperatures aloft as well as
wind direction through the tracking of the
position. Figure 4.4-43 provides a summary of seas
data taken at Oakland, from the surface to the top
phere. The data indicate that at Oakland, winds t

the west through northwest during all seasons in
tion of the atmosphere. In air pollution studies
850 millibars (4500 feet) are generally not of int
pollutant transport is within the lowest few
Upper level winds over most of California show a

flow from the northwest quadrant at most levels,
the dominating terrain characteristics of much of
the Folsom District is felt most critically in
thousand feet, the area of interest in pollution st

are generally
by radar which
vnnd speed and

bal 1 oon' s downwi nd
onal upper air
of the atmos-

end to be from
the lower por-
, levels above
erest, as most
thousand feet.
characteristic
The impact of
California and
the first few
u d i e s .

As stated previously, Oakland is the only
air meteorological station operated by the NWS
District. Other winds aloft data have been col
(California Air Resources Board) CARB as part o

analysis of pollutant transport conditions in the
as well as for use in the development of burn/no-b
This data collection program by the CARB is primar
the identification of local inversion meteorology
lishment of the mean height of the mixing layer,
from pilot balloon releases by the CARB as well a

grams operated by private industry indicate a conti
flow observed at the surface gradually turning to
through northwest as commonly observed over Califc
1 evel s

.

Holzworth (1972) has provided seasonal and
of the mean wind speed averaged through the mixing
the morning and afternoon hours. These data are
useful in dispersion studies as they provide a rea
of mean transport in the layer of the atmosphere
pollutants are mixed.

Table 4.4-4 provides a summary of these
Folsom District. The data provide a range of val
district which indicate that lower wind speeds oc(
morning hours as opposed to the afternoon. In ad
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Figure 4.4-43

Seasonal

Vertical Wind Profile

For Oakland, California
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Table 4.4-4

Seasonal and Annual Average Wind Speeds (MPS)

in the Mean Mixing Layer Over the Folsom Distri ct

Morning Afternoon

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fan

Annual

<2 - 4

3 - 4

<2 - 3

<2 - 3

2-3

3 - 4

5 - 6

5 - 6

4-5

4 - 5

1 mps = 0.447 mph
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and fall tend to be the most restrictive seasons
lower wind speeds. A review of the graphical d

these data as provided by Holzworth indicates t

values occur over the Central Valley regions wit
speeds generally over the Sierra and the Coastal
pointed out, however, that the Holzworth data are
analysis of data available from Oakland.
Diego and as such are based upon "^ery few
reason, the reader is cautioned in the utilization
particularly in areas with important terrain effect

in terms of
istribution of
hat the lower
h higher wi nd
Zone. It is

based upon an
Santa Monica and San
data points. For this

of these data,
s

.

One of the more intriguing aspects of
meteorology of the Central Valley is the apparent
low level jet during the nighttime hours during
existence of fairly strong upvalley flow has been noted at a

height of between 640 and 1290 feet above the groynd during the
nighttime hours. Wind speeds of 15 to 20 meters
to 44 miles per hour), are apparently not uncommon
theorized that this low level jet is a function
thermal pressure patterns. The jet is most poorl^
instances where the stable marine layer is deepest
air to flow into the Central Valley over many of
the Coast Range, thereby destroying the tendency fo
upvalley flow across the Central Valley floor.
jet would have a tendency to rapidly move pollutant
atmosphere during the nighttime hours, possibly ev
Central Valley and over the Tehachapi Mountains to

the upper air
existence of a

summer. The

per second (33
It has been

(jjf large scale
developed in

which allows
the passes in
r concentrated
This low level
s in the lower
en out of the
the southeast.
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4.5 ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY

The definition of atmospheric stability
Folsom District is a critical component of the disp
ological analysis. Section 4.2.2 provides a detai
of atmospheric stability and its role in defining
of airborne effluents. Figure 4.5-1, which al

Section 4.2.2, summarizes the dispersion character
ated with the various stability categories for tl

dispersion scenarios. This section provides anal
designed to identify specific characteristics
stability. These analyses include:

9 Seasonal and Annual Distributions
§ Diurnal Distributions
• Persistence Analyses
® Stability Wind Roses

throughout the
ersion meteor-
led discussion
the dispersion
50 appears in

istics associ-
le traditional
yses that are
f atmospheric

These analyses describe a key component
sion characteristics of the Folsom District. Da
tunately available for only a few key stations in
the reader is cautioned in the use of these analyse
ly in areas of rugged terrain or other locations n

sented by the available data.

)f the disper-
ta are unfor-
the region and
s, particular-
Dt well repre-

4.5.1 Seasonal and Annual Stability Distribution

Annual stability distributions provide a

tifying the atmospheric dispersive power of an are
comparative form. The seasonal variations in sta
the extent to which the dispersive power of t

changes with the seasons.

The ability of the local atmosphere to dis
effluents from specific source types can be discuss
atmospheric stability. When the atmosphere is stab
the impact of ground level, non-buoyant emissions,
est as both vertical and lateral diffusion ar

Examples of such emissions include automobile exh
tive dust. Typical similar sources which might im
include range management activities and the use o

face roads. The lower atmosphere is most likely t

calm clear nights when cold air tends to collect a

tions. Emissions from tall stacks under such c^

have little or no impact at ground level as the
relatively intact aloft. Fall and winter are th(

such conditions occur most frequently in Californ
areas of the United States. The impact of ground
is therefore at a maximum during these seasons.

Intense surface heating results in consid
tive activity and unstable conditions. Undersu
vertical diffusion is considerable and "fumigation
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means of quan-
i n an easi 1 y

3i 1 i ty ref 1 ect
he atmosphere

perse airborne
ed in terms of
ly stratified,
will be great-
e restricted.
ust and fugi-

;3act BLM lands
unpaved sur-
be stable on
lower eleva-

ndi tions will
pi ume remai ns
seasons when

a and in most
level sources

erable convec-
h condi ti ons ,

can occur as



stability Category A-C; Looping

Stability Category E-G; Fanning

Stability Categories As Noted;
Fumigation

E-G

stability Category D; Coning

Stability
Lofting

Categories As Noted;

Stability
Trapping

A-C

Figure 4.5-1
*

Typical Plume Behavior

*
Plume behavior influenced by the temperature lapse rate above
release height. The dashed lines in the profiles are the adi

rates, included for reference, while the solid lines indicate ,..

lapse rate. The Pasquill stability categories are also provided
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emissions from elevated sources are brought rapid
face creating maximum ground-level concentrations
large elevated pollutant sources which could pote
BLM lands include power plants and other large indu
as well as large forest fires.

y to the sur-
. Examples of
ntially impact
strial sources

Finally, neutral atmospheric stability, ch
a windy, well-mixed atmosphere, and generally indi
atmospheric dispersion, can result in locally hig
concentrations for stacks of intermediate height o

height is not substantially greater than the heigh
ing buildings. Most moderate sized industrial
indicative of this source type; refineries and
industries serve as typical examples. In such
winds can bring the plume rapidly to the surface,
high gound-level pollutant concentrations in a cond
"downwash". Neutral conditions may also result
entrainment of loose dust and soil
deserts and overgrazed arid lands,
creased atmospheric particulate loading
populated areas as a result.

aracteri zed by
cative of good

ground- 1 evel
r stacks whose
; of surround-
complexes are

other processing
cases, strong
resul ti ng in

ition known as
in the re-

particles associated with
Reduced visibility and in-

may occ

The following discussion provide season,
distributions of atmospheric stability which, co
knowledge of source types, can be used to ider
periods of maximum impact. Seasonal and annual
quency distributions for various site locations
Fol som District are provided in Figures 4.5-2
These data show that there is a significant diff
atmospheric stability frequency distributions betwe
area, the Central Valley, and the mountainous regio

1 and annual
mbined with a

tify probable
tabi 1 ity f re-
:hroughout the
hrough 4.5-6.
erence in the
en the coastal
ns

.

The Central Valley experiences a greater
cloud cover during the fall and winter months, wher
al area experiences its greatest cloud cover duri
and summer months. ' This is evident in the high
neutral conditions ( 50%) at Monterey during the s

high frequency of neutral conditions at Fresno
during the winter months. On an annual basis,
between coastal and valley locations is less app
slightly higher frequency of stable cases occurrir
tral Valley. The higher frequency of neutral
Stockton, when compared with Fresno during the
reflects the marine influx from the San Francisco
shows the modification of that marine air as it f

down the San Joaquin Valley and north into the Sacr

In the mountainous regions, the winter
iences the highest frequency of stable conditions,
the shorter days and reduced solar insolation durin
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4.5.2 Diurnal Stability Distributions

The diurnal distribution of stability prbvides a means
of determining the probability that any one categpry will occur
at any given hour of the day. This information
the seasonal and annual stability distributions,
plete picture of the stability characteristics
station. Since most human and industrial activity
concentrated during the daylight hours
distributions allow for intensified study of t

conditions prevalent during those and other pertine

together with
provides a com-

at any given
is generally

the diur^nal stability
he dispersion
nt periods.

The diurnal stability distributions for
tions for which digitized data were available ar^
Table 4.5-1 and Figure 4.5-7. These data were ave
respective periods of record for each station, an
representative of an annually averaged day; seasoi
are not expected to be significant on a diurnal bas

the four sta-
presented in

aged over the
d as such are
al vari ati ons

1 s

.

As can be seen from the table, all four st
very sharp increases in stable conditions after a|

and \jery sharp decreases before 1000 PST. These ti

with the average limits of sunset and sunrise, re
an annual basis. The maximum frequency of stab
occurs between 0200 and 0400 PST.

ati ons exhibit
bout 1600 PST
Ties correspond
ipectively, on
le conditions

The onset of unstable conditions closel
rapid decay of stable conditions near sunrise,
unstable conditions decay rapidly at the onset o

ditions near sunset. The overlaps evident in t

unstable categories in Table 4.5-1 are a result
variations in the onsets of sunrise and sunset; sea
the diurnal stability distributions would serve t

overlaps. The maximum frequency of unstable cor^
between 1100 and 1300 PST. Again, as would be exp
definition, unstabl e -condi ti ons do not occur at any
radiational sunset and before radiational sunrise.

Neutral conditions are shown to occur at

tions at all hours of the day, showing a tendency
frequently during the afternoon hours when wind s]

erally higher. Some diurnal stability trends ca
from the data presented for these four stations,
from the coastal region inland, the frequency of
tions at night and the frequency of unstable coni
the day increases. This generally reflects the dec
bility of atmospheric water vapor (clouds, fog, e^

tance from the Pacific Ocean.

4.5.3 Stability Persistence

Stability persistence tables give an indi
tendency of a stability category to persist for ex
of time. This information can be used to identify
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Table 4.5-1

Diurnal Frequency Distribution of Stability

in the Folsom District

Hour

1

Fresno Stockton Monterey Bishop

U N S U , N S U N S U N S

22.6 77.5 _ _ 39.7 60.3 _ _ _

2 21.1 78.9 - - - 42.4 57.5 - - -

3 20.8 79.2 26.4 73.6 42.8 57.2 - - -

4 28.0 80.0 - - - 43.9 56.1 - - -

5 21.3 78.7 - - - 45.5 54.5 - - -

6 5.9 36.9 57.2 31.5 41.2 27.2 3.5 45.9 50.6 11.1 25.9 63.1
7 40.9 32.1 27.0 - - - 18.3 46.9 34.7 42.6 23.3 34.0
8 60.0 33.3 6.6 - - - 37.9 48.0 14.1 63.2 26.8 10.2
9 71.1 28.8 62.6 37.4 58.4 41.5 81.2 18.8

rv) 10 72.6 27.4 - - - 62.9 37.2 82.3 17.8
11 75.4 24.6 - - - 72.2 27.8 83.2 16.8
12 77.6 22.4 68.5 31.5 76.0 24.1 81.9 18.1
13 78.1 21.9 - - - 75.0 25.0 77.9 22.1
14 75.6 24.4 _ - - 68.2 31.8 66.1 33.9
15 71.9 28.1 30.0 62.2 7.7 59.8 40.2 56.5 43.5
16 50.5 38.1 11.3 - - - 43.1 47.3 9.6 32.1 52.6 75.4
17 25.4 42.1 32.6 - - - 23.7 46.2 30.2 17.5 51.2 31.3
18 .5 43.2 56.2 47.7 52.3 7.3 42.8 49.9 2.2 49.7 48.1
19 25.2 74.8 - - - 33.0 67.0 36.1 63.9
20 23.4 76.7 - - - 34.4 65.7 - - -

21 25.8 74.1 30.3 69.7 33.6 66.4 - - -

22 25.7 74.3 _ _ _ 35.2 64.7 _ _ -

23 25.8 74.2 _ - - 36.1 63.9 - - -

24 23.5 76.6 24.7 75.3 38.4 61.5

Unstable
Neutral
Stable
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of the persistence of adverse dispersion conditio
pie, long periods of \iery "stable conditions, will
impact of vehicular emissions. In this way, adve
conditions can be related to specific pollutant sou

(is. For exam-
maximize the

rse dispersion
rces

.

Table 4.5-2 presents the stability persl
for the four stations for which digitized data art
the Folsom. District. These tables are provided fi

tive periods of record for each station and are rep
a typical annual period. The values in the tabl
percentage of time that a given stability class p

given number of hours at each station.

stence tables
avai 1 abl e in

r the respec-
resentative of
es reveal the
rsisted for a

4.5.4 Stabil i ty Wi nd Roses

Stability wind roses provide informati
determining land use alternatives in terms of the p

port and dispersion of airborne pollutants. The
sented for three major classes which represent a

the Pasquill categories; (1) unstable (A-C), (2) n

(3) stable (E-G). As noted earlier, maximum gro
lution impacts vary with each stability category a

source emission types and levels.

m useful for
robable trans-
data are pre-
combination of
utral (D ) and

^nd level pol-
well as with

Once again,
by 1 ight wi nds ,

are val uabl e

from the low
rural land

i zed
gory
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with many
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in determi
evel ,

such
with

are
for

genera
this swind roses tor this s

ining probable levels
level, non-buoyant emi
uses, such as grazingas g

high wind
impacts

strial ac

ated with many rural land uses, such as

Alternatively, neutral conditions with h"

stable conditions can result in maximum
plume sources associated with heavier indu

Figures 4.5-8 through 4.5-10 provide s

roses as well as the annual wind rose for Monterey
Bishop in the Folsom District. As indicated earl
class I refers to unstable conditions, stability c

to neutral conditions, and stable conditions are
stability class III. Each of the stability wind
summed for comparison with the annual wind rose al

each figure.

di ti
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dayl i
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t i n s

stati
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mixi n

those

Figure 4.5-8 indicates that at Monterey,
ns occur almost exclusively with onshore.

This results from the fact that unstable
rey as well as at all other stations, occ
ght hours as a result of surface heating. D

hours, Monterey is characterized almost
re flow as the sea breeze regime develops, h

hip between unstable conditions and onshore
on. - Neutral conditions also occur with
al stability is generally indicative of go

g and is usually associated with stronger wi

experienced during unstable conditions. F
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Table 4.5-2

Persistence of Stability Class

(Percentage of Total Observations)

in the Folsom District

No. of Hours Fresno Stockton* Monterey Bishop
Stability
Persisted U N S u N S u N S U N S

1 7.1 3.4 9.9 11.6 6.1 6.9 25.3 36.8 37.1 49.9 31.2 19.0
2 7.8 2.2 8.9 - - - 18.7 33.6 31.4 35.3 26.0 10.8
3 5.5 1.8 7.3 - - - 13.0 31.1 27.5 21.3 23.0 4.7
4 3.5 1.3 5.4 8.5 5.9 11.9 8.8 29.1 24 .7 11.8 19.8 1.8

ro 5 2.4 1.4 3.8 - - - 5.1 27.2 22.4 6.2 16.6
6 1.4 .8 2.9 - - - 3.0 25,5 20.6 3.0 13.6
7 1.0 .8 1.8 3.0 4.2 7.3 2.0 24.1 18.8 1.6 10.6
8 .3 .8 1.2 - - - .8 22.8 17.0 .3 8.4
9 .4 .9 .8 - - - .2 21 .5 15.4 7. 1
10 .1 .8 .4 1.0 2.9 4.0 a 20.4 13.6 6.2
11 .7 .3 - - ^ 18.9 11 .6 5.1
12 .9 .2 - - - 17.7 9.4 4.4
13 .6 .2 2.3 3.4 16.7 7.5 3.5
14 .6 - - - 15.3 5.3
15 .5 - - - 13.9 4. 1
16 .5 .1 .9 .8 Q 12.5 2.2
17 .4 - - - 11.4 0.9
18 .7 - - - 9.9
19 .4 - 1 .4 8.6
20 .4 _ - _ 7.6 n n o
21 .2 - - - 6.4
22 .2 .7 5.6
23 .5 - - - 5.2
24 .2 - - - 4.6

or more

* Persistence of 3-hour observations

U = Unstable
N = Neutral
S = Stable
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Stability Wind Roses for Monterey, California
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Stability Wind Roses for Stockton, California
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Stability Wind Roses for Bishop, California
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conditions are generally indicative of nocturnal
regimes. At Monterey, this results primarily from
east- southeast . The wind rose for stable conditions at Monterey
also shows a secondary maxima for flow from the soi
may represent drainage flow reaching Monterey fror
area as well as instances of stable onshore flow,
general pattern can be seen on Figure 4.5-9 for Stockton. Ter-
rain plays, an important role for stable flow and the stable wind
roses for. Monterey and Stockton exhibit the largest
due to local terrain effects

drainage flow
flow from the

uthwest. This
m the Big Sur

This same

variations

At Bishop, Figure 4.5-10 indicates that wi
bimodal on an annual basis with flow generally
north-northwesterly or south-southeasterly axis
the configuration of the Owens and Long Valleys,
little difference in terms of stability class as
ence for a particular direction.

nds tend to be
along either a

which describes
The data show
ar as prefer-

In summary, stable conditions are genera
with nocturnal drainage regimes while unstable
associated with the development of either the
heating induced upslope flow during the daylight ho
wind speeds, typical of neutral conditions, tend to
with the sea breeze regime or strong synoptic syste

lly associated
onditions are
Sea breeze or
urs. Stronger
be associated

ms

.
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4.6 MIXING HEIGHTS AND INVERSIONS

The entire atmosphere, is not available fo
of pollutants released near the surface. Only th«
which, in many situations may be only several hundr
can serve this function. Section 4.2.3 describes
and inversions in considerable detail relative to
dispersion, meteorology.

r the dilution
; mixing layer
ed feet thick,
mixing heights
thei r rol e i n

This section shall investigate the characteristics of
of the Fol som

be presented
ubsequent dis-
pes and their

the mean mixing layer throughout various areas
District. In addition, inversion statistics will
for various locations in the study area, and the s

cussions shall provide a review of inversion ty
frequency in the Fol som District.

4.6.1 Mixing Hei ght

Considerable variation in mean mixing hei
a seasonal basis. Throughout the United States,
vary from several hundred feet on winter mornings
13,000 feet on summer afternoons. In California, t

range is roughly between several hundred feet and
10,000 feet. The variation in mixing heights over
can play a major role in pollutant dispersion for
of sources. For example, power plant siting is ve
regional dispersion characteristics. An area with
shallow or low mixing heights would tend to tr
emitted by such a facility. Such an area would
rated as unfavorable for power plant siting.

hts occurs on
mixing heights
to well over

he mean annual
approximately

" a given area
certain types
dependent on
a history of

ap pol

1

utants
therefore be

ry

Mixing depths can be characterized for eac
the district. Along coastal locations, morning
mixing heights are typically at a minimum durii
season and quickly reach peak levels during the
In the Central Valley, seasonal mixing height varia
similar pattern but exhibit slight differences,
morning mixing heights in these areas typically
levels during the late spring and the early $

However, the average morning mixing heights are
during the winter months.

The mean morning mixing height is generally
inland areas in comparison with typical mixing deipths
coastal locations. Mean afternoon mixing heights are
higher in the Central Valley than along the coast
exception of the winter season. During this season
mixing heights are typically the same depth or slightly
some coastal locations particularly in the northe
the Distrtict.

Table 4.6-1 provides seasonal and annual
and afternoon mixing height values for selected sta
out the Folsom District. These statistics were bas
ture sounding data representing at least a contin
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Table 4.6-1

Mean Morning and Afternoon Values of

Mixing Height (Meters)* in the Folsom District

Morni ng/Afternoon

Winter Spring Summer Fall Annual

Fresno
1,2

Sacramento

Salinas^'^

3
Oakland

1,2

276

656

300

950

341

700

453
709

259

1589

282

1900

504
1100

763

1121

213
1517

223

1700

529
650

527

644

208
1138

249

1400

385

800

508

770

239

1230

263
1488

439

813

563
811

* 1 meter =3.28 feet

1. Based on Air Resources Board data covering a five year peridd from

July 1, 1972 to December 31, 1977.

Afternoon mixing heights determined from interpolation of s

mixing height analysis from Holzworth's "Mixing Heights, Win

and Potential for Urban. Air Pollution Throughout the Contig

United States".

ea

Data base from Oakland, California (January 1960 - December

available through the National Weather Records Center in As

North Carolina.

sonal

d Speeds

nous

1964)

ille,hev
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recording period. Figure 4.6-1 provides mean annu
afternoon mixing depths for the locations discu
4.6-1. It is evident from this figure that mixini
to be higher along the coast during the morning ho
Central Valley during the afternoon. There is a"

for mixing heights to be slightly higher in the no
of the District.

Long-term mixing height and inversion
currently available for the Sierra Nevada. As a

polative estimates must be made from meteorologi
nearby locations in order to provide a reasonable
mixing height levels over mountainous terrain.

al morning and
ssed in Table

heights tend
urs and in the
so a tendency
rthern portion

The steepness of windward mountain slopes
meteorological parameters such as wind velocity,
and atmospheric stability impact mixing height de^^ths
variability over rugged complex terrain. Figure
4.6-4 illustrate mixing layer alterations due to
for three hypothetical scenarios which vary atmosp
ty. As depicted in Figure 4.6-2, when the lower
neutrally stratified, the inversion layer, which
determinant of the local mixing depth, tends

data are not
result , i nter-
cal data from
evaluation of

and numerous
wind direction

and their
4.6-2 through
mountain flow
heri c stabi 1 i-

atmosphere is

is the major
l:o follow the

contour of the local terrain. Hence, mixing height depths, as
defined earlier,
shallower over the

remain unchanged or tend to
mountainous area.

On the other hand, when a stable surfac
capped by an elevated inversion and is forced to ri

mountainous terrain, considerable variations in th
tic mixing depth develop. The low lying, stabl
easily displaced upward and over the mountain
quently, the surface air mass tends to pile up alon
mountain slopes, thus forming a bulge in the atmo
layer just upwind of the mountain ridge. Under the
as depicted in Figure 4.6-3, the mixing depth tend
along the windward slope than along the valley
leeward side of the mountain range.

be slightly

e air mass i s

se over abrupt
e character is-
e air is not
ridge; conse-
g the windward
spheric mixing
se condi t i ons ,

3 to be larger
floor or the

Figure 4.6-4 presents the situation in which a sur
unstable layer is isolated from the upper atmosphere by a li

inversion. As flow moves over rugged terrain, dramatic cha
in the mixing layer can occur. Basically, the low lying,
stable air is forced to ascend into and through the inhibi
1 nversi on
slopes of
sometimes
i nversi on
promoti ng
Under such

layer as surface air flow is swept up the
the Sierra Nevada. This forced
has the potential to completely wipe
layer (or considerably weaken the stably
considerable mixing of the lower lyin
conditions, considerable cloudiness cart

at times, much precipitation. This is indicat
season conditions resulting in convective thundersh
As the flow passes over the mountain ridge and des
leeward slopes, the stable layer can once again dev
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BIGSUR

Figure 4.6-1

Annual Morning and Afternoon Stations (AM/PM) Mixirjg Heights

for Selected Stations in the Folsom District

1 meter = 3.28 feet
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The above discussion qualitatively depict
height characteristics when flow is forced ove
terrain features such as the Sierra Nevada. Howev
analyses are needed to support the qualitative re^

for this area. Therefore, estimates and assessme
layer depths over these areas are presently best
(1) the Holzworth document entitled: "Mixing
Speeds, and Potential for Urban Air Pollution
Contiguous United States" and (2) the CARB data
"Meteorological Parameters for Estimating the Pote
Pollution in California." Seasonal and annual
contour maps provided by the Holzworth publication
in Appendix C. These figures also present an excel
comparing California mixing depth characteristic
areas of the United States.

4.6.2 Inversion Types and Frequencies
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s mean mixing
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lent means for
s with other

Th

The type and frequency of temperature
an important role in the overall description
dispersion meteorology of the Fol som District,
sions are either surface based or elevated with
on potential pollutant sources. Surface based
in a layer of stable air close to the ground usua
light wind speeds. This type of situation tends to
impact of ground level non-buoyant sources such as
off road vehicles [ORV]) and fugitive sources
tanks, dirt roads, etc). Elevated inversions tend

inversions plays
the regional

ically, inver-
ering impacts

1 nv0rsi ons resul t

1 ly wi th very
maximize the

;ehi cl es ( e.g .

(e.g. storage
to limit the

mixing of pollutant; s and tend to
elevated sources such as power

volume of air available for the
maximize the impact of buoyant
facilities, refineries, etc. The following paragriiphs provide a

review of the type and frequency of inversions experienced in the
Fol som Di stri ct

.

As indicated earlier, upper air data are
available for Oakland, California. These data h

plemented by special studies conducted largely b^

Sacramento, Fresno, Merced and Salinas in the Fol
The most complete data are available for Oakland as
Table 4.6-2.

At Oakland, as at the other stations, surf
generally dominate the distribution during the
hours. They occur most frequently during winter
66.4% and 52% of the time, respectively. Elevated
more common during the afternoon hours with the me
of such inversions varying seasonally. During
spring, the base of elevated inversions occurs mo
between 3000 and 5000 feet. During summer and
i nversi ons." dominate both the morning and afternoon
occurring primarily between 300 and 800 feet.

nly routi nely
ave been sup-
the CARB at

som District.
summari zed i n
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Table 4.6-2

Frequency of Occurrence of Temperature

Inversions as a Function of Base Height at Oakland, California

(1960 - 1964)

' '

Base of ] pv^r^ion (Meters )(1)

Season Time
(PST) Surface

1-

100

101-

250

251-

500

501-

750

751-

1000

1001-

1500

1501-

2000
2001-

2500
2501-

3000 None
-

Winter

(Dec. - Feb.)

0400 66.4* 0.7 3.6 3.6 4.3 2.9 2.7 2.0 2.2 1.3 10.3

1600 5.4 4.2 7.8 11.8 12.1 8.9 12.7* 6.7 4.5 1.8 24.1

Spring

(Mar. - May)

0400 36.4* 0.0 1.3 13.7 12.9 7.0 6.1 5.0 2.6 1.5 13.5

ro
en

1600 0.0 3.5 10.2 12.8 8.5 6.3 13.9* 6.3 8.0 1.7 28.7

Summer

(Jun. - Aug.

)

0400 19.8 1.3 9.

6

33.9* 26.1 6.3 1.7 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.4

1600 0.7 14.0 37.0* 32.2 8.5 2.8 1.8 0.2 0.2 0.4 2.2

Fall

(Sep. - Nov.)

0400 52.0* 0.4 3.5 13.0 11.0 5.1 4.2 2.2 1.1 1.3 6.2

1600 2.0 9.0 17.8* 16.5 7.9 6.8 10.6 5.9 6.4 2.2 14.8

Annual
0400 43.4* 0.6 4.5 16.2 13.6 b.3 3.7 2.5 1.5 1.0 7.6

1600 2.0 7.7 18.3 18.4* 9.2 6.2 9.7 4.8 4.8 1.5 17.4

Source: Inversion Study, Oakland, California

* Most Frequently Occurring Base Height Interval

(1) 1 meter = 3.28 feet



The inversion data presented in Table 4.i
provides some characteristic traits which are obse
the district. These include the dominance of sur
during the morning hours, particularly during the
months. The sea breeze regime is at a minimum dur
and light stable nocturnal drainage winds tend
particularly during the night and early morning
the spring and summer months, this effect is less
the frequency of the surface based inversions de
vated inversions are a natural result of the pi

semi-permanent Eastern Pacific high pressure cell
results in descending air, thus providing a warme
aloft, and hence, a temperature inversion. In add
breeze regime often results in a marine invers
produces an elevated temperature inversion particu
al locations. This explains the increased fre
fairly low elevated inversion at Oakland duri
months .

-2 for Oakland
"ved throughout
'ace inversions
V inter and fall
ing this period

to dominate,
hours. During
noticeable and
Creases. Ele-
-esence of the

This system
r layer of air
ition, the sea
on which also
arly at coast-
uency of such
ig the summer

Data for the Central Valley portion of t

trict are more sporadic and are generally represeni
available through the CARB. Tables 4.6-3 and 4.(
Figure 4.6-5 provide available historical inven
Sacramento, Fresno and Merced.

he Fol som Di s-
ed by programs
i-4 as well as
sion data for

Figure 4.6-6 indicates the seasonal frequ
based inversions during the morning hours in the F

The summary figure indicates that the frequency
sions increases with progression inland from the
Central Valley and southward towards Fresno.

Finally, Figure 4.6-7 provides the season
elevated inversions at Oakland during the afterno
\/ery limited available data from Sacramento for t

indicates that elevated inversions occur less fr
than at Oakland, most likely reflecting the decre
of marine inversions at this inland station.

Fil

In summary, surface based inversions dom
tribution during the morning hours particularly d

winter in the Fol som District. This trend is
inland valley locations where the continental (i.
to marine) nature of the climate permits the devel(
conditions more frequently than at coastal locati
surface inversions tend to occur most frequently
due to the combined influence of the presence of 1

nent eastern Pacific high pressure cell as well as
sions induced by the nearby presence of cold Pacifi
latter influence is, of course, most noticeable at
tions whic+i have the highest frequency of elevated
the district.
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Table 4.6-3

Historical Inversion Data for

Sacramento, California

For the Period 9/71 - 12/73

Season

53

CO

Winter Spring Summer Fall

en

'1—

S-
o

Percentage (%)

Surface Inversions 84 72 52 82

Percentage {%)

Elevated Inversions 16 27 48 17

Afternoon

Percentage (%)

Surface Inversions NA NA NA 3

Percentage (%)

Elevated Inversions NA NA NA 64

-Sourxe-:—CARB^,^XJ4fflate of the Sa^^gamefi^to^̂ lley Air Basin".

NA = Not Available
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Table 4.6-4

Historical Morning Inversion Data

For Fresno, California

For the Period 7/1/72 - 12/31/77

Month

J F M A M J J A S N D YR

Percentage (%)

Surface Based 83.5 96.8 96.2 89.3 92.3 89.4 93.8 96.7 98.2 98.2 88.5 86.6 92.8

Inversions

Percentage {%)

Elevated 16.5 3.2 3.8 10.7 7.7 10.6 6.2 3.3 1.8 1.8 11.5 13.4 7.2

Inversions

Mean Base Height (FT)

for Elevated 1471 1300 2000 1260 400 633 591 750 500 2333 1924 1439 1217

Inversions

Source: Franson, Gary, "A Study of the Inversion and Mixing Heights at Fresno, California".
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Figure 4.6-5

Seasonal and Annual Morning and Afternoon Values

of Mixing Height at Merced, California

Source: G. C. Holzworth, "Is Valley Weather Conducive to Air Pollution," 1958
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Figure 4.6-6

Seasonal Frequency of Surface Based Inversions

in the Folsom District

During the Morning Hours
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Figure 4.6-7

Seasonal Frequency of Elevated Inversions

at Oakland

During the Afternoon Hours
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4.7 TYPICAL AND WORST-CASE CONDITIONS

Previous sections have thoroughly examined
the factors affecting the atmospheric dispersion c

of the Fol som District. This permits the ide
typical and worst-case conditions for a varie
sources found in the Fol som District. This analysi
a basis for determining an initial evaluation of t
worst-case impact of various land use alternatives
tic modeling techniques as described in Section 4.9

and discussed
haracteri sties
itifi cation of

t|y of typical
s will provide
he typical and
using simplis-

4.7.1 Typical Dispersion Conditions

Typical dispersion conditions define the
occurring combination of the key dispersion par
wind speed, wind direction and atmospheric stabili
information is useful particularly in first cut
level of effort air quality modeling analyses as
Section 4.9. In such cases, it is desirable to
estimate of the most commonly occurring dispersion
order to get an indication of the typical impact
or proposed source.

most commonly
meters , i.e.,

ty class. This
or screening
described in

have a rough
conditions in
f an existing

Table 4.7-1 provides a description of the most frequent-
ly occurring dispersion parameters for ten sites in or near the
Folsom District for which the necessary data c.re available.
These include Bishop, Butte, Diablo Canyon, Fresno, Montezuma
Monterey, Sacramento, Stanislaus, Stockton and Wi 1

these sources represent data collected by Pacific
trie (PGE) for proposed or existing generating
These data differ from data collected at the Na-

Service station due to the manner used to determi
stability class. At the PGE installations, this wa:
temperature difference measurement over discrete he'

lows. Six of
Gas and Elec-

fetat i on si tes

.

:ional Weather
ne atmospheric
s done using a

i ght i nterval s

as described by Nuclear Regulatory Commissions (NK) Regulatory
Guide 1.23, as opposed to the method used to generate STAR sum-
maries by the NCC in Asheville, North Carolina,
in measurements tends to result in a tendency for ut

tions to be registered more frequently at sites usi
ature difference
approach. This
4.7-3 which will

method of measurement as opposed t

is apparent
be discussed

from the data prese
in later paragraphs.

The difference
nstable condi-
ng the temper-

the Pasquill
nted in Table

The data in Table 4.7-1 provide the mc

occurring wind direction, wind speed and stabi
information suitable for characterizing dispersion
conditions. As such, it is suitable for use in s

of effort or simplistic modeling calculations to
liminary estimate of existing or proposed polluta
pacts. The reader is cautioned, however, that dis
ses require site specific meteorological data and a

review than that provided by the type of informatio
the table.
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Table 4.7-1

Description of Typical Meteorological Conditions

Throughout the Folsom District

(1)

Station
Wind

Direction
Wind

Speed (MPH) Cat

Stabilit
sgory Ih

Bishop^"^^

Butte^^^

Diablo Canyon

Fresno
(4)

Montezuma^ '

Monterey

Sacramento

(4)

Stanislaus

Stockton

Willows^^^

(4)

N

SE

NW

NW

W

NW

SSW

NW

W

WNW

8.1

8.4

8.5

6.6

11.5

5.4

7.5

7.4

8.5

8.3

1

1

1

3

3

2

3

1

3

1

3.

4.

As defined by the most frequently occurring value on an a

parameters are not interrelated, i.e., the indicated wind
the total data base and is not the average for the most
occurring wind direction.

1 - Unstable (Pasquill Classes A, B, C)

2 - Neutral (Pasquill Class D)

3 - Stable (Pasquill Classes E, F, G)

Data only available for the period 0600 - 1900 PST daily.

nnual basis -

speed is for
ffrequently

Stability data defined by temperature difference measurements
described in Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regulatopy

as

Guide 1.23,
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4.7.2 Worst-Case Dispersion Conditions

Worst-case dispersion conditions are used
meteorologists in a screening level of effort to
probable maximum impact of an existing or proposed
results of such a review provide an indication as t

detailed and sophisticated analyses are required,
with typical conditions, the worst-case can be de
of the primary dispersion parameters, atmosphe
class, wind speed and wind direction. The reader
tioned in- the use of the following information as
data and more detailed analyses are desireable to a

pol

1

utant impact .

by dispersion
determine the

f aci 1 i ty. The
whether more

Once again, as
'ined in terms
ri c stabi 1 i ty
is again cau-
si te- speci f i c

ccurately gage

In an effort to identify the historic
conditions occurring in California, it was necessa
table of five pollutant sources with typical exi
tics. Table 5.4-1 summarizes typical emission c

for fugitive dust, automobiles, oil recovery o
refineries and large power plants. In addition,
worst-case scenario often used by dispersion met
described. Although the primary pollutants gener
of these sources may vary, the short-term char
these gases and/or particulates in the atmosphere
to be highly similar. The five sources listed i

represent ground level, non-buoyant; ground le
buoyant; low-level, buoyant; i ntermedi ate-

1

evel ,

elevated, buoyant emissions, respectively. Table 4
worst-case dispersion conditions for each of these

Table 4.7-3 provides the annual frequency of the se-
lected worst-case scenarios for several stations
Fol som District. The table indicates that the sele
for the cross section of sources occur with
iability across the area. In addition, the fre
scenario selected for one type of source may occu
stantially different frequency than that selecte
source. This highlights the importance of attach
ability of occurrence to the selected worst-case
condition for the source in question. The differen
ment technique is also evident in the data collected at the PGE
sites, where the temperature difference techniqu
measure atmospheric stability. These data show a

higher frequency of the unstable conditions in a

those observed at the first order NWS stations
highlights the care which must be used in providing
analysis of the probable impact of the source, an
involve professional dispersion meteorologists in s

al worst-case
ry to create a

: characteris-
haracteri sties
erations, oil
a traditional
lorologists is

ited from each
cteristics of
(nay be assumed
n Table 5.4-1
vel , slightly
buoyant; and

.7-2 1 ists the
sources .

:hroughout the
cted scenarios

considerable var-
quency of the
r with a sub-
d for another
ing the prob-
neteorol ogi cal
ce in measure-

is used to
substantial ly

cpmparison with
All of this
an accurate

d the need to
uch programs.

Mixing height, an important parameter in
of both typical and worst-case conditions has not
in the above analysis. This is often difficult
time mixing height data are not generally availabl
with surface wind speed, wind direction and atmosph
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Table 4.7-2

Worst-Case Dispersion Conditions

For a Cross-Section of Typical Sources

Source^ '

Wind Speed
(MPH)

Stabil

(Pasqu
ity Class (^^
ill Class)^"^^

Fugitive Dust 1.1 D

Automobiles 1.1 D

Oil Recovery Operations 26.8 C

Oil Refinery 6.7 A

Power Plant 6.7 A

(3)
Traditionar ^Worst-Case 2.3 F

2.

3.

Reference Table 5,4-1 for a description of the exit characteristics
for the sources listed below.

Section 4.5 provides a complete discussion of atmospheric stability

In theoretical or "back of the envelope" calculations , this case is

often used by meteorologists to describe worst-case conditions.
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Table 4.7-3

Annual Frequency {%) of Worst-Case Meteorological Conditions^

Throughout the Folsom District

'
Worst-Cast Condition Station

(St. Class/Wind Speed CMPHD) Bishop Butte
Diablo
Canyon Fresno

*
Montezuma Monterey Sacramento

*
Stanislaus Stockton

7.0

*
Wi 1 1 ows

Neg.+F and 2.3 4.6 Neg.+ 0.2 13.0 1.3 2.0 13.9 0.4

D and 1.1 0.6 0.6 1.4 0.5 Neg.+ 13.0 2.9 2.9 2.5 0.9

C and 26.8 Neg.+ Neg.+ 0.1 0.0 Neg.+ Neg.+ Neg.+ 0.1 Neg.+ 0.1

A and 6.7 1.9 15.0 10.7 1.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 9.9 0.4 17.0

I\3

^^
J

1

1. As defined for the sources indicated in Table 4.7-2 and described in Table 5.4-1.

+ Neg. = Negligible but non-zero.

* Stability data defined by temperature difference measurements as described in Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.23.



class data to provide for meaningful analysis. Ho
mixing heights can be obtained from the data presen
4.6.1, while historical worst-case mixing heights
by Holzworth in his publication "Meteorological
Slowest Dilution in Contiguous United States".
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AIR BASIN ANALYSIS

The State of California encompasses an e;

area which exhibits a wide variety of geograi
ic features (see Section 2). As air masses
ornia, the prevailing winds and dispersion c

reatly influenced by terrain. The degree and
ence can be characterized for geographically
cally homogeneous areas. Such zones of simil
rsion characteristics can be identified as

e 4.8-1 provides the results of an air basin
ornia while Figure 4.8-2 presents a summary
s located within the Folsom District of Cal

es represent an original analysis independen
aries and are, therefore, slightly different
asin map for the State. The latter figure is

erlay F.

tremely large
hie and topo-
migrate into

haracteri sties
nature of the
and/or meteor-
r atmospheric
ai r basi ns .

analysis for
ap of the air
ifornia. The
of pol i ti cal

than the CARB
also provided

m

Air basins provide a means of isolating pa

of the state that generally exhibit similar atmc
ventilation mechanisms and dispersion potential. A
the figure, these areas include:

North Coastal Air Basin
North Coastal Mountain Air Basin
North East Hills Air Basin
Mountain Area Air Basin
Sacramento Valley Air Basin
San Joaquin Valley Air Basin
San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin
Central Coast Air Basin
Central Coastal Mountains Air Basin
South Coastal Air Basin
South Coastal Mountains Air Basin
Great Basin Valley Air Basin
South East Desert Air Basin

rticular areas
spheric flow,
s presented in

The development and use of an air basin
scheme requires one to visualize the atmosphere as

washing over mountain ridges and spilling into
through canyon areas. As indicated above, physical
ologically homogeneous areas can be then identifi
dispersion analyses. Regional terrain characteris
establish the boundaries of such areas. Terrain
dominant in establishing air basins as mountain re

leys obstruct or alter regional flow and, henc
conditions. Figure 4.8-1 illustrates the importa
features in defining meaningful air basins.

While air basins are characteristically de
regional terrain features, the cl imatol ogi cal a

meteorological conditions existing in the area in

provide considerable information relative to the
of homogeneous air basins. An area can be homog
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Figure 4.8-1

California Air Basins



terms of the
California, a

ert and Owens
n characteris-
nown that the
in the lee of

that experi-
t Basin Valley
he South East
sion meteoro-
ences in pre-

a n d mixing
important ter-

An air basin analysis provides considerabl
the potential impact of air pollutant emissions
regional areas. Particular air basins may ventila
ants Mery slowly while others do so quite quickly
discussion of the dispersion characteristics for
in the Fol som District follows.

The Fol som District includes portions of
California air basins as depicted in Figure 4.8-2.

® The San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin
® Central Coastal Air Basin
t Central Coastal Mountains Air Basin
• San Joaquin Valley Air Basin
t Sacramento Valley Air Basin
• Mountain Area Air Basin

w is predomi-
is dominant in
nshore is i ni

-

channeled, at
canyons. At

Along the central California coast, f 1 o

nantly from the west and west-northwest. This flow
the Central Coastal air basin. Marine air moving o

tially influenced by the abrupt coastal terrain and
the surface, along various coastal valleys and
District areas south of Monterey, the coastal terj-ain is steep,
rugged and generally mountainous. These physiographic features
tend to increase the turbulent mixing of surface
flow from the ocean surface layer (0-300 feet) is
upward over the abrupt coastal terrain and through
areas in the Santa Lucia Range. Mixing depths in
typically range from 700 to 2200 feet with mean
speeds on the order of 6-8 miles per hour as indi
available for Salinas.

e insight into
ithin certain
e air pol 1 ut-

A detailed
ach ai r basi n

6 of the 13

They i ncl ude :

air masses as
forced to rise
coastal canyon
: h i s air basin
surface wind

cated by data

en Santa Cruz
Sal i nas Val ley

valley has
ing the chan-
sudden inter-

Marine air impacting coastal areas betwe<
County and Monterey is channeled into the narrow
along the longitudinal axis of the valley floor. This
only a slight upslope with inland movement allowi
neling of the marine flow inland without abrupt or
ruption. Dispersion is good along the coastal areas and inland
to a point southeast of Salinas. Towards the southeastern end of
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Figure 4.8-2

Air Basins in the Folsom District



the valley, dispersion potential tends to degrade,
the air flow becomes trapped as it migrates up and
Lucia Range and the Sierra de Salinas Mountains an
above the valley floor before proceeding eastward
Range. This situation is known as decoupling and i

aspect of dispersion meteorology. The condition
lack of v.ertical transfer as different meteorol
develop as a function of height

as the bulk of
over the Santa
1 remai ns wel

1

iver the Coast
; an important
refers to the

Ogical regimes

rjced along the
onal cooling
re promoting
as. In the
s most prev-

The ventilation potential is excellent wi

tral Coastal Mountains Air Basin. Wind speeds are
providing a mechanism for rapid flushing of pollut
periods of atmospheric stagnation, flow can drain
est levels into the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin
ously into the Central Coastal Air Basin as sta
dominate .

thin the Cen-
generally high
ants. During
rom the high-
nd simultane-
le conditions

The San Francisco Bay Area has been isola
arate air basin. Marine flow from the west and wes
channeled directly inland over the San Francisco ar
surface flow enters the Bay area, it is channeled
major axes of the San Paolo and San Francisco B

Paolo Bay leads eastward through the Carquinez St
San Joaquin Valley while the San Francisco Bay le
ward into the Santa Clara Valley.

The Santa Clara Valley is bordered to thfe

Diablo Range and to' the west by the Santa Cruz
marine environment dominated by the sea breeze
southern Bay Area air basin. Mixing depths are generally 1000 to
2600 feet, being slightly lower during the mornfng hours and
higher during the afternoon. Mean wind speeds in
from 8 to 10 mph.

ted as a sep-
t-northwest is

ea. As marine
along the two
ys. The San
aits into the
ds southeast-

east by the
mountians. A
describes the

the area range

The major stream of marine air into the
Bay Area passes inland and follows the San Paolo
passing through the Carquinez Straits as a strong
This air stream then diverges over the delta ar
northward into the Sacramento Valley and southeast
San Joaquin Valley.

Dispersion and ventilation potential c

similar in the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley
differences do occur in mixing depths and mean
This suggests that the two areas should be isloated
air basins on the basis of known differences in di:

orol ogy

.
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In the Sacramento Valley Air Basin, mixin
from 650 to 1300 feet during the morning hours an
high as 4600 to 5200 feet during the afternoon,
potential improves as one moves northward. Wir
Sacramento are typically 7-9 miles per hour; wh
northern portion of the valley, the dispersion pote
as the mean wind speeds reach roughly 10 miles per

In the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin, dis
tial decreases towards the south. Mixing heights c

comparison with Sacramento, are generally 100 to
in the morning and 800 to 1000 feet lower during
hours. Wind speeds tend to decrease with southwa
as well. Stockton reports a mean wind speed of
hour, whereas Fresno registers a mean annual wind
6.3 miles per hour

.

Downvalley drainage flow during the nocturnal hours is
more dominant in both Central Valley air basins
proaches. During winter, the nocturnal air flow
tirely from the southeast in the San Joaquin Valley
from the north in the Sacramento Valley. Air flow
basins converges in the delta region to form a s

flow into the San Francisco Bay Area. This floW
with onshore sea breezes along the coast causinc
patterns and high pollutant levels in the Bay Area.

g depths range
1 extend to as

Vent i 1 ati on
d speeds near
ereas, in the
ntial improves
hour.

persion poten-
ver Fresno, in

160 feet lower
the afternoon

rd progression
8.1 miles per
speed of only

as winter ap-
is almost en-
and primarily

from these air
trong easterly

can interact
complex wind

The Mountain Area air basin borders the easte
of the San Joaquin Valley air basin. These mountain
comprised of extremely steep and rugged terrain. Many
in this air basin are higher than the mean elevated
levels generally experienced over the Central Valley
many minor air basins exist in the mountain arsas
isolated areas are -surrounded by towering mountains
areas, including Tahoe and Lake Amador, dispersion of ai

inants can be greatly inhibited. On the other hand, at
peaks and other well exposed locations, the ventilatio
teristics are generally excellent since the wind flow
ally uninhibited by surrounding physiographic features
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4.9 FIRE WEATHER

The primary purpose for the utilization o-

is to quickly eliminate choking underbrush, for e;

management of forested lands, or to dispose of wa;

growth in the management of agricultural areas. Th
be accomplished while causing a minimum impact upc
quality in the surrounding region. For this reason
able to achieve a quick, hot burn which will resul
burn time, while maximizing the atmosphere's dispe
ities by getting the resulting smoke well abovi
layer.

Meteorology plays a "jery important role in
cation of proper periods during which to burn w
impact on surrounding air quality. Burn versus no-

forecasted daily by the CARB for each of the c

basins in California. Forecasts for the following
ally available by 1500 PST. If the issuance of
delayed, they are to be available by no later tha
the day in question. The CARB uses some yery bas"
making decisions relative to open burning in each o

air basins. The forecasting criteria are design
those days on which the burning of large surface ai

a minimum impact on local air quality, based up
phere's ability to disperse pollutants. Factors
this are the stability of the atmosphere, the pres
surface or elevated inversions and the mean wind s

direction. Previous sections have provided a i

dispersion meteorology of the
made to that discussion for
parameters .

open burning
ample , i n the
te vegetative
ese goals must
n ambient air

, it is desir-
in a minimum

rsive capabil-
the surface

Fol som Di stri ct and
more details relat

The dispersion of smoke generated from o

restricted by such features as stable atmospheric
elevated inversion which restricts the volume of
for mixing, as well as low wind speeds which res
movement of the pollutants once they are emitted,
orological considerations work hand in hand with
the local terrain. Areas which are in a valley or
surrounded by important terrain features tend to
pollutants near the source particularly when restr
ological conditions combine with such terrain efff
ingly, the CARB forecasting criteria include a

anticipated strength of the morning surface invers
tive stability of the atmosphere from the surfa
3,000 feet, the wind speed at the expected plume h

as the probable wind direction. Burning is not periii

when wind speeds are light, the atmosphere is :

surface or." elevated inversions exist, or if wind d

tend to blow smoke toward populated areas.
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Section 6.5.2 will provide a review of
constraints involved in open outdoor burning inclu
sition of permits. Once a permit is obtained, the
whether or not to burn is based upon acquiring th
forecast from the CARB in Sacramento. In addition
rules of thumb should be used to provide proper mar
burn in terms of meteorological conditions. The
vides an example of typical considerations:

the regulatory
ing the acqui-
basic decision
e burn/no-burn
to this, local
agement of the
fol 1 owi ng pro-

The wind direction at the probable
should be such that the plume will
Smoke Sensitive Areas (SSA). The Ca
sion of Forestry (CDF) has design
California which should not be impact
contemplated by BLM managers. Fig
vides a review of the location of sue
state. These regions include most o

areas of the state, as well as ar
terrain subject to considerable recr

pi ume hei ght
fnove away from
1 if orni a Di vi-
ated SSA's in

Low wind speeds should be
where SSA's may be impacted.

avoided

Wind speeds should generally be gr
miles per hour to maximize dispersion

Surface inversions should be avoid
potential for trapping the smoke nea
However, if the plume is carried ab
sion, the downward dispersion of con
be inhibited by the surface based inv

If the burn will be less than 12
beneficial to start in the morning
tend t-o maximize the buoyant effe
with the burn.

If the burn is to last more than 12

be beneficial to start at night as
mize adverse smouldering effects
following the burn.

Burning in precipitation is advanta
air quality viewpoint as much of th
will tend to be washed out of the pi

u

Burning should not be conducted when
less than 11 miles at the site or at

Burning should never be conducted wh
exists and the manager should be
forest fire weather forecasts provide
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CALIFORNIA AIR BASINS

FOREST SERVICE DESIGNATED
SMOKE SENSITIVE AREAS

:;;j^\;;;\\ SMOKE SENSITIVE AREAS

Figure 4.9-1
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The manager should be able to resp
orating conditions so that the burn
graded should dispersion conditions b

Unlimited burning is never recommenc
wind direction is away from a SSA,
located more than 100 miles away, or
to be conducted during precipitati
these instances, a quota should be e

the amount of dry fuel to be burned d

nd to deteri-
can be down-

ecome poor.

led unless the
or a SSA is

if the burn is
on. Even in

stablished for
uring the day.

Burning should not be conducted
direction will result in the movemen
if the area is within 30 miles.

When the wind
toward a SSA

Figures 4.9-2 and 4.9-3 provide a revi
atmospheric conditions experienced over Californ
afternoon and nighttime hours. Figure 4.9-2 displa
of California, including the Coast Range, the Sac
and the Sierra Nevada. As indicated in the figure
ing wind in this area is from west to east. T
close to land areas tends to be unstable during
hours, while over the ocean and above the unstabl
stable regime exists as part of the marine layer
nearby ocean. This generally extends up to nea
feet during the afternoon. Above that point, the
generally slightly stable. Three potential burns c

on the figure; one in the Coast Range, one near th
and one in the Sierra Nevada. In addition, the fi

SSA in the populous Sacramento Valley region.

Coast
to the east
an unstable
that of the
not have an

The fire
Range would

illustrated in the higher elev
have a \iery limited impact in t

The plume is initially buoyant and i

atmosphere and will tend to reach an e

stable layer. As such, in most inst>
important impact on the SSA as downw

will be inhibited. The burn illustrated in the le

Range at a relatively low elevation would have to b

carefully as it is in relatively close proximity
Here, the plume is emitted into an unstable atmo
limited from continued dispersion aloft by the pres
stable elevated inversion. As such, the plume
potential to impact the SSA and would have to be
closely. The final burn indicated in the figure i

the Sierra at a location where it should have
impact on local air quality. The plume is moving
SSA and is benefiting from excellent dispersion
the unstable surface layer as well as the effed
orographic- 1 i fti ng over the higher terrain.

Typical meteorological conditions in Calif
are displayed in Figure 4.9-3. In this instance
tends to accumulate over the SSA, and burning
mended in the zone. Burning at mountaintop
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Figure 4.9-2

Typical Afternoon Dispersion Conditions and the Impact on Burning
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would still be acceptable as they are being eifi

slightly stable atmosphere and the very stable lay
prohibit the downward dispersion of the plume
These figures provide only idealized descriptio
meteorological effects on potential burn situat
emphasized that the decision should be based upon
forecasts .available from the CARB, even in areas
side the jurisdiction of regulatory agencies due t

described in Section 6.5.2.
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4.10 GENERAL DISPERSION MODELING

Dispersion modeling is a mathematical representation or
simulation of transport processes that occur in tfjie atmosphere
There are numerous dispersion modeling techniques
of which aim to calculate ground level concentrap
lutants th.at result from industrial, agricultural
and urban emissions. It is important to realise that there
exists no single modeling technique capable of properly depicting
all conceivable dispersion situations that occur
phere. Likewise, meteorological conditions
are complex and depend on the interaction
processes. Therefore, any successful modeling effort
directed by individuals with broad knowledge and
air pollution meteorology, as well as expertise in

sing techniques. The judgement of well trained
analysts is essential to properly evaluate the
impact of pollutant emissions. Without detailed
calibration efforts, air quality modeling results
felt to be good only within an order of magnitut

available, all

tions of pol
transportati on

in the atmos-
impacting dispersion
of numerous physical

must be

experience in
data proces-
prof essi onal
ground level
val idati on/-

are generally
ide under many

circumstances, such as applications in areas of rugged terrain.

Air quality models have been widely usei

potential violations of National Ambient Air Qual
(NAAQS). Modeling studies of the atmosphere are usf

mining emission limits for industrial development
areas. Hence, dispersion models are vital to the t

effective development of air pollution control s

most regions. Ideally, mathematical modeling of
potential of the atmosphere would allow optimum
proposed land use development in terms of minim
pollution impact. Dispersion models provide a te

can be used to help ensure attainment and maint
quality standards and to prevent significant air
ioration due to future development.

1 to identify
ity Standards
ful in deter-

i n speci f i ed
imely and cost
trategies for
he dispersion
planning for
zi ng the ai r

chnique which
!nance of air
ual ity deter-

This section is designed to present a bas
ing of dispersion modeling approaches to air qual
The subsections to follow will alllow the reader
the concepts of mathematical air quality modeli
models are described as well as techniques for
optimum approach. English units, which have bee
previous sections of this document, will not b

Calculations must be performed in metric units, a

the equations and figures commonly used in dispers
English conversions, however, have been placed on

convenient reference for the reader.

4.10.1 Classes of Models

Basically, there
models available. These
acterized as:

are four general types c

types of dispersion mod
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Gaussi an

Numerical
Stati sti cal
Physi cal

or Empirical

Within each of these classes, there e)

number of individual computational algorithms, eaci
specific application. For example, numerous air
have been developed based upon the Gaussian or lo
tion to the fluid transport equation. Each partic
algorithm is designed to handle a specific air qual
pheric scenario while computing pollution impacts t

of the Gaussian diffussion equation. The models
ample, consider different atmospheric parameters,
tures, and various degrees of data resolution.
EPA dispersion models such as the CI imatol ogical Di

(CDM), the Air Quality Display Model (AQDM) , the
and the Texas CI imatol ogical Model (TCM) are common
as individual models but in fact are all variation
Gaussian model. In many cases, the only real diff
models is the degree of detail considered in the in
of data.

fo

Gaussian models are considered to be the
art technique for estimating the impact of non-re
ants. These types of models assume instantaneous
effluents downwind of the emission source. Howe
models are more appropriate than Gaussian model
applications which involve reactive pollutants. I

models employ numerous interactive steps allowing
adjustments to time dependent chemical and thermal
take place in the plume. Statistical or empirical
frequently employed in situations where an incompl
understanding of the physical and chemical processe
behavior makes the -use of the Gaussian and numei
approaches impractical. Physical modeling, the
type, involves the use of a wind tunnel or other
facilities necessary to investigate dispersion in

specialized environments isolated to only a few
meters. Physical modeling is a complex process wh1
high level of technical expertise.

4.10.2 Model Suitability and Application

The level of analysis for which a particular dispersion
model is well suited depends on several factors. Tiese include:

The detail and accuracy of the data base (i.e.,
emission inventory, baseline air quajity and mete-
orological data)

© The local topographic and meteorological complexi
ties

t The technical competence of the indiv
ing the modeling effort
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u

§ Available financial and computational

Air quality models require a data base
emission source characteristics, meteorological p

baseline air quality levels (and at times, local to
and temporal statistics). Models that require
precise input data should not be applied when
unavailable.

hich i ncl udes
arameters and
pographic data
detai 1 ed and
uch data are

Most dispersion models are intended for
relatively simple topography. Specific m

features and complex
a simplistic prelimin
or other strai ghtf orwar

If these analyses p

sophistic;

areas of
ses for major topographic
scenarios may start with
analyses using the Gaussian
define the level of impact
tentially important impact then more
approaches must be implemented.

use only in

odel i ng analy-
neteorol ogical
ary screening
d approach to
aint to a po-
ted model i ng

Applications of the various classes of
previously mentioned require a two step

sophistication. The first leve
that provide relatively simple
air quality impact of a speci
This initial screening level,

air pollution impact due to
source(s) in the area in question. The major obji
stage is to identify potential violations of air
dards. This is done by using simple analytical
isolate areas of projected maximum ground level
for comparison with the most limiting standards, an
of effort the District Offices should strive to ace

model

s

vari ous levels of
general techniques
tive estimates of
source category,
understanding of

The second level of effort involves the
tical techniques which provide a more detailed
physical and chemical processes once a potential
identified. This step requires a more detailed and
base which will result in a more accurate estimate of source
impact. At this point, an exhaustive data base specific to the
study area is incorporated into the modeling analysis,
example, temporal variations in the baseline meteorology.

resources

ai r qual i ty
approach with
1 consists of
and conserva-
Mc source or

provides an
a particular
ctive at this
qual i ty stan-
techniques to
:oncentrati ons
1 i s the 1 evel
ompl i sh

.

use of analy-
treatment of

prJDblem has been
precise data

quality and emissions data can be input to the model
inventory data can also be more accurately assesse
such aspects as temporal variability.

The screening level approach to air qual

i

highly recommended in all initial applications
models. If a problem is identified, then more
analyses are indicated. In any case, a multi-ste
modeling is vital in accurately establishing region
impact .

ty

A specific plan of attack is

sion problem that is encountered. It

section to recommend specific models
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impact situations, but rather to provide a foundation or frame'
work in which to approach the basic air quality modeling problem,
which may be used as a screening level to determtine if further
analysis is needed.

4.10.3 The Gaussian Model

Gaussian based models are considered to bb the state of
the art technique for estimating concentrations of non-reactive
pollutants such as sulfur dioxide and particulate matter for most
point source emissions. Numerous experiments have
to study the shape of plumes. The publication "M
Atomic Energy" lists over twenty experiments, many
been conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission (n
Research and Development Administration). In

investigators have been satisfied that a Gaussian
a good mathematical approximation of plume behav
periods on the order of five minutes to one hour,
illustrates the Gaussian plume distribution in the
the verti cal

.

been conducted
eteorology and
of which have

ow ERDA-Energy
general , most

distribution is

ior over time
Figure 4.10-1
horizontal and

The Gaussian model provides reasonable est
or gently rolling terrain. However, Gaussian ba
extremely inaccurate for air quality impact assess
comprised of extremely rugged and varying terrain,
or mountainous regions. For such situations,
physical modeling methods are best employed, since
potential of the atmosphere can then be characteri
cal data obtained by local monitoring programs.

i mates in flat
ed models are
ments in areas
such as hilly

itatistical or
the dispersion
zed by empiri-

Properly used, a Gaussian model is un
practical diffusion modeling tool in terms of simp
bility and the successful correlation between
measured values. For these reasons, the Gaussian
in this section to illustrate several simple mode
All variables which will be used to solve the Gau
will now be defined:

C(x,y,z) is the concentration at a point

a a

Q

u

H

is the mean

are the standard deviations in

directions

is the emission rate

is the mean wind speed and

is the height of the plume cent
becomes essentially level.
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The normal or Gaussian frequency curve is gi

1 (v - v'\'- 4
C (x) =

(2.)l/2,
exp - (x - x)^

2a

Where C is the concentration, x is the meanC is the
standard deviation. (Ztt) -^^ '^ makes the area under

X = - 00 to = + «, equal to 1 (See Figure 4.10-2).

and o is the
lihe curve, from

C(x)

2cr -la i lo- 2a

2* 164 50% eu% 96%

-3a

Figure 4.10-2

Gaussian or Log-Normal Distribution

When a distribution is binormal in the two di

y, the probability density function is:

1

exp - -2"

C (x,y)

(x - x)^

2^ o
X

a
y

(y - y)'

y

4.

If there is a continuous emission, Q, of g

from a point, H, above the ground, a 3 dimensio
system must be defined so that the origin is on
neath _the point of emission, x is in the di recti
wind, u, y is crosswind and z is vertical.

Likewise, it is assumed that the diffusion ir

and vertical dimensions will occur in a Gaussian m

the pollution will move downwind with the mean spe
and that the diffusion in the downwind direction
compared with the transport.

as :

The concentration, C, at any point (x,y,z)

C (x, y, z) u

Q 2Tr a o
y z

exp
I

2
-Z + (z - H)^

2 2
o o

L y z

4.
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Here y is

equation, C has
assumed to be
units of mass

per time;
1 ength .

Q, mass per time

0, and z assumed to
per vol ume ; u , vel o

and a length; and

Because diffusion in the z direction is b

earth's surface, equation 4.10-3 cannot be strictl
can be assumed that the ground acts as a perfe
therefore, source at z = H is assumed to have a v

source at z = -H and

ounded by the
y used. If it
ict reflector,
irtual "image"

C (x, y, z) u

Q

1

exp
(z - H)'

2

2a

In o^ a^

+ exp
(z + H)

2

2a

exp

2

-y

2 a.

4.

This is the generalized diffusion equatio
expect to obtain instantaneous concentrations from
but concentrations averaged over at least a few
There are several reasons to expect this equation t

the atmosphere. It obeys the equation of continu
conservation of mass. The mass Q/1 second is fou
two planes perpendicular to the x-axis at a dista
apart. Secondly, diffusion is a random process a

bution of material from such motion may be expected
statistical form; in this case, according to the G

one theoretical reason why one wo
apply. Diffusion can only occu
concentration of released materi
distance from the x axis becau
point. The Gaussian distributii

material to be spread from - oo to + o° crosswind.
practical importance, however, as the Gaussian dist
off extremely rapidly within a few a crosswind.
limitation is that the Gaussian distribution does
any wind shear in the surface layer.

However, there is
this equation to
speed, i.e., the
to zero at some
diffused to this

Interest is

tions, i.e., C(x,
generally focused upon ground le
Y, 0). Substituting z = in (4.

C(x, y, 0) u

Q

^^y 'z

exp X ,2 -I

2a 2a
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1 s

It will be
eliminated in

noted that the 2 in the denominaljor in (4.10-4)
(4.10-5) because of the 2

resulting from
numerator.

2 exp - H

2a

If the source is at ground level (H = 0), th
simplification. Similarly, if one is interested
line concentrations (directly downwind) then y =

(4.10-5) may again be simplified.

This (4.10-5) is the basic
ground level concentration from a

usual units for the variables are:

occurring in the

ere is further
nly in center-
, and equation

(x, y, 0)

y y, H,

equation for calculating
continuous point source.

gms/m
m/sec
gms/sec
meters

As seen from Equation 4.10-5, the plume
(C) at various downwind distances (x)
largely dependent upon horizontal and

or Sigma z). Figure

the
The

cients (sigma y
coordinate system
significance of
directi ons

.

concentrati on
from the emission source is
vertical dispersion coeffi-

illustrates the
for
the

4.10-1
a typical plume and visually describes the
dispersion coefficients in

Stabi 1 i ty

The values of both ay and oz will depend
lent structure of the atmosphere. If measures of
vertical motions of. the air are made as with a b

suiting records may be used to estimate a and
quill, 1961). If wind fluctuation measure^ments

the y and z

i/pon the turbu-
horizontal and
ivane, the re-

02 (see Pas-
are not avail-

able, estimates of cfy and ^z may be made by first
stability of the atmosphere from wind measurements
dard height of 10 meters, and estimates of net
quill, 1961). Stability categories (in
Table 4.10-1 in terms of insolation during dayt
received from the sun) and amount of cloud co
Strong insolation corresponds to a solar
horizon) greater than 60 with clear skies,
corresponds to a solar altitude from 15 to 35°
Table 170, Solar Altitude, and Azimuth in the Smitlisonian Meteor-

estimating the
at the stan-

rjadiation (Pas-
six classes;) are given in

ime (radiation
ver at night,

altitude (above the
and slight insolation

with clear skies.

ological Tables (List, 1951) is a considerable aid
insolation. Cloudiness will generally decrease
should be considered along with a solar altitude
insolation. Insolation that would be strong with
be reduced to moderate with broken middle clouds
with broken low clouds. Night refers to the period

in determining
insolation and
in determining
dlear skies may
and to si i ght
from one hour

before sunset to one hour after sunrise. The neutral category
(D), should
ni ght

.

be assumed for overcast conditions
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Table 4.10-1

Key to Stability Categories

Surface Wind
Speed (at 10 m)

m/sec

Isolation

Strong Moderate Slight

Nigt-

Thinly Overc
or

> 4/8 Low CI

ast

oud

< 3/8
Cloud

2

2-3

3-5

5-6

6

A

A-B

B

C

C

A-B

B

B-C

C-D

B

C

c

D

D

E

D

D

D

F

E

D

D

The neutral category, D, should be assumed for overcast corjditions during
day or night.
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Estimation of Vertical and Horizontal Dispersion

Having
the measures of

determined the stability class froM
diffusion in the vertical, o^ , and

ay , may
source ,

be estimated as a function of downwind distancezontal ,

from the
val ues of -

over a few
al lowance
With very
be less than the values for class F.

Table 4.10-1,
in the hori-

(x), using Figures 4.10-3 and
a^ and ay are valid for concentrations,
minutes time, and apply to open level c

made for turbulence due to buildings
light winds on a clear night, the verti

4.10-4. These
(C) , averaged

ountry with no
or topography.
al spread may

When conditions are such that the vertica
temperature indicates a definite limit to the ve
tion, particularly under unstable conditions, the
allowed to increase only to 0.47h, where h, is
convection. At the distance x-, wher^e 02 = 0.C7 h-,

still assumed to have a Gaussian vertical distrib
be assumed that by the time the plume travels twice
(2x,), the plume has become uniformly distribut
earth's surface and the limit of convection. A val
to 0.8h, may be used and the exponential term d

tances equal to or greater than 2x-, and will ma
tration value computed by the equation, equal t

plume uniformly distributed in the vertical.

1 structure of
rtical convec-
02 should be
the limit of

, the pi ume i s

ution. It can
this distance

d between the
ue of ^z equal
"opped at di s-
e the concen-

that from a

Estimation of Wind Speed

For mean wind speed, (u), the
meters elevation (surface wind) should be
1 km for surface sources or short stacks,
or elevated sources, a mean speed through
the
the

plume (about 2 o^) should be used,
surface and geostrophic speeds should

val ue m

used for
For gre

the vert
A speed
be reaso

Calculation of Centerline Concentration From a

easured at 10

x up to about
ater distances
ical extent of
midway between
abl e

.

Ground Level
Source

For most practical purposes it will be
calculate the centerline concentration for the dis
km, 10 km, and 100 km and plot these against downwi

paper for interpolation of con
(For unstable or stable cases i

other distances.) This may be

on log/log graph
other distances,
to i ncl ude several
equati on

:

sufficient to
ances 100 m, 1

nd distance x,

centration for
t i s desi rabl e

done using the

71 u a a
y z

3.18 X 10

u a a
y 2

4. 10-6
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DISTANCE DOWNWIND, km

Figure 4.10-3

Vertical Dispersion Coefficient as a Function

of Downwind Distance from the Source
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Figure 4.10-4

Horizontal Dispersion Coefficient as a Function

Downwind Distance from the Source
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The zero subscript of C, concentration, i

si on from a ground-level source. If there is a li

tion (h), concentrations should also be calculated
Xi and Xp using a^ = 0.47h, and ^ z = 0.8 h-, respe
segments connecting the calculated concentrations 1

distances will give a plot of concentration with di

ndicates emis-
mit to convec-
for distances

ctively. Line
or the various
stance.

Calculati.on of Ground-Level Centerline Concentration From an
Elevated Source

from
Concentrations from an elevated source ma)| be calculated

exp yi^C = i
IT u a a

y z 2 a. 4.10-7

where H is the
pi us pi ume ri se

,

effective
-' "" ^ tedthe

hei ght
eleval

i.e.,
source

the physica

i s the
table ,

;ents xsenis X 10
For^exampl e

,

10"'^.

of

2 2
Values of exp - H /2 cTz ^re found m

ratio of H/ a^ and B, the expression in
the computed value of the exponential.

indicated by the follow
the value of the expone

1 stack height

i s comp
to the power
if A -^

""
power inai

= 3.55, the

Tcjble 4.10-2. A

the body of the
The E repre-

ijig two digits.
ntial is 0.183 X

It is possible under light wind situati
that the plume from an elevated source will remain
significant vertical diffusion, in which case th
concentrations would be zero. Vertical spread
started at a downwind position corresponding to
and the estimated time for breakdown of the stable

Graphs for Estimation of Diffusion

ons at nights
aloft with no

2 ground-level
can then be

he wind speed
situation.

Hilsmeier and Gifford (1962) have presented
relative concentration times wind speed (Cu/Q) below
centerline, versus downwind distance for various
classes. Figure 4.10-5 give Cu/Q as a function of
ground-level source whereas Figures 4.10-6 through 4.10
the indicated elevated sources.

Calculation of Off Axis Concentrations

Off-Axis concentrations may be calculated
4.10-1, or by correcting groAind-l evel centerline
by the factor: exp - (y /2a ). This may be obtai
4.10-3 for values of y/^w- ^

Plotting Ground-Level Concentration Isopleths
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Table 4.10-2

Values of Exp

2a.
"^Z

B exp . i (A)^

* 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 U.04 0.05

o.ao o.ioqE 01 O.IOOS 01 0. loos' 01 O.IOOE- 01 0.999E 00 0.999E 00
0.10 0.995E 00 0.99»E 00 0.993E 00 0.992E 00 0.990E 00 0,98*E 00
0.20 0.9S0E 00 0.97IE 00 0,976E 00 0.974E 00 0.972F 00 0.969E 00
o.'o C.956E 00 0.955E 00 0.9S0E no 0.947E 00 0.9*'.F 00 0.941E 00
c.*o 0.923E 00 0,919E 00 0.9I6E 00 0.912E 00 0.9flBE 00 0.90*E 00

o.so O.BBZE 00 o.e7eE 00 0,B74E no 0.B69E 00 0,864F 00 0.e60E 00
0.60 0.S35E 00 0.830E 00 0.a25E 00 0.820F 00 0.81SF 00 O.BIOE 00
O.TO 0.7I3E 00 0.777E 00 0.772E 00 0.766F 00 0.760F 00 0.75SE 00
o.io 0.726E 00 0,720E 00 0,714E 00 0.709E 00 O.703E 00 0.697E 00
0.90 0.667E 00 0.661E 00 0.655E 00 0.649E 00 0.643F 00 0.63TE 00

1,00 0.60TE 00 0.»00E 00 0,594E 00 O.SBBE 00 0.582c 00 0.576E 00
1.10 0,S*6E 00 0.5*0E 00 0,534E 00 0.528E 00 0.522E 00 0.516E 00
1.20 0.<.87E 00 0.*8lE 00 0.475E 00 0.469E 00 0,46*F 00 0.45BE 00
1.30 0,*30E 00 0.42*E 00 0.4ieE 00 0.413E 00 0.407F 00 0.402E 00
l.*0 0.375E 00 0.370E 00 0.365E 00 0.360F 00 0.355E 00 0.350E 00

1.50 0.325E 00 0.320E 00 0.J15E 00 0.310E 00 0.306E 00 0.301E 00
1.60 0,278E 00 0.27i,E 00 0,269E 00 e.265E 00 0,26lF 00 0,256E 00
i.-fo 0,236E 00 0.232E 00 0.22'8E 00 0.224E 00 0,220e 00 0.2UE 00
l.«0 0.198E 00 0.194E 00 0.191E 00 0.1fl7E 00 0,184F 00 0.181E 00
1.90 0.164E 00 0,161E 00 0.158E 00 O.ISSE 00 0.152E 00 0,149E 00

?.oo 0.135E 00 0.133E 00 0,130E 00 0.127E 00 0.125f 00 0,122E 00
2.10 O.llOE 00 0.108E 00 0,106E 00 0.103E 00 O.lOlE 00 0.991E.01
2.20 0.8B9E.01 0.870E-01 0,851E.01 0.e32E.01 o.euE-oi 0.796E.01
2.30 0.710E.01 0.694E-01 0,678E-0l 0.662E.01 0.647E.01 0.632E.01
2.*0 0.S61E-01 O.S4aE.01 0.53SE.01 0.522E.01 0.510E-01 0.497E.01

2.50 0.*39E-01 0.42BE.01 0.418E.01 0,407E.01 0,397E.0l 0.387E.01
2.60 0.340E.01 0.332E-01 0,323E-01 0.31JE.01 0.307E-01 0.299E.01
2. TO 0.261E.01 0.254E.01 0.247E.01 0.241E.01 0.234E-01 0,2286.01
2.80 0.19aE-0l 0.193E,01 0.1B8E.01 0.1B2E.01 0.177E-01 0.172E.01
2.90 0.U9E.01 0.14SE-01 0.141E-01 0.137E-01 0.133E-01 0.129E-01

J. 00 O.lllE-01 o.ioeE-01 o.iosE.ni O.lOlE-Ol 0.984E-02 0.955E-02
3.10 0.819E.02 0.794E-02 0.769E-02 0.74,6E-02 0.723E-02 0,700E.02
3.20 0.598E-02 0.579E-02 0.560E.02 0.5'.3E-02 0.525E-02 0,;09E'02
J. 30 0.432E-02 O.4I8E-O2 0.404E.02 0.391E.02 0.37BE-02 0.366E-02
3.*0 0.309E.02 0.299E-02 0.2B9E-02 0.27i)E-02 0.269(-02 0.260E.02

3. SO 0.21(9E'02 0.211E-02 0.204E.02 O.I9TE.02 O.I9OE-O2 0.183E.02
3.60 0.153E-02 0.14eE-02 0.U3E-02 0.138F-02 0.133F-02 0.128E-02
3. TO 0.106E-02 0,1O3e-02 0.989E-03 0.952E-03 0.918E-03 0.efl*E-03
3.80 0.732E-03 O.T04E-03 0.67flE-03 0.693F-03 0,628f-03 0. 604^.03
3.90 0.*98E-''3 0,479F-03 0.460E-03 0.443F-03 0.426F-03 0.409E-03

4.00 0.335E-03 n.322E-03 0.310E-03 0.297F.03 0.2B6C-03 0.274E-03
*.10 0.22*E-03 0.215E-03 0.206E.03 0.198F-03 0.190F.03 0.182E-03
».20 0.U8E-03 0.142E.03 0.136E.03 0.130E.O3 0.125E-03 0.120E.03
.30 0.966E.0* 0.92!e.04 O.eSbE.Oi. 0.e'.9E-0<. 0.B13E-0* 0.778E.0*
.*0 C,626E.0'i O.59BE.0'. 0.572e.O<. O.S'.Bt-O'. O.SZ'.E-C 0.S01E.04

*.50 0.*01E.0<i O.SUe.O* 0,3fe6E-^*» 0.350E-D'. 0.33*f .O". 0.320E.04
4.60 0.254E-04 0.i»3E.0l. 0,23JE-0'' 0.221E.04 O.ZllF.O* 0.202E.04
».'0 0,l6OE.0« 0.152(.O4 0,l*Jf .0<. 0.139E.0* 0,132F.0<. 0.126E.04
».«0 0;993e.o? 0.9*6E-05 0.90iE 05 P.«!9F -P^ 0.B19F-05 0.760E.05
i.tO O.bt IE-0! 0.9«2e>05 O.iS'.E.OS 0.52llE.0i 0.5C2F.n5 0,*7BE.0?
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0.06

o,»»^E 00
0.987E 00
0.967E 00
0.937E 00
0.900E 00

o.BSse 00
0,804E 00
0.T49E 00
0.691E 00
0,631E 00

0.570E 00
O.SlOE 00
0,452E 00
0,397E 00
0,344E 00

0.296E 00
0.292E 00
0,213E 00
0.177E 00
0,146E 00

0.120E 00
0.970E-01
0.77BE-01
0.617E-01
0.4BSE.01

0.377E.OI
0.291E.01
0.222E.01
0.167E.01
O.I25E-OI

0,926E-02
0,679E.02
0.492E.02
0.3S4E>02
0.2S1E.02

0,1T7E-D2
0.123E-02
0.e51E>03
O.Se2E-03
0.S93E-O3

0.263E-03
0,lT5E-03
0.119E.03
0.745E-04
0.479E.04

0.30SE.04
D.193E.04
0.120E-04
0.7t3E.05
0.4;5E,n5

0.07

0.996E 00
0.98iE 00
0.964e 00
O.934E 00
0,89»E 00

O.BSdiE

0.794e
0.743E
0.689E
0.62^E

56<E
0.S0<
0.44«
0.391
0.33S

e.292E
0.24!
O.J
0.174
0.144

O.IHE 00
0.94«E>01
0.76C
0.603
0,473E.01

0,368E>01
0.2B3E>01
0.216E.01
0.163E>01
0.t21E.01

0.898E>02
0.638 E-02
6.477E.02
0.}42E>02
0.243E>02

9E

0.171
O.ll
0,820
0.960
0.378

3E0.29
0,168
0.110
0.713
0,4S8

0.292
0,184
O.IU
0.708
0,433

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

E-Ol
E.Ol

02
02

E-03
E-03
E-03

03
E-03
E-03
E.04
E-04

0.08

0.997E 00
O.984E 00
0.962E 00
0.930E 00
0.891E 00

0,845E 00

0.794E 00
0.73eE 00
0,679E 00
0,619E 0(^

0,S56£ 00
0,498E 00

0.441E 00
0,3B6E 00

0.334E 00

0,2B7E 00
0.244E 00
0.20SE 00
O.niE 00
0.141E 00

0.09

0,9?6E 00
0,9B2£ 00
0.959E 00
0.927E 00
0.887E 00

0,840E 00
0.78BE 00

0.732E 00
0.673E 00
0,613E 00

0.552E 00
0.493E 00
0.435E 00
0.381E 00
0,330E 00

0.283E 00
0,240E 00
0.201E 00
O.UBE 00
0.138E 00

0.115E 00 0,113E 00
0.929E.01 0.909E.01
0.743E.01 0,727£.01
0.5B9E.01 0.97;E.01
0,462E-01 0,490E>01

0.399E.01
0.276E.01
0.210E.01
0.19eE-01
0. USE. 01

0.871E.02
0.637E.02
0.461E.02
0.331E-02
0.239E-02

0.169E.02
0.119E-02
0.789E-03
O.S38E-03
0.363E-03

0.243E-03
0.161E-03
0,109E.03
0,663E.04
0,43SE>04

0,349E-01
0,26eE>01
0,204E>01
0,194E.01
O.II4E-OI

0.B4;E.02
0,617E.02
0.446E>02
0.320E-02
0,227E>02

0.199E-02
0,110E-02
0.760E-03
0.518E-03
0.34«E-03

0.233E-03
0.154E-03
O.lOlE-03
0,693E-04
0.419E.04

E.04 0.27IJE.04 0.266E.04
E.04 0.175E.04 0.167E.04
E.04 0,109E.04 0,104£.04
E.05 0.6'4E.05 0,642E.B?
E.OS 0.4l2f.05 0,392E.05



Table 4.10-2 (Continued)

5.00
s.io
5. 20
5.30
5.*0

5.50
5.60
5.70
5.ao
5.90

6.00
6.10
6.20
6.30
6.'i0

6.50
6.60
6,10
6.eo
6.90

T.OO
T.IO
7.20
7.30
7.»0

7.50
7.60
7.70
7.R0
7.90

8.00
a. 10

t.20
11.30

B.*0

t.50
e.6o
8.70
s.to
(.90

9.(^0

9.10
9.20
9.30
9.*0

9.50
9.60
9.70
9.ao
9.90

B • e;^ - i (A)^

0.00

0.179E-0S
0.225E-05
0.1)4E-05
0.795E-06
0.«6«E>O6

0,270E>06
0.155E-06
0.8aiE-07
O.*96E-07
0.276E-07

0.15?E-07
0.a37E-oe
o.*50E-oa
0.2«lE-0e
0.12eF-0S

0.669E-09
0.3»eE-09
0.179E-09
0.910E-
0.*5iJE-

0.229E-
O.IUE-
0.555E-
0.26«E-
0.124E-

0.610E-
0.2t7E.
0.133E>
0,615E-
o.2aoE>

0.127E.
0.566E-
0.251E-
O.MOE-
0.*77E-

0.2O5E-
0.a7iE.
0,367E-
0.I53E.
0.631E-

0.J58E-
0.10<.E-
C.418E-
C.166t-
0.6i0£-

0.253E-
C.97iE
0.370E
O.UOE
0.5JJE

0.01

e.ss9c-e5
0.2UE-05
0.U8E-05
e.T56E-06
0.*«lE»06

0.2S5E.06
0.1*7E>06
0.i32E.07
0.*6BE>07
0.2*0E-07

0.1*SE-07
0.7eiE.0B
0.423E-08
0.226E-08
a.l20E-0e

0.627E-09
0.325E-09
0,167E.09
0.I5OE-1O
0.62eE-10

0.211EO10
0.105E-10
0.515E-11
a.2*9E-U
O.U9E>U

0.566E-12
0.266E-12
0.12*E-12
0.569E-13
0.259E-13

0.117E.1S
0.522E.1*
0.231E.1*
O.lOlE-1*
0.63IE.15

e.iBeE-15
0.799E-16
0,336E-16
0.140E-16
e,577E.17

0.235E-17
0.952E-ia
o.3aiE-ie
0.151E-18
0.592E-19

0,230e-19
O.I81E>20
O.336E-20
0.127E-20
e.»72t-2i

0.02

0,5J7E.05
0.203E-O5
0.121E.05
0,T15E-06
0.4UE.06

0,2*2E.06
0.139E.06
0,Te6E.07
0.**lE.07
0,2*5E-07

0.1J5E-07
0.736E-08
0,397E-a8
0.2l2E>0e
0.112e>08

0.SB7E-09
0.105E.09
0.156E.09
0,79*E-10
0.400e>10

0.199E.10
0.9BlE-tl
0,*79£.U
0.232E-I1
O.UlE-U

0.52SE-12
0.246E-12
0.114E.12
0,526E.13
0.2J9E-13

0.108E.13
0.481E-U
0.213E.14
0.930E.15
0.403E.15

0.173E.15
0.733E-16
0.308E-16
0.12aE.16
0.52eE-l7

0.215E-17
0.864E-18
0.347E-U
0.137E.ie
0.538E>19

0,209E-t9
0.*O2E>20
0.305E-2C
0.115E-20
0.428E-21

J. 03

0.921F-05
0.193E-05
0.115E-05
0.6TIE-06
0.396E-06

a.Z29E-06
0.131E-06
0.742E-07
0.416E>07
0.231E-07

0.127E-07
0.692E-08
0,373E-08
0.l99E-0e
0.105F-08

O.S50F«09
a.285E>09
0,1*6E.09
0.742E-10
0.J73E.10

O.U6E.10
0.9UE-U
0.446E-11
0.21SE-11
0.103F.11

0.487E-12
0.228E>12
0.106E-12
0.486E-13
0.221E.1S

0.996E>14
0.444E-14
0.196E>14
0.856E.1S
0.3T0E.15

0.159E.15
0,6726-16
0.2B2E-16
0.117E.16
0.483E-17

''.197E-17
0.793E-18
0.S17E-18
0.125E-1
0,490E-1'

0.1«0e-19
0.729E.J0
0.277E-20
0.104E»20
0.3e7E-21

0.04

0.S05F-05
0.l»3f.05
0.r09E-05
0,t4JF.06
0.375E-06

0.216E>06
0.124E.06
0,70lE-07
0.393E-07
0.2l8E»07

0.120E-07
0.651E-08
0.351E-08
0.la7E-0B
0.987r-09

0.516F-09
0.267E.09
0,137E.09
0,693e>10
0.34BF-10

0.173F-10
0.851F-11
0.415F-U
0.200F-11
0.955F-12

0.452F-12
0.211E-12
0.980E-13
0.450E.13
0.204F.13

0.919E-14
0.409E.14
0.180F.14
0.787E-I5
0,340e.15

0.146E.15
0.617E.14
0.259E-16
0.107E.1*
o.44iE.n

0.180E-17
0.724E.16
0.289E-18
C.114E.18
0.446F-19

0.05

0.290E-05
0.174E.05
0.103E.O5
0.609E-06
0.355E.06

0.Z05E.06
0.117E.06
0.662E.07
0.370E.07
0.205E.07

0.113E-07
O.612E>0a
0.329E.0a
0.17SE-0B
0.925E-09

0.4a3E-09
0.250E.a9
0.128E.09
0.647E.10
0.325E-10

0.161E>10
0.792E-1
0.386E>1
0.186E>1
0.887E.1

0.419E.1
0.196E.1
0.907E.1
0.416E.1
0.189E.1

0.B48E.1
0,377E.l
0.166E.1
0.724E.1
0.313E.I

0.134E.I
0.566E.1
0.237E.I
0.983E.1
0,404E.l

0,l64E.l
0.661E-1
0.263E.1
0.104E.1
0.406E-1

0,l73F-lr 0,157E.l
0.662E-20 0.6O1E-2
0.251F.20 0,228E.2
0.943r-21 ».85»E-2
0.351r-2l •.3iaE-2

0.06

0.276E-05
0.165E-05
0.9B2E-06
0,577E-06
0.336E.06

0.194E-06
0,tUE>06
0.625E-07
0.349E.07
0.193E-07

0.106E-07
0.576E-08
0,309E-08
0.165E-0B
0.867E-09

0.452E-09
0.234E.09
O.U9E.a9
0.604E.10
0.303E-10

O.ISOE-IO
0.73eE-ll
0.359E-n
0.173E-11
O.I23E>12

0.388E-12
0.181E-12
0.B;9E-13
0.384E.13
0.174E-13

0.782E.14
0.348E.14
0.153E.14
0.666E.15
0,2B7E-15

0,123E.15
0.519E-16
0,217E-16
0.900E-17
0,369E-17

0,150E-17
0.603E-IB
0.240E.18
0.946E-19
0.369E.19

0.143E-19
0.545E-20
0,207E-20
0.775E-21
a.2B8E-21

01,07

0.262ir-05
0.157F-05
0.932E-06
0.547^.06
0.3t8l:.06

0.1B3E-06
0,104£.06
0.590i;-07
0.329E-07
0.l82i.07

0.998^-08
0.541E-08
0.291l>0a
0.154i.08
0. 813^.09

0.424^09
0.218^.09
0.112E.09
0,564^.10
0.282i>10

0.1401
0.687
0.334
0.160
0.764J

0.360
o.ue
0.777
0.355

-10
-11
-11
• 11
-12

-12
-12
-13
.13

.16l£-l3

0.722E-14
0.32OE-U
0.l4li.l4
0.613^.15
0.264^-15

0.113f.l9
0.476E-16
0.199E-16
0.823E.17
0.537i.l7

0,137E
0.550^
0.219t
0.B61E:
0.336E

0.130t-19
0.495^-20
0.187^-20
0.702i-21
0.260?. 21
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0.08

0.249E'05
0.149E.0S
0.884E.06
0.519E.06
0.10U.06

0.173E.06
0.987E.07
0.556E-07
0.311E.07
0.172E.07

0.939E.08
0.509E-oe
0.273E-0a
0.145E.08
0.76ZE.a9

0.397E.09
0.204E.09
0.104E.09
0.527£.l0
0.263E-10

0.130E.10
0.639E-U
0.310E.11
a.l49E-U
0.709E-t2

0.334E-12
0.156E-12
0.718E-13
0.32aE-13
0.149E-13

0.666E.14
0.29SE.14
0.130E.14
0.564E.15
0.243E.15

0.103E.15
0.436E.16
0.1B2E.16
0.753E.17
0.308E.17

0.125E-17
0.502E.18
0.199E.18
0.7B4E.19
0.305E.19

O.llBE-19
0.450E-20
O.17OE.20
0.636E-21
0.236E.21

0.09

237E.05
142E.05
83eE.06
491E.06
28SE-a6

164E.06
932E.07
525E.07
293E.07
162E.07

8e4E.oe
47BE.0B
256E.0B
136E.08
714E.09

371E-09
191E.09
974E.10
492E.10
246E-10

12IE.10
595E.I
28aE.l
13BE.1
658E.1

309E.I
144E.1
66SE.1
303E.I
137E.I

6UE.1
272E.I
U9E-1
SlBE.l
225E.1

949E.1
400E.I
167E.I
6a9E-l
282E-1

lUE.l
45BE-1
ia2E.i
714E-1
278E.1

107E.1
40SE-2
1J4E-2
576E.2
213E.2
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Table 4.10-3

Values of Exp (y^/2a^) for y/o

y/ay exp (y'/2o. ')

1.00

0.1 1.01

0.2 1.02

0.3 1.05

0.4 1.08

0.5 1.13

0.6 1.20

0.7 1.28

0.8 1.38

0.9 1.50

1.0 1.65

1.2 2.05

1.4 2.66

1.5 3.08

1.6 3.60

1.8 5.05

2.0 7.39

2.15 10

3.04 102

3.72 10^

4.29 10^

4.80 io5
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It may be of interest in a given applicati
position of the centerline of the plume and to d

covered by concentrations greater than a given mag
the axial position of the plume must be known,
direction will determine the position. The surfa(
used up to 1 km. Between 1 km and 100 km, the
surface direction and the geostrophic direction ba
cl ockwi se -Change in direction) by 10 will give a

mation. The wind direction should be a mean throu
extent of the plume (about 2a).

on to plot the
etermine areas
nitude. First
The mean wind

:e wind may be

average of the
eked (counter-
close approxi-
h the vertical

In order to draw lines of equal concentration
easiest to locate the centerline concentration, that is exp
a ) times the concentration desired, on a log /log
centerline concentrations against distance. The v

off-axis distance), can then be found tvy knovdng
corresponding to the appropriate exp (y /2 a

) (S

3) and the value of for this particular d'^stanc
4.10-4). The position corresponding to the downwind
the off-axis distance can then be plotted. Afte
these points have been plotted, the concentration
drawn and the area determined by using a plan [i meter,
assumes that the plume has a Gaussian distributio
If there is a systematic veering or backing of the
over a range that is large compared to the width
the plume may be assumed to be uniform in distribut
width (4.3 o

) of the plume and the concentration
the calculated centerline concentration.

it ^i s

(yV2
plot of

alue of y (the
'he y/ o val ue

ee Tablt 4.10-
e (from Figure

distance and
r a number of
sopleth may be

This
n across wind.
wind direction
of the trace,
ion across the

will be 0.58 of

Areas Within Concentration Isopleths

Figure 4.10-9 gives areas within ground-l(
tion isopleths in terms of Cu/Q for a ground-le
various stability categories (Hilsmeier and Gifforc

Rapid Determination of Maximum Concentration

The maximum concentration of pollutants wi

the centerline of the plume where y is zero, ai
equation 4.10-7 above. The distance downwind,
maximum concentration occurs at ground level, is

effective source height and stability. Figure
nomogram from which the relative value of the maxii
tion can be determined given the stability and ef-

height. If the relative value of that cencentral
plied by Q/u , the maximum concentration for a specific set of
conditions is obtained. The nomogram is designed for source
strength expressed in grams/sec and wind speed in r^ieters/sec

vel concentra-
7 el source for

1962).

11 occur along
indicated in

at which the
a function of
4.10-10 is a

mum concentra-
fective source
tion is multi-

Accuracy of Computations

The method wi 1

1

in general, give on
estimates of concentrations, especially if win
measurements are not available and estimates of

312

y approximate
d fluctuation
dispersion are
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expected to be
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EXERCISES WITH DIFFUSION PARAMETERS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

What stability category would be most likely
the wind is 6 - 8 m/sec? (D)

If the sky is overcast - synonymous with clouqy - what would
the stability category most likely be? (D)

What would the stability category most likely
April afternoon when the wind is 3 m/sec? (A c

If the surface wind at night is 3 m/second
coverage of low clouds, what is the most li

category? (D or E)

What are a and a at 150 m from a source und^r B stability?
(ay = 27.5m, az = 15.5m)

How much difference is there in

stability? (55m)
at 5 km

What is the value of o at 30 km under C stal

At 300 m how many times larger is o under B

under D stability? (2.4)

Under E stability how much greater is the hori
sion factor than the vertical dispersion f

(7.7)

If the value of H/ cr is 1.8, what is the
- 1/2 (H/a^)2? (1.6)

The value of exp - l/2(H/aJ^ is 2.2 x 10"^.

(3.49)
^
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to occur when

be on a sunny
r B)

there is 5/8
kel y stabi 1 i ty

under D and F

ility? (2200m)

stability than

zontal disper-
ctor at 300m?

al ue of exp

What is H/o ?



12.

13.

Under D stability and a wind speed of 5 m/sec, a plume is
emitted at 100 m above the ground. What is the value of C/Q
at 4 km? r ^

(1.4 X 10"° sec/m-^)

What is.the^area enclosed by an isopleth whose Cu/Q, val ue is
4 X 10' m" , when the stability category is ^? (10 m)

EXAMPLE DIFFUSION COMPUTATIONS

#1 A power plant burns 10 tons per hour of
releasing the effluent from a single stack. On
afternoon, the wind speed at 10 meters is 4 m/sec
east. The morning radiosonde run in the vicinity
that a frontal inversion aloft will limit the con
meters. The 1200 meter wind is from 30° at 5 m/s(
tive height of emission is 150 meters. What
concentration and where does it occur?

Solution : On a sunny, summer afternoon
should be strong. From Table 4.10-1, strong i

m/sec wind yields class B stability. The amount o

is :

Sulfur = 10 tons
hour

2000 lbs
ton

0.03 sulfur

Sulfur has a molecular weight of 32 and combines
molecular weight of 32; therefore, for every p
burned, there results two pounds of SOp-

2 SO 600 lbs. S 453.6 gms/lb.
Q= X X = 151

hr 3600 sec/hr

4.10-

150cm.
6

10

The maximum concentration may be found
10. Given stability class B and effective s^

one may enter the nomogram and read the Cu

strength.

from the abscissa.
, using the wind

Q, of 151 gms

Solving for the maximum
speed, u, of 4 m/sec
S02/sec yields.

(max)
8 x 10 151 qms/sec

4 m/sec

= 3 x 10 gm/m'

The distance from the power plant at whi
concentration occurs under these meteorological co
read from the ordinate in Figure 4.10-10. Thi
1000m.
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a sunny summer
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ection to 1500
c. The effec-
ts the maximum

the insolation
olation and 4

sulfur burned

600 Ibs/hr.

with Op with a

)und of sul fur

gms. SO /sec.

qy using Figure
urce height of

/Q val ue of 8 X

concentration, C

nd the source

ch the maximum
nditions can be
s distance is



#2 Using the conditions in the above problem
of centerline sulfur dioxide concentrations bene
with distance from 100 meters to 100 km.

Solution : Since the frontal inversion 1

1500 meters, the distance where
= 5.5 km. At distances equal to

'1vection to
700 meters is"

2 x^ = 11.0 km^ a = 0.8 h^ = 1200 meters. Equation 4.10-7
usecr to find concentration as a function of distance.

1

5 draw a

ath the
graph
pi ume

i m i t s the
_ = 0.47

con-
h.

or greater

151

TT u a a.
exp -

2

In this case H = 150 meters. Solutions
tion are given in Table 4.10-4. The values of con
Table 4.10-4 are plotted against distance in Figur

#3
at a

1 ems

Draw
downwi nd
1 and 2.

a graph of concentration versus cross
distance of 800 meters for the condi

wind distance
tions of prob-

Solution From probJem 2, ^the centerline
at 800 meters is 2.9 X 10" gms/m . To determi
trations at distances y from the x axis, the cent
tration must be multiplied by the factor exp -1/2
120 meters at x = 800 meters. Values for this c

given in Table 4.10-5.

concentration
ne the concen-
erline 2Concen-
(y/a ) . Oy =

ompuration are

The preceed-ing exercises illustrate one o

approaches to air quality modeling. Numerous lev
tication can be incorporated into the basic Gau
approach to determine pollution concentrations at c

tor locations. As mentioned before, the next leve
mathematical simulations of plume rise. Plume ri:

function of momentum and thermal buoyancy. Terms
or both of these factors are included in nearly
formulas. For cold stacks (JETS), those with emi
than 10 to 20 F above ambient, momentum is prob
important factor. On the other hand, for hot stac
are warmer than 200 F, buoyancy is the most impor
the plume rise formula. Numerous plume rise form
proposed by a multitude of qualified investigat
formula provides the best estimate for all types
atmospheric conditions. The most widely accept
formulas were derived by Holland (1953) and Brigg
basics of their plume rise simulation formulae c

most Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) accept
model s

.
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ssions of less
ably the most
ks, when gases
bant aspect of
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ors. No one
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; (1969). The
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Table 4.10-4

Solutions for Problem #2

Col. Col. Col. Col. Col. Col. Col.

a b c d e f g

X

(km)
u

(m/sec)
y
m

z

m
Hh -<a^

C
gms/m

0.3 4 52 30 5.0 3 X lO'^ 2.: X lo'^

0. 5 4 77 53 2.83 1.7 X lo"^ 5.0 X lo'^

0.8 4 120 93 1.61 0.27 2.9
-4

X 10

1 4 150 125 1.20 0.48 3. 1

-4
X 10

2.8 4.5 375 700 0.21 0.98 4.0 X lo"^

5.6 4.5 700 1200 0. 125 0.98 1.2 5 X lO"^

10 4.5 1200 1200 0. 125 0.98 7.3 X 10'^

100 4.5 8400 1200 0. 125 0.98 1.C4 X lo"^

Col

Col

Col

Col

Col

c from Figure 4.10-4
d from Figure 4. 10-3

e 150 m over value in Col. d

f Value in Table 4.10-2 corresponding to H/a

g Solution to equation 4.10-7

Table 4.10-5

y
(m)

y/ff

y
exp - i (y/-^ )

c(y) „

gms/m''

+ ico 0.834 0.7 2.03 X lo"*

+ 200 1.67 0.25 7.25 X 10"^

+ 300 2. 5 4.2 X lo"^ 1.22 X ]0"^

+ 400 3. 33 3.7 X lo'"^ 1.07 X lo"^

This is graphed in Figure 4.10-12
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1 m =

1 km

1 m/s
1 gm/

in Col . e

3.281 feet
= 0.6214 miles
= 3.281 feet/second

fn3 = 6.243x10-7 lbs/feet3
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Concentration of SO2 (gms/m ) as a Function of Distcince

(km). (Problem 2)
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^ m

1 km = 0.6?.U mi
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Figure 4.9-12

Concentration of SOn (gms/m ) Across Wind at a Distance of

(Problem 3)

^ m

1 m = 1.094 yds
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Briggs in his recent publication. Plume Ri
presented both a critical review of the subject

se (1969), has
ahd a series of

equations applicable to a wide range of atmospheri
conditions. These equations are being employed by
number of meteorologists and are used almost excl
EPA. An . important result of this study is tha
buoyant plumes from fossil-gfuel plants with a heat
megawatts (MW) - 4.7 x 10 cal/sec - or more can
from the following equations under neutral and u

t i n s .

c and emission
an increasing

usively within
t the rise of
emission of 20
be calculated

astable condi-

where

AH

AH

AH
F

u

X

h.

1.6 f1/2 ^-1 ^ 2/3

1.6 F^/^ u'^ (10 hj^/^

4.

4.

pi ume ri se
buoyancy flux
average wind at stack level
horizontal distance downwind of the s

physical stack height

Equation 4.10-8
10 h from the stack and
di stances .

should be applied out to
equation 4.10-9 can be us

The buoyancy flux term, F, may be calculat

g Q

7T C pT
- 3.7 x 10

4 3
m /sec
cal/sec

4.

where
g

Qh
c

P

T

gravitational acceleration
heat emission from the stack, cal/sec
specific heat of air at constant pres
average density of ambient air
average temperature of ambient air

Alternatively, if the stack gases
specific heat and molecular weight as air,
be determined from:

have n

the buo

F = A T
4.

Notation has been previously defined.
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In stable stratification,
mately to a distance x = 2.4 us
stability parameter:

e1q^J^tion 4.10-8
S may b^

-VfZ

£
T

3 9

3 z

where

%^ = lapse rate of potential temperature
3 z ^

Beyond this point the plume levels off at

. \ 1/3
A H 2.4

u s

However, if the wind is so light that t

vertically, the final rise can be calculated from:

AH 5.0 F^/^ s-3/8

For other buoyant sources, emitting less
heat, a conservative estimate will be given by equa
to a distance of:

X = 3x* '

where

*
= 0.52 sec

6/5

ft
6/5

p2/5 ^ 3/5=

which is the distance at which atmospheric turbul
dominate entrainment.

holds approxi-
defined as a

10-12

about

10-13

he pi ume ri ses

10-14

than 20 MW of
tion 4.10-8 up

10-15

4,10-16

ence begins to

Sophisticated modeling more complex th^n the simple
Gaussian are often required. These sophisticated algorithms
applied to the basic Gaussian approach include the computation of
downwind ground level concentrations as a function of stability
class and wind speed. Such an approach would incorporate wind
speeds as a function of stability class. Further sophistication
in the Gaussian modeling approach would incorporate relative
frequency distributions of wind speeds, wind dire
bility class. This type of model would be useful
long-term air pollution concentrations in the stud>

ction and sta-
i n i sol ati ng
area

.

There is a limitless number of levels of
with regard to the Gaussian model. The accuracy
of each generation of the model depends upon t
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#

resolution of the data base used. As the proble
complex, more sophisticated numerical models mus
particularly in instances where terrain or conv
become important. Such modeling is beyond the
document, however the EPA may be contacted for mo
on dispersion models such as the CI imatol ogical Di
(CDM), the Air Quality Display Model (AQDM) , the
and the Texas CI imatol ogical Model (TCM).

m becomes more
t be employed
&rsion effects
scope of this
re information
spersion Model
Valley Model ,

#

#
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4.11 ASSISTANCE IN DISPERSION METEOROLOGICAL PR

References

• Abstracts

Meteorological and Geoastrophysi cal Abs
American Meteorological Society
45 Beacon Street
Boston 8, Mass.

Periodical s

Bulletin of the American Meteorological
American Meteorological Society (Se

Journal of Applied Meteorology
American Meteorological Society

Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences (fo
Journal of Meteorology)

American Meteorological Society

Monthly Weather Review
U.S. Dept. of Commerce
Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C.

Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorol JDgical
Soci ety

Royal Meteorological Society
49 Cromwell Road
London, S.W. 7

Soci ety
2 above)

"merl y

t Books

American Meteorological Society, On Atm
Pollution,

Meteorological Monographs, 1, 4, No

Geiger, R. (Transplanted by Scripta Tec
The Climate Near the Ground.

Rev. ed.. Harvard University Press
Cambridge, Mass. 1965.

Professional Meteorological Consultants

Professional meteorologists advertise thei
the Professional Directory section of the Bulletin
can Meteorological Society. In the May 1979 Bull
firms and individuals were listed. The American
Society has in the last several years instituted
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3 s p h e r i c

V. 1951.

mica Inc
.

)

r services in
of the Ameri-
etin, 83 such
Meteorol ogi cal
a program of



certifying consulting meteorologists. Of the 8

services listings in the Bulletin, 40 list Certif
Meteorol ogi sts .

prof essi onal
led Consulting

Local U.S. National Weather Service Office

A wealth of meteorological information and
available at the local city or airport Weather
pertaining to local climatology, pecularities in
meteorological conditions including topographic
exposure and operating characteristics of meteorol
ments. The Air Stagnation Advisories are received
type from the National Meteorological Center. Of
telephones the Weather Service with air polluti
which the meteorologists may have traced back
source by examining local wind circulations,
contact with the meteorol ogi st-

i

n-charge (MIC), sp
ized forecasts may be arranged to support a short4term air
lution investigation or sampling program.

experience is
Service Office

local micro-
effects , and

ogical instru-
here by tele-
;en the public
on compl ai nts
;o a specific

Through personal
ecif ic , 1 ocal -

pol -

Contract Work

Many universities do contract work for pi

zations and for government agencies on meteorologic
ivate org an

i

al problems.
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4.12 GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Adiabati c

Adi abati c

Diagram

Advecti on
Inversion

Aerodynami c

Air Basin

Air Flow Pattern

Air Parcel

Al gori thm

Backi ng

Bi modal

Black Body

Buoyancy Flux

A thermodynamic change of state
which there is no transfer of
across the boundaries of the
adiabatic process, compression
in warming, expansion in cooling

A thermodynamic diagram with
abscissa and pressure to the
ordinate, increasing downward.

A type of inversion which occur
due to the advection of a stabl
marine inversion noted along
fornia are the result of the
cool, stable air from the nearby

of a system in

heat or mass
system. In an
always results

Pertaining to forces acting upoh
liquid body moving relative to a

ally air).

An area created by topograph
which serves to contain air poll
into the area by pollution sc

restrict air exchange with other

The typical movement of air
graphed on wind roses.

An imaginary body of air to

assigned any or all of the bas
thermodynamic properties of atmo

A procedure for solving a pi

mathematics) that frequently in

tion of an operation.

According to general internatio
usage, a change in wind directi
terclockwise sense.

A distribution having two maxima

A body which absorbs all inci
magnetic radiation; i.e., one
reflects nor transmits any incid

An empirical term used in plume
tions to define the heat content
trial source.
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over an area
2 layer (e.g.,
coastal Cal i-
advection of
Paci f i c

.

any
gas.

solid or

( especi -

ic boundaries
utants emitted
)urces and to

air basins.

currents as

which may be

c dynamic and
spheric air.

obi em
vol ves

(as in
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Burn/No-Burn
Forecasts

Calm

Centerl i ne
Concentration

Channel ing

Cold Stacks
(Jets)

Condensati on
Level

s

Coni ng

Constant Level
Bal 1 oons

Convective
Thundershowers

Di f f us i on

Digitized Data

Used to determine when weath
favor the rapid dispersion c

created by the burning of agricu
and other industrial operations.

A period when the air is motion
United States, the wind is repor
it has a speed of less than one
( or one knot)

.

r conditions
f pollutants
Itural wastes

less. In the
ted as calm if
mile per hour

The concentration of gaseous
aerosols at the center of the pi

The effect of terrain, particul
in modifying the prevailing wi
path of lowest terrain heights.

Cold, non-buoyant sources
peratures less than 10 to
temperatures .

with
20°F

The 1 evel
1 i f ted dry
rated.

at which a parcel
adi abati cal ly would

When the vertical temperature
between dry adiabatic and
instability occurs with both h

vertical mixing. An industrial

pol 1 utants or
ume

.

arly val 1 eys ,

ids along the

emission tern-

above ambient

of moi st air
become satu-

gradient is
i sothermal , slight

orizontal and
d1 ume tends to

become cone shaped, hence the name

A bal 1 oon desi gned
pressure 1 evel .

Showers caused when
to rise rapidly.

to float at

layers of a

In meteorology, the exchange of
between regions in space, in t

random motions of a scale too
treated by the equations of moti

Data which is recorded in a co

table format (as opposed to an
chart data).
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constant

ir are forced

fluid parcels
he apparently
small to be
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t

I*

Oi

a

w

#

#

Dispersion
Modeling

Dispersion
Potent i al

Diurnal

Downwash

Drainage Flow

Dry Adiabatic
Lapse Rate

Effective Stack
Height

El evated
Inversi on

Empi ri cal

Environmental
Lapse Rate

Exit
Characteri sties

The mathematical representation
of transport p recesses that
atmosphere .

or simulation
occur in the

The ability of a system such as the atmos-
phere, to dilute the concentration of a sub-
stance or pollutant by molecular and turbulent
motion; e.g., smoke in the air.

Daily, especially pertaining to
are completed within twenty-fpur hours and
which recur e'l/ery twenty-four ho

actions which

urs

The condition resulting when str
a plume rapidly to the surface, resulting in
high ground-level pollution concentrations.
The phenomenon is usually observed in the lee
of buildings.

ong winds push

Typical of mountain regions, and
gravitation of cold air off high

caused by the
ground.

The rate of decrease of temeprature with
height when dry air is lifted
(due to expansion as it is li

pressure) .

The physical stack height pi u

i.e., the point above ground
gaseous effluent becomes esentia

adiabatically
fted to lower

; pi ume ri se ,

at which the
1 ly 1 evel .

An inversion layer above the immediate sur-
face. Such an inversion inhib[its dispersion
of bouyant pollutants, such as t

by power facilities and refineri
hose given off
es

.

An approach based upon observation and experi
mentati on

.

The rate of decrease of tern

elevation at at given time and p

)erat ure
1 ace

.

with

Parameters pertaining to a gas
stack including gas temperature
ty, emission rate, stack heig
diameter.
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Fanni ng

Fire Management

Fire Weather

Fl uid Dynamics

Freezing Level

Frontal
Inversion

Fugitive Dust

Fugitive Source

Fumi gati on

Gaussi an
Di f

f

usi on
Equati on

Hori zontal
Dispersion
Coefficient

Induced Flow

Insolation

Inversi on

When the atmosphere is stabily
industrial plume will spread ho
little if any vertically.

The practice of controlling rang
such as chapparal , through contr

The state of the weather with r

effect upon the kindling and
forest fires.

The level of physics that treats
force on fluids and gases in

rest

.

The lowest altitude in the atmo
given location at which the air
32"F.

strati f i ed an

rizontally but

e undergrowth,
ol 1 ed burni ng.

espect to its
spreading of

the action of
motion or at

sphere over a

temperature is

A temperature inversion encoun
atmosphere, upon vertical asc
sloping front.

Solid air borne particles emitted from any
source other than a stack.

A source emitting pollutants oth^r than from a

stack.

The rapid mixing of a fanning
the ground, such as during inver

An equation used to evaluate the
of gases or aerosols assuming
normal distribution.

The horizontal standard deviation of plume
pollutant concentration. The parameter varies
as a function of downwind distance and atmos-
pheric stability.

tered in the
nt through a

pi ume down to
si on breakup.

concentrati on
a Gaussian or

A flow of air caused by unev(
terrain and its associated air p

Solar radation received at the
face

.

A departure from the usual dei

crease with altitude of the valu
pheric property (almost
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n heating of
arcel s

.

earth ' s sur-

rease or in-
! of an atmos-
al ways of



Inversion Layer

Isopl eth

Isothermal

Jet (Low-Level )

K-Theory

Land Breeze

Lapse Rate

Line Source

Lofti ng

Looping

Mixing Height/
Depth

Mixing Layer

Momentum Exchange

temperature). In a temperatu
temperature increases with a'

tmeperature inversion is stal
little turbulent exchange to occ

That layer of air which departs
decrease in temperature wit
al ti tude

.

A line of equal or constant val

quantity, with respect to eit
t-ime.

Of equal or constant temperature
to either space or time.

A high-speed wind that attains
through channeling due to terri
tion such as a narrow mountain p

K-theory or gradient transport
that turbulent diffusion is pr
the local mean concentration gra

re 1 nversT on

,

t i t u d e . A
lie, all owi ng
ur

.

from the usual
h increasing

ue of a given
her space or

, with respect

its velocity
in configura-
ass or canyon.

:heory assumes
oportional to

di ent

.

A coastal breeze blowing from
caused by the temperature diffei
sea surface is warmer than the a

The decrease of an atmospheric
most always temperature) with he

A source of pollutants occurrin<
ably continuous rate along a fix
hi ghway) .

Lofting of an industrial pi umi

there is a superadi abat i ce 1

surface i nversi on

.

The looping of an industrial pi ujne occurs with
a superadiabatic lapse rate.

Height (Depth) of the layer
well-mixed conditions exist,
height of the first signific.
above the surface.

That thin layer of the tropospl
for the dispersion of pollutants
the surface.

The turbulent transfer of momen
duct of mass and velocity.
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land to sea,
ence when the
ijjacent land.

variable (al-
ight.

at a reason-
ed line (e.g.,

I occurs when
ayer above a

of air where
usually the

int inversion

ere avai 1 abl

e

released near

tum; the pro-



Mountain Flow

Neutral
Atmo spheric
Stabi 1 ity

Nocturnal Air
Fl ow

Nucl eat i on

Numeri cal
Model i ng

Orographi c

Pasqui 1 1
' s

Stabi 1 ity
Categories

Persi stence

Physi cal
Model i ng

Physical Stack
Height

PI ume

The regular flow of air
raised terrain. Air will stream
mountain slopes during the day
and away during the night.

around portions of
toward and up
and downward

Neutral stratification of tht
i.e., the lapse rate is equal
adiabatic lapse rate, therefore
air displaced vertically will
buoyant acceleration.

atmos phere ,

to the dry-
, a parcel of
experience no

A flow pattern characteristic of clear nights
and rapid radiational cooling, which tends to
stabilize the atmospehre promo"
from higher terrain towards low

i n g air flow
lying areas.

The condensation
parti cl es

.

out of molecules on airborne

The development of a means of
future state of the atmosphere

computing the
from the basic

theoretical equations which govern that state.

Of, pertaining to, or caused by Tiountai ns

.

Stability classes as defined by
quill of the British Meteorolo
including extremely unstabl
slightly unstable, neutral, sli
and stable.

Time period over which
mai ntai ned.

a certain parameter is

Physical modeling is based uop
simulation of events in the real
in a seal e model

.

Actual
source

hei ght of a stack , i.e.

A large, conspicuous cloud of sijioke, dust, or
water vapor arising from a stack^
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PI ume Ri se

Positive Net
Radiation

Prevai 1 i ng

Wind(s)

Prof i 1

e

Pseudo-Adiabatic
Lapse Rate

Radiational
Cool ing

Radiational
Inversi on

Radi osonde

Re-entrai nment

Regime

Screening Level

Sky Cover

The velocity and heat of an ind
will cause it to rise to its e

height. The difference betweer
and effective stack heights is
ri se

.

ustrial source
ffective stack

the physical
cal 1 ed pi ume

Amount of incoming solar radiat
of outgoing terrestrial radiatio

ion in excess
n

.

The wind direction(s) most frequ
during a given period.

A graph of the value of a sq

(such as temperature) versus
vertical, or time scale.

The rate of decrease of tem
height of an air parcel lifted
through the atmosphere. Less
adiabatic lapse rate.

ently observed

alar quantity
a hori zontal ,

erature with
at saturation
than the dry

Cooling of the earth's surface a

air accomplished (mainly at ni

the earth's surface experiences
heat

.

An inversion at the surface due
cool i ng.

A bal 1 oon-borne instrument used
and transmitting weather da
pressure, temperature and humidi

The mxing of environmental air
ized air current of which it f

member

.

The character of the seasonal d

a weather phenomenon at any pic

summer sea breeze regime.

A simplistic approach designed
the need for additional, m
anal yses

.

The amount of sky covered or
clouds or other obscuring phenom
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nd surrounding
ght) whenever
a net loss of

to radi ati on

for measuring
ta, such as
ty.

into an organ-
ormally was a

istri buti on of
ce ; e.g., the

to determine
ore detailed

concealed by
ena

.



Slope Winds

Smoke Sensitive
Area

Solar Altitude

Solar Insolation

Sorption

Sounding

Stability

Stable

STAR (STability
ARray)

Stabi 1 i ty Wind
Roses

Stack

Stati sti cal
Model i ng

Sub-Adiabatic

Winds caused by uneven surfac^ heating and
cooling in areas of rugged terrain

An area which, due to high popul
recreational value or scenic be
sidered particularly sensitive t

from forest management burning.

The elevation angle of the s

hori zon

.

Solar radiation
surface .

recei ved at

The deposition of molecules due
with an object.

Any penetration of the natural ei

scientific observation. In met
monly refers to the environmenta

ation density,
auty, is con-
) smoke pi umes

jn above the

the earth's

to collision

vironment for
eorlogy, com-

I lapse rate.

A measure of the extent to whic
horizontal mixing will take pi a

measured as unstable, neutral or

The lapse rate is less than the
lapse rate and vertical motion i;

A description of a type of
program developed by the Nati
Center in Asheville, North Ca
program provides joint frequency
of wind speed, wind direction, ai

stabi 1 i ty cl ass .

Diagrams designed to show the d

wind direction experienced at a

over a desired time period for ,

pheric stability class.

Any chimney, flue, conduit, or

to conduct emissions to the outs

Statistical modeling is based
chastic nature of turbulence
diffusion as an ensemble ave
particles emitted from a source.

A lapse rate which is less than
batic lapse rate.
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h vertical and
ce. Commonly
stable .

dry adiabatic
5 suppressed.

meteorl og i cal
onal Climatic
rol i na . The
di stributi ons

id atmospheric

istribution of
i ven 1 ocati on
given atmos-

uct arrangted
i d e air.

ijpon the sto-
and describes
rage of many

the dry adia-



Subsidence
Inversi on

Super-Adiabati c

Surface Based
Inversion

Surface Boundary
Layer

Surface Data

Surface Roughness

Synoptic Scale
Wi nds

Temperature
Prof i 1

e

Temperature
Soundi ng

Thermal Buoyancy

Thermal Low

Transport

A temperature inversion pro
warming of a layer of descend
effect is the creation of a

volume below the stable layer.

A lapse rate which is greater
adiabatic lapse rate.

An inversion layer of stable ai

ground. Such an inversion inhib
of fugitive dust and other non-b
of poll utants .

duced by the
ing air. The
i m i t e d mixing

The thin layer of air immediate
the earth's surface.

ly adjacent to

Observations of the weather fr
the surface of the earth, as opp
air or winds-aloft observations.

0m a point at

osed to upper-

Irregul atiti es of the earth's
vided by trees, buildings, et
creases air turbidity, and
pollutant dispersion.

Strong winds created by weathe
high and low pressure systems
troposphere .

A graph of temperature versus
vertical, or time scale.

Upper-air observations of temper
by a radiosonde.

The impetus provided by heat f

to rise or remain suspended in t

An area of low atmospheric pr

high temperatures caused by int
at the earth's surface.

The rate by which a substance
such as heat, suspended partic
carried past a fixed point.
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#

Trapping

Trajectory
Analyses

Tropopause

Troposphere

Typical
Conditions

#

Unstabl e

Valley Winds

Veeri ng

Venti 1 ate

Verti cal
Ci rcul ati on

Vertical Disper-
sion Coefficient

#

When an inversion occurs alo
frontal or subsidence invers
released beneath the inversion w
beneath it.

ft such as a

ion, a pi ume
ill be trapped

The depiction of regional wi
patterns at the surface of t

generated from the most frequen
tion occurring at each of sever
an area for selected averaging p

The boundary between the tropos
stratosphere .

The lowest 10 to 20 km ( 6-12
atmosphere. It is characterized
temperature with height, appreci
wind motion, appreciable water \

and weather.

nd direction
he earth, as
t wind direc-
il stations in
e r i d s .

phere and the

miles) of the
by decreasing
able vertical
^apor content ,

The most commonly occurring comb
key dispersion factors - wind
direction, and atmospheric sta
Knowledge of the most common
dispersion condidtions provides
tion of the effect of an existii
pol 1 uti on source .

The environmental lapse rate is

the dry adiabatic lapse rate
turbulence is enhanced.

A'wind which ascends a mountain
the day.

According to general internati
change in wind direction in a cl

To cause to circulate as in the
ai r pol

1

utants .

The movement or mixing of air aliJDng a vertical
axis

.

The vertical standard deviatl
pollutant concentration. The pa
as a function of downwind distan
pheric stabi 1 i ty

.
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ly occurring
some indica-
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greater than
and vertical
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'ameter varies
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Vertical Temp-
erature Profile

Vertical Wind
Prof i 1

e

Virtual Source

#

Wind Tunnel

Winds Aloft

Worst-case
Conditi ons

#

#

A graph of temperature versus altitude.

A graph of the variation of me
with height in the surface bound

The theoretical location of a

with respect to an actual area
would result in plume dispersion
point of emission indicative
source .

an wind speed
ary layer.

point source
source which
at the actual
of the area

A small scale model of the atnl

permits experimentation in the 1

osphere which
aboratory .

Wind speeds and directions at '

in the atmosphere above the surf
ari ous levels
ace.

That combination of wind speed
tion, and atmospheric stabili
would result in the greatest po

ant impact of an existing or pro

wind direc-
tiy class that
sible pollut-
posed source.
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